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CALENDAR.
Fri., June

2.-Dr. Calvert and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
C lin ical Lecture (Medicine), Dr. Hartl ey.
Mon., ,,
s.- Exam. for Matriculation (London) begin s.
6 .-Dr. Morley Fletcher on duty.
Tues., "
·Wed.,,
7. -Clinical Lecture (Surgery) , Mr. D' Arcy Power.
Applications for Lawrence Scholarship to be sent in.
Fri.,
g.-Oxford Easter Term ends.
Clinical Lecture (Medicine), Dr. Horder.
Dr. Drysdale and Mr. Bailey on duty.
Sat.,
10.-0xford Trinity T e rm begins.
Sun .,
11.-Whit Sunday.
1 2.-First and Second Exam s. for M.B .(Camb .) begin .
Mon., "
13.-Dr. Tooth on duty.
Tu es., "
Wed., n
q.-Clinical Lecture (Surgery), Mr. Waring.
Fri.,
16.-First and Second Exams. for M.B.(Oxford) begin.
Dr. Garrod and Mr. D ' Arcy Power on duty.
Clinical Lecture (Medici ne) Dr. Horder.
20.-Dr. Calvert on duty.
Tu es., "
Wed, ,
21.-Clinical Lecture (Surgery), ~r. Bailey.
Fri. ,
23.-Dr. Morley Fletcher and Mr. Waring on duty.
Clinical Lecture (Medicine), Dr. Calvert.
Sat.,
24.-Cambridge Easter Term ends.
Mon.
26.-D.P.H. Conjoint Exam. begins.
27.-Dr. Drysdale on duty.
Tues., "
28. -Clinical Lecture (Surgery), Mr. Bailey.
Wed., "
Thur. , ,.
29.-Exam . for Shuter Schol~rshtp begins.
Second Exam. Conjoint Board begins.
Fri .,
30. -Dr. T ooth and Mr. McAdam Eccles on duty.
Clinical Lecture (Medicine), Dr. Hartl ey.
Mon. July 3.-Second Exam. for Med. degrees (London), P a rt I!,
begins.
M.D. and M.S. Exam s. (London) begin.
Second Exam. of Soc. of Apothecaries begins.
Tues., ,
4.-Final Exam. Conjoint Board (Medicine) begins.
Dr. Garrod on duty .
Wed. , ,
5.-First Exam. of Soc. of Apothecaries begins.
Thur. , ,
6.-Final Exam. Conjoint Boa rd (Midwifery) begins.
Fri.,
7.-Final Exam. Conjoint Board (Surgery) begins.
Dr. Calvert and Mr. Bailey on duty.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

D

T is with the greatest regret that we have to
announce the death of Captain R. K. Macgregor,
R.A.M.C. He was accidentally killed in France
on April 28th. Educated in the first place at Edinburgh
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and University Coliege School, London, he studied medicine
at this Hospital, and was qualified in I 9 I 1. He went to
France with the first Expeditionary Force, being promoted
Captain at the end of his first year of service. Our deepest
sympathy is extended to his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Macgregor, in their bereavement.
Since our last issue Major Rawling and Lieut. Mackenzie
Wallis have left the Hospital for an unnamed destination.
They, together with Captain Stanley, have been appointed
to the 34th General Hospital (the Welsh Hospital). We
understand that another old Bart.'s man, Lieut. J. S. Burns,
has also been appointed to that unit.
Major Gask has also left for the front "somewhere 111
France. "
We wish them all luck during their absence.

*

Our heartiest congratulations are extended to Mr. D'Arcy
Power, who has been elected President of the Medical
Society of London for the Session commencing October,
1916.

It is with great pleasure that we record that Colonel
A. E. Garrod has had the Order of Companion of St.
Michael and St. George conferred upon him for distinguished service in the Field.
We congratulate the following recipients of Birthday
H onours:
Privy Councillor. Dr. Christopher Addison.
C.I.E., Major F. N . White, I.M.S.
C.B. (Military Division). Additional Members. Surg.General \V. G. A. Bedford, C.M.G., M.B., Col. 0. R. A.
Julian, R.A.M.C.
C.M.G. Additional members. Col. C. E. H atrison,
C.V.O., M. B., F.R.C.S., Army l\fedical Service (T.F.);
Lt.-Col. L. Humphry, R.A.l\f.C.
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Lt.-Col. E. P. ·ewell, R .•\.~I. C., ha
Distingui hed t:rvice Order.

been awarded the

•

1r
. P. Lukis, K.C. .I., K.H ., V.D., DirectorGeneral of the lnd1an ~I. ., has been appointed Commissioner for the t. John Ambulance Brigade Over eas,
within the Empire of India.

•

•

*

•

•

•

It is interesting to note that three sons of members of
the staff have received the ~Iilitary Cross, viz. : John
Dennison Eccles, Lt., Queen Victoria's Rifles, son of Major
~IcAdam Eccles; D'Arcy Power, Captain, R.A.M.C., .R.,
son of Lt.-Col. D'.\rcy Power; L. H.. Shore, Captain,
R.A.~l. ., son of Dr. T. W. Shore.
Other old Bartholomew's men on whom the same
decoration has just been bestowed are: Capt. G. E. Dyas,
R.A.l\I.C. ; Capt. T . J. C. Evans, I.l\I.S., Tempy. Capt.
A. ]. Kendrew, R.A.M.C. ; Surg.-Capt. W. T. Rowe,
S. Totts Hussars ; and Lt. (now Capt.) C. J. Stocker, I. IlLS.
A lecture on "Amputations and Artificial Limbs" will
be g1ven by l\1r. Elmslie on Tuesday, June I 3th, at I 2.45
p.m. in the l\1 edical and urgical Theatre. The subject is
a most important one at the present time, and will, no
doubt, interest any old t. Bartholomew's men who are
holding medico-military appointments and who are not too
far from London to he present.

CHRISTMAS DAY IN THE DESERT.
HERE was trouble on the Western Frontier of
Egypt, and the "Western Frontier Force" had
been rapidly collected and had partially assembled
at ~Iersa ~latruh-a port on the Mediterranean 18o miles
west of Alexandria-in order to cope with the trouble.
Thus it was that I found myself in December, 19I5, at a
spot I had never heard of before, engaged in operations
agam t an enemy whose name was unknown to me until a
few weeks pre\·iously. i\Iy humble role in the subsequent
performance was that of A. D.~I.S. of the force. After a
little indecisive skirmishing our aeroplanes located the
enemy, some 3000 to 4000 strong, camped in a nullah or
wadi about seven miles west of ~Iatruh, and our G.O.C.
chose hristmas Day as a suitable occasion to do a little
"strafin.,," on the principle, I suppose, of "the better the
Jay, the better the d 4ed '' This decision, however, touched
our me s in a tender spot, as we had with some difficulty
• nd comm ndable foresight collected a plum pudding, some
mince p1es and a bottle of port; and with these we had
planned to celebrate Christmas in the usual way. The
itu tion \las met by the simple expedient of keeping
hri tma on the previous day, the proposal of waiting till
the day after being in tantly \etoed .
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An early start being ordered, we all turned in soon after
dinner; but not to sleep, as snipers kept firing into the camp
and our pickets wa ted a good many rounds of ammunition on them. At last all was quiet, and it seemed only a
few minutes afterwards that the bustle and noise of the
stirring camp warned one that it was time to get up. .\
plunge into the cold and dark, a hasty breakfast, and then
a brisk canter to the head of the column, where we fell into
our places behind the General and started off on the march.
It was a curious effect in the moonlight-the long column
of men, horses and guns moving silently in the sand, with
ambulances and transport wagons in the rear, and a column
of camels shuffling along without a sound. The presence
of so many men and animals close to one in the dim light,
coupled with the uncanny silence, gave a weird effect of
unreality, almost as if the whole thing were a cinema show.
We had marched about th ree miles when my attention
was attracted by a sharp exclamation, "What's that on the
right?" A small spot of light, apparently about 6oo yards
ahead and to the right, suddenly appeared and rapidly grew
bigger, and it was soon obvious that the enemy had spotted
us and lighted a beacon fire to warn their friends of our
approach. The column was halted, and a squadron of
cavalry sent out to see if they could round up the lighters of
the fire. The latter fired a few shots and ran off, and were
lost in the darkness.
Soon after this a faint light began to show in the east,
and in due course the sun rose in Oriental splendour, and
our greatcoats and mufflers were discarded.
About 8 a.m. a shrapnel from the enemy brought us the
greetings of the season, and some heavy explosions on our
right directed our attention to the sen, where we could just
see a naval ship firing her big guns, the shells of which were
kicking up a great dust on the hills a mile ahead.
Our guns now came into action, and the infantry
deployed. The guns did good work, as they put their
fourth shot right into the enemy's gun emplacement and
silenced the gun for the rest of the day. The enemy had
other guns, but for some reason or other they never brought
them into action.
The infantry now advanced steadily over an open plain
against the enemy's position in the hills, and casualties
began to trickle back to the Field Ambulance. These were
dressed, fed, and sent back to Matruh by motor ambulance
all day long, so that the wounded were in a comfortable
bed within two hours of being wounded, in many cases. In
the meantime the cavalry had done a wide turning movement, and had amved in rear of the enemy. This made
matters too hot for them, and they retired into their wad•
Wadi Iajid as it was called-in the caves and recesses of
which they kept up a scattered fight for the rest of the day,
being gradually driven down the Wadi towards the ea.
It was intended that the cavalry should completely surround
them and block their exit to the west; and if they had
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succeeded in doing this, all the leaders of the enemy's
forc es would have been captured and the campaign brought
to a close prematurely. Unfortunately they were unable to
complete the ring, and the leaders escaped.
In the late afternoon the enemy were in full flight, and
we were in possession of their camp, where a large quantity
of ammunition and supplies were captured.
It only remained for us to collect our forces and return
to Matruh, as scarcity of water and transport rendered it
impossible for us to follow up our victory.
By 9 p.m. all the troops had returned to the rendezvous,
but one regiment reported that some of their men had not
come in, so we had to sit in the cold and dark waiting for
them with some anxiety, as they might easily get cut off in
the dark. Large fires of brushwood were lit as a guide, and
at ro p.m. a man found his way into camp and said he had
been sent in to say that there was a party of his regiment,
including the medical officer, and some wounded and
prisoners le ft out some miles away. A relief party was
instantly collected, and disappeared into the darkness with
the man as a guide. They were fortunate enough to find
them, and brought them in at 2 a.m.
Unable to sleep for the cold, we were glad when at 4 a. m.
it was decided to march home, and we eventually arrived at
our camp at 7 a. m., after twenty-six hours' absence, tired but
pleased with our first effort.
The humour of the situation did not come out till afterwards when we captured Gafar, their Commander-in-Chief,
who confessed that he thought all British soldiers got drunk
on Christmas Day, and so he had planned to make an attack
on our camp on Christmas night. Our attack rather spoilt
his plans for our Christmas entertainment.
Our casualties were light. The most interesting case was
a Yeomanry officer who was hit in the abdomen close to
the umbilicus . There was no wound of exit. He had
foecal vomiting on the second day, and his life was despaired
of. But to our astonishment it stopped, and he made an
unint errupted recovery.
E. P. SEII'ELL,
No. 15 General Hospital,
Lt. -Col. R.A.M.C.
Alexandria.

April I sth, 1916.

SOME OPHTHALMIC LESSONS OF THE
WAR.'-+
By WALTER H. JESSOP, M.B. , F.R.C.S.Eng.

II

HE first subject I wish to consider is sympathetic
ophthalmitis, or rather its absence, as far as I
know, amongst the wounded treated by our
surgeons at the Front.
" Abstract of Presidential Address de li vered at the Congress of
the Ophthalmol ogica l Society of the United Kingdom on Thursday,
May 4th, 1916.
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To Colonel Lister and the other ophthalmic surgeons at
the Front has been primarily due the prevention of sympathetic ophthalmitis. I have corresponded with practically
all our coll eagues at the military hospitals, and have not as
yet heard of one case of sympathetic ophthalmitis, and the
war has been on for 2 I months. The number of eyes
wounded has been very great, and especially the number of
those very seriously damaged by shrapnel-th e cases so
aptly described by Colonel Lister as split "like the corolla
of a very much faded flower. "
In the American Civil War 41 cases of sympathetic
ophthalmitis occurred in 2 54 cases of destruction of the
eyeball-that is, r6·r4 per cent.
The German official returns for the F ranco-German vVar
gave the very high percentage of ss·6 in all cases of injury to
the eyeball. The number of sympathetic ophthalmitis cases
was 97, and 52 of these occurred within one year of the
injury; the seriously damaged eyeballs gave the highest
percentage of sympathetic trouble.
The extraordinary im munity from sympathetic ophthalmitis must be due to care in diagnosis, careful primary
operative treatment, and especially the early and complete
removal of all portions of the globe in much smashed
eyeball s.
The second subject is f' apilla dema following gunshot
injuries to the vault of the skull. In this war wounds of
the head by bullets, etc., have been more frequently met
with than in any previous war.
In cases of fracture of the vault * a large percentage (about
6o per cent.) showed signs of papillocdema, and the opportunities given of following the course of the papillocdema
strengthens the view that the old chapters on optic neuritis,
choked disc, neuro-retinitis will have to be quite rewritten.
The ophthalmoscopic changes were usually slight swelling
of the papilla, som etimes amounting to r or 2 D. ; the edges
of the discs were blurred and indistinct, often there was a
narrow yellowish-white ring round the optic disc, and the
changes were, as a rule, within the equator and near the
papilla-in fact, these changes were an ocdema of the papilla
and the retina.
In some cases there were soft woolly
looking plaques, and in a few cases there was extreme
swelling of the optic discs with hoemorrhages, plaques, etc.
These conditions were associated with increased intracranial pressure, and on relief of the intracranial pressure
the ocdema disappeared in a short time, and in most cases no
after changes are to be seen by the oph thalmoscope. T his
coincides with the findings of Paton and Holmes, who, in
cases of cerebral tumo urs, have demonstrated that the
swelling of the papilloe is an ocdema and not an inflammation primarily, and that such cases usually called optic
neuritis ought to be named papillocdema.
The tltird subject is the condition of the retina in trench
neplzritis, which is a disease that has affected numerous

*

Th e Ophthalmoscope, vol. xiii, p. 593·
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soldiers in this war, and of which the actual cause has not nearly solid redema, all cleared up. During the clearing-up
stage there were white plaques, hard white spots, hremorbeen found.
All these symptoms help to confirm the
These cases of trench nephritis, according to Capt. W. rhages, etc.
Langdon Brown,* are examples of acute nephritis, and are diagnosis of trench nephritis being toxremic.
For a long time it has been known that pregnant women
epidemic, infective, and due to some specific infection
are liable to manifestations of toxremia, * and Mr. Fisher
resembling, but not actually, the organism of scarlet fever.
I have had the orportunity of examining the eyes of has published a very interesting paper on "The Retinitis of
about 150 cases of trench nephritis; the ophthalmoscopic Pregnancy." As he said, and I thoroughly agree with him,
examinations have been made with the pupils dilated by it might have been headed Toxremic Retinitis of Preghomatropine and cocaine, the source of illumination being a nancy.
Some years ago I had written a paper for our Society on
candle (Priestley-Smith) lamp, or ordinary daylight.
Some of these cases have also been mentioned by Mr. tuberculous retinitis, which was never published. The
Foster Moore, and have been referred to by him in an main points are effusions, limited or diffuse, in the
interesting paper in the Lancet, December rgth, rgrs, retina followed during the process of resolution by a
retinitis with white plaques which cleared up completely.
p. 1348.
I wish first to refer Lo my last consecutive forty-five cases, This clearing up, according to Rochon-Duvigneaud and
as I have examined these more carefully for slight signs of Mawas, is due to the action of phagocytes, and one can
redema; my first cases were looked at chiefly for gross almost by the ophthalmoscope see the process-the perichanges as hremorrhages, white plaques, detachments, etc. phery of the plaques becoming ragged-looking. Since then
In twenty-one of the cases (46·6 per cent.) there were signs I have had cases where no signs of tubercle cou ld be found,
of redema of the retina; in many these signs in a few days which must have been due to septic infection.
In our Transac!t'ons, vol. xxv, p. ro2, is the drawing of
cleared up, so that the percentage of cases of redema is
probably much higher. In three cases with redema of the an analogous case recorded by Mr. R. E. Bickerton. I am
retina there were other changes-one had a single, super- showing another case at this present meeting. These cases
ficial, flame-shaped hremorrhage, one commencing retinitis of toxremic retinitis in trench nephritis, gravidic retinitis,
with plaques, and one the signs ordinarily described as and tubercle are characterised by an ccdema, sometimes
albuminuric retinitis. Of this last case, a man ret. 27, the amounting to a definite detachment, diffuse or limited, of
great interest is that all the ordinary changes up to resolu- the retina, the presence of white soft woolly plaques, hard
tion took place in twelve weeks from the onset of general white spots or dots, hremorrhages, but not primary affection
symptoms. The eedema of the retina commencing three of the blood-vessels.
weeks after the symptoms of dyspncca, redema of legs, etc.,
We find the same conditions in the so-called diabetic
was succeeded by white, soft-looking plaques, hremorrhages, and albuminuric retinitis.
Are not all these generic terms
macular star. In eight weeks the only changes to be seen misleading, or rather unscientific? It has long been known
were small, hard-looking, white spots at the maculre, in that exactly the same signs as, some writers say, are pathotwelve weeks the left-eye changes had quite disappeared, gnomonic of albuminuric retinitis are found withou t any
and there were in the right eye six small, very bright white
signs of kidney mischief and without any albumin in the
spots near the macula. In sixteen weeks there was nothing urme. Is there a typical albuminuric retinitis? Are there
to be seen in either eye. This case was undoubtedly one any definite ophthalmoscopic signs which would establish an
of acute nephritis, and all the signs of soft, woolly-looking, absolute definite diagnosis by themselves alone? These
white plaques, and hard -looking white spots were present.
questions cannot be answered in the affirmative.
One was able, as Charcot said, to use the ophthalmoscope
I would suggest that there is at first an redema of the
to investigate living pathological anatomy, practically as a retina in all these cases, which may be toxic in origin.
microscope on the living tissues.
Like the redema of the eyelids, extremities, etc., in nephrit is,
In none of these forty-five cases were there any signs of the cause is not proven, and therefore there 1s no reason to
pathological changes in the retinal vessels; this fact is suppose it may not be toxic.
true in nearly every other case I have observed. Curiously,
In many cases the presence of fibroblasts produces the
in only three cases was there a previous history of scarlet solid redema, the white plaques, etc.
fever, and in these three cases the ophthalmoscopic appearAs to the definite toxin, this may vary in different diseases,
ances were normal. The constant signs in every case were but the signs of the toxremic retinitis or retinredema are
albumin in the urine and redema in the extremities or practically the same.
face. The blood-pressure varied very greatly in different
It is an interesting lesson this war has taught us that in
cases. The detachments of the retina mentioned by Mr. the last two of my subjects the presence of redema either
Foster Moore due to redema and sometimes a solid or as papillcedema or retinredema is so often to be found, and
• The Lancet, February 19th, 1916, p. 391.
• Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., vol. viii, p. 127.
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may be so fugitive. It will be still more interesting if these
conditions lead to a clearer and more correct understanding
of th e so-called albuminuric retinitis.

TWO CASES OF DISLOCATION OF CERVICAL VERTEBRJE, WITHOUT DEATH.
By Major W. McADAM EccLES, M.S., F.R.C.S., and
D. s. PRACY, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Traum,llic Dislocation rf the Fourth Ce1vical Vertebra
Forwards and Downwards on tlze Fzjth.
M. B-, a woman, ret. 43, fell downstairs on November
28th, 1915, whereby her head struck the ground, and her

FIG. I.-LATERAL VIEW.
TH E FouRTH CERVICAL BoDY HAS
SLIPPED FORWARD ON THE FIFTH .

neck was bent forcibly forwards. She was unconscious for
two hours. A large hrematoma developed on the occiput
and extended on to the cervical region. On the advice of
her medical man, Dr. M. Ryan, she was kept in bed for a
month. On getting about after this she found stiffness in
the neck with considerable pain on attempting to move the
cervical spine, the pain running down into both upper
extremities, and being particularly marked in the digital
area of both ulnar nerves.
There was no evidence of any distinct muscular paralysis,
whether of upper limbs, diaphragm, trunk, or lower limbs,
although the intrinsic muscles of the left hand supplied by
the ulnar nerve did not contract voluntarily so strongly as
those of the right side. The sphincters were quite normal.
On examination no irregularity of the cervical vertebrre
could be detected, but there appeared to be somewhat of
a hollow between the fourth and fifth cervical spinous
processes.
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The patient was only able to flex her neck slightly in the
antero-posterior and lateral directions, some fixation being
apparent about the level of the fourth vertebra.
X-ray examination showed a very significant deformity.
In the lateral view (see Fig. r) it will be observed that the
head with the four upper cervical vertebrre has slipped
forwards and downwards. The body of the fourth vertebra
is lying so that its lower lipped edge is almost in contact
with the lower lipped edge of the centrum of the fifth
vertebra. Further, there is clearly discernible a marked gap
between the spinous processes of the fourth and fifth
cervical vertebrre, that portion of the ligamentum nuch re
attached to these spines having probably given way.
In the antero-posterior view there will be seen (see
Fig. 2) a separation between the transverse processes of the
fourth and fifth vertebne, the cervical spine at this level

FIG. 2.-ANTERO-POSTERIOR VIEw.
THE Fo uRTH CERVICAL
VERrEBRA I S SOMEWHAT SEPARATED ON THE RIGHT $JDE FROM
THE FIFTH.

having been forcibly flexed to the left. There is no evidence of any fracture.
The case is of interest from the following points:
( 1) The level of the lesion.
(2) The fewness of the symptoms.
(3) The fact of recovery of the patient.
The most common level for a dislocation or a fracture
dislocation of the cervical spine is between the fifth and
sixth vertebrre. At this level, even if the spinal cord is
injured, respiration is carried on through the action of the
diaphragm, the phrenic nerves remaining intact. But when
the level is higher than this death is almost certain.
That there should have been so marked a dislocation
forwards of the body of the fourth cervical vertebra without
greater involvement of the cord is remarkable. Where
dislocation occurs as the result of disease there is time
for the cord to accommodate itself to its altered relations,
but where the displacement 1s the result of traumatism

IOZ
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the sudden compression of the cord causes, as a rule, most
marked symptoms. In this case the absence of muscular
paralysis is of great interest, for it shows that the cord must
have almost entirely escaped injury. The fact that the
patient, after a prolonged rest in the recumbent position,
has recovered with only a slight anresthesia in the ulnar
distribution is highly gratifying.
It was somewhat difficult to decide whether any manipulative treatment should be adopted. None was carried out
because, the symptoms being slight, it was felt that they
might be increased by any attempt to reduce the dislocation.
It was also difficult to determine when the patient might
be allowed to move her head and neck without fear of any
likelihood of furth er slipping of the vertebrc:e ; but after four
months it was considered safe, and so far no untoward
W. MeA. E.
result has followed.

Dislocation Forwards of Atlas on Axis due to Disease.
This case was under the care of Mr. Bailey, who has
kindly given permission for the following notes to be
published.
L. W-, a schoolboy, c:et. 14, noticed, in the middle of
December, I gr 5, that he had a dull diffuse pain in the suboccipital region and a certain amount of stiffness on attempting to move his head. These symptoms increased in severity
gradually until his admission to hospital on March I sth,
rgr6. At that time he also complained of a swelling on the
right side of his neck, but this, on examination, proved to
be the transverse processes of his cervical vertebrre made
promin ent by the position of the head.
On admission the condition was as follows :
The patient was an unhealthy-looking boy, and kept his
head thrown slightly backwards with the chin rotated to the
left. This position he apparently maintained by spasm of
the d eep muscles of the neck, probably the left superior and
inferior obliques. The more superficial muscles were not
contracted.
M ovements.-Patient was able to rotate his head a little,
but could not painlessly bring his chin to the middle
line. Nodding movem ents were much more easily executed.
Pati ent had no pain on percussing the top of his head, but
the spines of the upper cervical vertebrre were distinctly
tender.
No enlarged glands were palpable in the neck or elsewhere.
No abnormality was discovered in the chest or abdomen.
T emperature, pulse, and respirations were normal.
Nervous system.-Knee· jerks present but not easily elicited.
Sph incters natural. Sensati ons : No objective abnormality,
but patient said th at occasionally his right hand felt numb,
and he would be unable to hold a pen to write a letter.
Several skiag rams were taken at different tim es without
any discovery of disease in the ve rtebrc:e, but one taken on
March 27th showed that the atlas and cranium were dislocated fo rwards on the axis and other cervical vertebrc:e.
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The transverse ligament of the atlas had apparently given
way and the odontoid process was nearly touching the
posterior arch of the atlas. Probably the position appears a
little exaggerated in the skiagram, as the view is not absolutely a lateral one.
This case is of interest:
(I) As a contrast to Major Eccles' case.

FIG. J.-L. W-.

DOTS OUTLINE ANTERIOR ARCH OF ATLAS
A N D ODONTOID PROCESS OF AXIS .
IT WILL BE SEEN THAT
THE ATLAS IS DISLOCATED FORWARD ON AXIS.

( z) As illustrating his remarks regarding the absence of
symptoms of compression of the cord in dislocation due to
disease. In this case nearly total compression of the cord
must have occ urred.
D. S. P.

"HOUSE SURGEON ON DUTY. .,
T is well known that the life of a house surgeon is
one full of experience, but how many can realise
what it is to be house surgeon on duty unless th ey
have at some time fulfilled th at onerous task? The experience gained during these three or four days, as the case
may be, is great and far reaching. H.S. j D. for once in his
life seems to hold an important position; he has a bell of
his own which reminds the whole hospital of his existence;
he has, or thinks he has, numerous people at his beck and
call-porters, dressers, nurses, the steward, whom he can
worry endlessly when he has no beds of his own, and, last
but not least, his chief who sleeps at his mercy. H.S. jD.,
though a prisoner in the hospital, comes much in contact
with the outside world.
H.S .jD., if he is lucky during the night and does not have
to get up in the small hours of the morning, commences his
day's work at Io.o a.m. by starting his morning round in
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the wards. Of course, after one bad night's rest, when he
still feels a little sleepy, he notices that one or two sisters
are a little irritable ; after two bad nights, sisters and perhaps
" blue belts " are not so pleasing as they might be ; but after
three or four bad nights, when H .S.fD. feels just alive,
sisters, nurses, dressers, porters and everyone else do something wrong and try to hinder instead of helping him . He
appears to be the only person who can do anything right.
It is not until duty is well over and his weary mind has
been rested that he begins to realise how tired and irritable
he has been. He then sees how sisters, dressers, nurses, and
porters have helped him, and he begins to wonder why he
does not appear to have made for himself many enemies.
Fortunately, tired looks win a lot of sympathy.
When the round is finished an appetite for lunch begins
to make itself felt. Unfortunately, one's board has to be
altered before this can be satisfied, and one usually finds
messages there such as "Case inS--, " "\Vanted in--,"
or "Please ring up - - ." The main importance of such
messages to H .S. f D . is that they disturb his lunch.
H.S./D. is seldom allowed to have his meals in peace.
To sit down and prepare for a meal in comfort is a sure
signal for someone to worry him ; especially is this the case
at dinner when he is also on duty in the Surgery. I well
remember a busy Sunday on duty when I had tried hard to
find time for tea. I had ju'st sat down and commenced tea
when a porter came and said that a doctor who knew my
father very well wanted to see me about a patient he had
sent in. As he was waiting at the top of the steps leading
to the dining hall, I hurriedly finished my tea and went to
see him. I had never seen him before, and I am certain
that my father had never seen him. The conclusion I came
to was that the old gentleman thought that a house surgeon
was the son of the surgeon.
After lunch, the surgeon arrives and either "goes round"
or operates. From what I have already said, it is obvious
that, especially towards the end of duty, he appears to make
his round very long and to talk at great length about every
case to his following, who also appear for some reason to be
abnormally interested and to encourage him to continue his
words of wisdom. It never dawns on H.S.f D. when he is
very tired and has more work to do than appears possible,
that duty cases are very interesting and provide much scope
for learning. All H.S.f D. thinks about is getting the round
over as soon as possible.
At 6.o p.m. the surgical receiving officers go off duty, and
H.S. / D. is on duty both for in-patients and out-patients in
addition to being on duty for a variable number of house
surgeons, including throat and ophthalmic house surgeons,
who may go out. This is the time at which H.S. jD.
commences to be really busy. There is always plenty of
work to be done in the wards, and though the night dresser
tries hard to keep the surgery under control, yet casualties
have a wonderful way of making one very late for dinner.
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It is impossible to give any accurate idea of the work of
H .S.fD. from now onwards. His work is most variable and
so cannot be described except at great length. One evening
on duty I did not see a single patient after dinner, on other
occasions I have never ceased seeing patients till well into
the small hours of the morning.
As a rule, a patient comes to the hospital in the evening
who requires an operation. As soon as the case has been
exa min ed the surgeon is telephoned for, and while he is on
his way to hospital th e theatre has to be got ready, an
anresthetist has to be provided, porters have to be told what
ward to take th e patient to and what time the patient has
to be in the theatre, and the sister of the ward has to be
toid that a patient is being sent in. What an offence it
is if the sister is not told ! Most sisters seem quite satisfied
if they are told one minute or less before the arrival of the
patient in their ward.
When the surgery is full of patients to be seen before the
arrival of the surgeon, it is very easy to forget to tell someone
that an in-patient has arrived. The result will obviously be
disastrous. Either the patient will not arrive at the theatre,
or there will be no anresthetist, or the theatre will not be
ready, as the case may be.
The surgeon, when he arrives, seems to have a wonderful gift for asking his H.S. questions that h e cannot a nswer.
He may know all the surgeon expects about th e history
and physical signs, but such questions as "What is th e
name of the doctor who sent this case up? " "\V hen did he
first see a doctor? " " What is the age or occupation of th e
patient? " are very puzzling. I could never remember to
ask them all, and if I managed to ask the doctor's name I
was sure to forget to ask the age of the patient.
When everything is ready for the operation to commence
the H.S . longs to hear his chief say, "You do this. " There
is much more to be learned by doing one operation than by
watchmg several. A surgeon who, when he is tired after a
day's work, is content to help his H.S. who will take much
longer to do the operation than if he did it himself, is doing
his H .S. a very good turn, and one that will not be forgotten .
When the operation is over and when the surgery is cleared,
H.S.fD., accompanied by his night dresser, does his night
round and then retires to the " middle room " in the Surgery,
where he and his dresser find cocoa always ready. This is
about the only time when H.S./ D. can expect to be left
unmolested. Cocoa in peace after rushing about all day
is greatly appreciated. The time has arrived when there is
an opportunity of easing one's mind by giving vent to the
most important scandal of the day, and for soothing one's
temper before going to bed if it has been unduly irritated.
The time at which H.S. f D. retires to bed IS variable.
He can never retire before midnight, and he often does not
get to bed till after 2 .o a. m. When he does get to bed his
sleep is an uncertainty. Some nights he will be unmolested ;
others he will be worried one or more times. Much
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depends on having a competent night dresser, and much
depends on the porter.
othing is more annoying than to
have a porter come and wake one up by mistake for someone else, and perhaps offering you a district clerk's letter,
but I suppose there are very few who have not had this
experience. H.S. D. may be called to patients in the wards
or to cases in the Surgery, especially police cases. The
latter seem frequently to come about 8.o a.m.-a very bad
time if he has got to bed late, because by the time the
patient has been seen it is too late to return to bed, and an
hour's sleep has been lost.
o much for the life of H.S. D. I will now pass to
those he comes in contact with. Humour and pathos are
often closely associated, especially in the Surgery. Some
patients have trivial maladies, some, especially when of
military age, have no maladies, and some are struggling hard
between life and death. The former usually come direct to
the Surgery; the latter are, as a rule, sent up by some
doctor outside, unless the case is an accident. Trivial
maladies are usually the ones which are apt to test the
temper of H.S. D. Some of these patients say immediately
that there is nothing much the matter and do not try to
over-estimate their maladies. They are easily dealt with
and soon satisfied. The chief offenders are talkative
mothers who bring small children and who try to exaggerate
to a most wonderful degree. A mother one day brought a
small boy who frequently had mild attacks of facial
erysipelas. When asked what she had brought the boy up
for, she started at a terrific rate explaining what a good boy
he was, how well he did at school, and how well he behaved
to his brothers and sisters. After a lot of persuasion she
got more to the point and finished emphasizing the degree
of swelling by sa) ing that "Yesterday his little face was as
ome patients regard it as an unpardonable
flat as yourn. "
offence if they are not attended to immediately. Returning
from the operating theatre one evening, I looked into the
female duty box to find an excited young lady on a police
stretcher-she had been knocked down by a bus but did
not appear to be Ladly hurt. She gave me the following
greeting . " ow, }Oung man, when am I going to be
attended to?" A more polite patient was first attended to,
and then we returned to this excitable nuisance. She said
she had hurt her arm and back. Her arm she allowed to
be examined, but she flatly refused to have her back looked
at. The police demanded the nature of her injuries; they
were, of course, not forthcoming. They decided to telephone to their station to ascertain what was to be done in
surh 1:1 cs. In the meanwhile the patient was aided off the
strctchtr by two confederates and limped out of the hospital.
\\'hen the police returned from the telephone they ran out
into the street carrying their strl'lcher, in search of their
j11ollgl, much to the amusement of the waiting patients.
I gently reuuked a paticnt one day for coming very late
''hen he could ha,·c come earlier. ll er reply was some-
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what embarrassing : " Go on ; I don't want to see you, I
want the head doctor "-the night dresser.
Duty brings one in contact with an interesting type of
patient-one who finds it profitable to meet with a trivial
so-called accident. His disease is "Kompensitis." He is,
as a rule, easily found out, but sometimes one cannot be
absolutely certain that he is a fraud when seen for the first
time. Write on his paper "Kompensitis," and when he
comes again whoever sees him will be on guard, and will
often be able to save the hospital the expense of skiagrams
and medicine. When he returns he is sure to ask for a
certificate.
Having made a few remarks about patients with trivial
maladies, I will say a few words about those who are
seriously ill. These patients, as I have already said, are
usually sent up by a doctor from outside under whose care
they have been, some for a short time and some for a considerable time. How many doctors realise that they can
lighten the arduous duties of H.S. /D. to a very great extent
by sending a letter with the patient, giving an account of
the symptoms while under observation, and stating what
conclusions they have arrived at? What a help it is if a
doctor takes the trouble to telephone to the hospital and ask
if he may send a patient .up, and to give an account of his
patient. What a help it is if a doctor sends a patient up at
a reasonable hour, and does not wait until he sees him late
at night and then in despair sends him up. Unfortunately
a large majority of medical practitioners do not seem to
consider the hospital and those working there in the least.
They seem to regard the hospital as an institution where
they can put the responsibility for their patients on other
shoulders at any time they like. I wish it were possible to
publish prints of some of the documents sent by doctors
with patients. Some patients are sent without anything at
all, others bring a doctor's card or a dirty, ragged piece of
paper with some such remark on as the following: "Admit
this patient suffering from appendicitis," "This is to certify
that - - is suffering from acute appendicitis and should be
operated on immediately," "Hip disease ? ? lameness, etc."
(a case of cerebro-spinal fever), "Speech defective, slight
nasal obstruction, bad teeth, eczema of scalp."
I will give one example of what thoughtlessness on the
part of the doctor may lead to. One night, at r 1.45 p.m.,
a porter fetched me and said there was someone in the
Surgery who wanted to see me about a patient. When I
arrived in the Surgery I found two women there who had
been sent by a doctor to know if we would take a patient in
who was very ill. I asked if the doctor had said what he
thought was the matter with the patient, or if he thouO'ht she
needed an operation. I was at once informed that the
doctor had told me all about the patient in a letter he had
sent by them. The letter consisted of the doctor's card,
on the back of which was written: "Abrlominal symptom~,
etc., etc." I was told that it would take them an hour to
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get home and an hour to bring the pati ent up. That is to
say, that the patient would arrive at 2 a.m. Supposing•
now, that an operation had been necessary. The patient
would first have to be examined, then the surgeon would
have to be telephoned for and brought to hospital- not an
easy thing when there are no taxis or 'buses-then an
amesthetist would have to be fetch ed out of bed, and finally
the night dresser would be kept up, to say nothing of th e
troubles the nursing-sta ff would be put to. Th e operation
could not comm ence till 3 a. m. at the earliest and would be
over, rougl~ly, at about 4 a.m. The su•geon would then
have to gc;> home before returning to bed. How much
sleep would any of us get, all of whom have to face
another hard day's work ? Fortunately, the case was not a
severe one. The doctor, however, thought an operation
would be necessary and could easily have sent the case up
earlier, for she had been under his care for some few days.
He was on the telephone, and could have saved time by
telephoning instead of sending up relatives who knew
nothing about the case.
From time to time one hears complaints that housesurgeons do not let the practitioner know the progress of
their patients. Is it surprising?
Patients occasionally send or bring humorous letters to
hospital. The followitig is one brought by a Russian Pole,
who knew very little English : "Dear Sir, I am asking
you to cure my hand, because when I take anything up into
my hand, it falls down. I have not got any strength in my
hand and it hurts me very much. Will you please oblige
me by curing it as soon as you can? My head also hurts
me very much and will you please give me a medicine to
it."
The next was one sent from Scotland : " Dear sir I
should Esteem it a favour if you could oblige me by
sending to the above address a few doses of medicine or a
plaster for my back I get such pain round the Kidneys
and feel tired when I rise in the Mornings has if I had
never seen Bed I think it Must Le a laxy liver I am a
Married Woman age 3-6 years my husband is a Disabled
Soldier we are here has he is doing light \V ork for
goverment and there is not a shop yet in this village or a
doctor for a good few miles of course we will get all in
good time has they are Building fast I have been a outpatient at good old St. Barts on and off from a girl and
here we are in a small village without Medical advise and
dont know how to Manage I hope you will pardon me
for asking I am Enclosing a postal order for a shilling and
will willingly pay more if it is req"uired from an old
patient."
T he last is from a patient whose name is on the books for
adm ission. She had an inguinal hernia. "Sir, Would
you kind ly let me know when I am coming in to go und er
my operation as I think I have waited long enough it is
just I o weeks since I first came to the hospital, and I came
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up a fortnight ago and you said it was a mistake and you
would look it up and send the next week and I have not
heard yet and my husband is get rath er out of temper over
it he said while I am waiting I am get worse and not better
so you might let me know as soon as you can as I should
like to get the operation over as soon as I can as I am
feeling very bad lately. "
S. \V. B.

THE DUGGOUT MSS.
From " Tlze A tlzem:eum," April 6/lz, 3333 ·
N the course of recent excavations on the frontiers
of northern Boschia th e distinguished archreologist, Prof. Cyrus G. Whizz, of Toshville, Pa.,
has discovered a most interesting series of remains dating
back to the barbarian invasions of the twentieth century,
including MSS. probably cceval with the famous "Mud
Hall " or " Errorregretted" Tractate. One document in
particular (S/ mr 54321) gives most valuable information on
the religious tenets of this epoch. The MS., which is
English of the Middle Georgian dynasty, is in holograph,
written on shee ts of poor quality paper, headed in printed
letters "A.F.212r." The document, probably a protocol,
abounds in glosses and erasions. From other papers found
in the same cave-MSS. bearing the formula of invocation,
"Foryourinformationandactionplease," and incunabula relating to "Feet bitten frost prevention of "-coupled with
the discovery of a very well-preserved mu111.my in an adjoining cave, Professor Whi zz deduces that the author was
a R egg i-mentalmedikkalorfisser, a member of a lowly but
dreaded class of the priestly or Luddybrahzat caste, who
died-as these men frequently did-of mental inanition
and hre morrhagic kyphosis. From internal evidence it is
safe to assume that the MS. dates to the first ten or fifteen
years of the war, as reference is made to "rifles "-archaic
weapons abandoned in favour of primitive bows and arrows
at least fifty years before the final extirpation of the
H underpest.
Translation of the document : During the past months and years of subterranean
secl usion I have reviewed all the sins of my past lifeafter all, there is no other amusement. I have meditated
on the normal tonsils I enucleated, on the furuncles I
submitted to Schwartzes, on the straight septa I resected ;
but most of all have I pondered on the night when I
accidentally became a [two words illegible]. It was two
years before the war-to be precise on Tuesday, February 28th, 19-. I was a cutter then, and my firm came
off duty at midday. On that day I did thirteen blood
counts.
When I handed the last three to my HS and
expectantly awaited his thanks, he informed me casually
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that one patient had discharged him self, one had a lready
di ed, and the third had been recognised by Herbert and
several members of the Senior staff as a gentleman suffering
from an inordinate passion for laparotomies.
He then
wrote "HSD" on his board and left hurriedly. Shaking
th e dust of th e R.S.Q. fr om my feet with a suitable word
or two, I went in search of a beefsteak which I found somewhere near Chancery Lane. By 8.3 0 I felt much better
and return ed to my rooms. With great presence of mind
I carried a volume of C hoyce, which looked offensively
agg ressive, with a newspaper, a nd took a Kipling at ra ndom.
Then things began to go wrong.
The fire smoked, a
cinder fell into the milk, my pipe would not draw, and I
had got hold of "The Plain T ales" and wanted "Kim."'
I went to the window. It was a beastly night. The
wind was getting up and th e rain was coming down.
Lamps shone sulki ly on wet pave ments, and in a house
opposite someone played ragtim es.
Then down the
d eserted street th ere pranced stealthily a conspirator. He
was obviously a conspirator an d obviously in love with his
profession. For no other reaso ns would anyone prance
stealthily on a wet night in so uncomfortable and conspicuous a costume as a black mantle, a mask, sombrero
and cock's feather. Exactly how I got into the street I
never know, but I do know that a d es ire for vengeance on
th e upper middle classes in ge neral, and my HS in particula r, lent me speed.
The stranger gripped my arm.
"Any Tb. found? " he hissed. Automatically I brea th ed
th e familiar reply, "None present!"
"Good-Good!"
H e almost ejaculated, " I knew you were one of us ! But
hurry!
Hurry! We are already late, a nd to-night we
brew th e vaccine of vaccines!" Str:wgely thrilled by his
words I joined in his headlong course. Faster and fast e r
we went; we crossed th e river; we passed through
Clapham and through Balham-through places, such as
Tooting, that I had never believed in before; a nd as th e
country grew wilder and more desolate, so we went the
faster till we seemed to outstrip th e howling wind. And
now the night was full of noises. Strange shapes flapp ed
past us yelling and muttering, but all were crying the same
thing, "The vaccine-the vaccine ! '' Suddenly we stopped
in a dreary and ghoulish plain waste. A large notice-board
showed the words "To the Blasted Heath," and in th e
distance the sky was lit by the sinister glow of a red-hot
autoclave, round which there danced a ring of white-coated
figures shrieking a horrible chorus that seemed to run :"Colonies of streptoccocus,
Tubes of Agar grey;
Stain and Culture-Stain and Culture,
Ye that Culture may!"

Then, too late, I realised what I had done. Unwittingly
I had intruded on a witch-sabbat of Pathologists! My
blood nearly coagulated with terror, but there was no means
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of escape.
I plunged into the thickest part of that unholy
concourse, and listened in horror to the frightful blasphemies that resounded on every side. An elderly wizard
entered into conversation with me. He introduced himself
as Dr. Faustus. I asked him if it was true that he had
been torn in pieces by several devils? He protested, on
his honour, that the episode had been greatly exaggerated.
"That was Marlowe's doing, " he said. "Dear old Bill
Shakespeare, that most original pathologist .. . " "Pathologist? " I asked. "To be sure ; it was he who first worked
out the so-called Wassermann reaction.
Surely you
remember the preparation of the antique, 'Liver of birth
strangled Babe .. .'" Suddenly we were interrupted by a
most extraord inary uproar. "The Amboceptor!" cried
all the sorcerers, "The Amboceptor himself ! " and a
stately personage advanced through the crowd. I recognised him at once. That was not exactly the name under
which he was usually known ; but his frontal d e velopment,
his well-marked caudal vertebrre and the curious malformation of his feet made mistakes impossible.
Enthroning
himself on the red-hot autoclave and fanning himself gently
with his tail, the Amboceptor began a short speech : "My
most beloved subjects-A few hundred years ago witches
and sorcerers were my special proteges, and it is with the
deepest and most heartfelt gratitude that I meet you
to-night. Truly you carry on the good work. They drew
their victims' blood-so do you! They cooked it according
to a careful ritual-so do you! They readministered the
fluids like you, and their subjects died in horrid agonies so do-ahem !" (here his Maj esty was seized with a violent
fit of coughing). He continued : "To-night I am with you
for a great event-we brew the vaccine of vaccines! You
know how some of my dear servants in that spiritual home
of mine upon the Elbe have discovered a new disease-the
pan -lecithin syndrome of Dumpkorf and Doustor-swivel!
It has only one disadvantage-it d oesn't exist. But this
can be remedied. Once the vaccine is brewed . . . " He
stopped, then suddenly : "The re is an intruder among
us ! " he thundered. "Oh, impossible, your majesty! "
said one of the courtiers. "Nonsense! I tell you there
is ! I distinctly saw a man with a stain of aniline gentian
violet on his fore finger ! Do you mean to tell me that any
demonstrator would so far forget himself as to stain a film
or a section ? That man has been working-yes, working! "
Only one thing could have saved me, and that one thing
happened; the autoclave exploded, and I was hurled
through the air till I came d own on the floor of my sittingroom . . . .
The rest of th e MS. is missing.
"EsToc."
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STUDENTS' UNION.
UN C IL Meeting May 4th, 1916, Mr. \Varing in
th e chair.
It was sugges ted a nd agreed to that the small
surplus remammg over from the subscription to the
Etherington Smi th Memorial Fund be applied to the purchase of one or more shares in the S.B.H. Cater ing Co.
Any old Bart.'s men who wish to dispose of shares are
invited to communicate with th e Secretary.

CORRESPONDENCE.
SKEY'S LAST LECTURE.

To the Editor of the' St. Bartholomew's Hospital Journal. '
SIR,-On read in g over Mr. Dunn 's letter in your current issue, a
possible explanat ion of ou r differing accounts occurs to me.
Skey was announced to give four lectures. At the first two I was
present, and I remember them perfectly. The first began, as aforesaid, " What's the use of Tincture of Iodine ? " The second began,
"Gentlemen, I once delivered a lecture before the Royal College of
Surgeons on a piece of string." Th en he held up a piece of ligature
si lk, an d proceeded to lectu re on the vari ous surgical uses of a piece
of silk-ligatures, sutures, and "old, forgotten, far-off thin gs, and
setons long ago." H e was keen on the treatment of fistula in and
by a loose ly-tied ligatu re, left to cut its way out. So was H olden .
On the strength of their teaching, I tried it myself a few times in the
early years of practice; but I never got very satisfactory results from
it, an d gave it up.
Th ere remains a third lecture. That, frankly, I remember nothing
whatever about. And it is probable, as Mr. Dunn suggests, that I
was not there, and that he was. That accounts for his having
witnessed the painful scene which he descr ibes, and which, I am happy
to say, I did not witness. And that was, as a matter of fact, Skey 's
last lecture; but it was not his last appearance at the hospital. He
came to lect ure again the following week. I was going to this lecture,
a nd somehow I was a few minutes late, and as I reached the foot of
the sta irs of the Anatomical Th eatre, there were three or fou r men
comi ng down. One said to me," No lecture." "Why, what's up ?"
"The old man came to the door,looked in, said he never had lectured
to four men, and he'd be damned if he ever would !-turn ed on his heel
a nd walked out again. Poor old buffer!"
As to th a t I am absolute ly certain. Circumstance and phrase
fixed it firmly in my recollection. I wish I could remember who
were the men com in g downstairs; but that is a sheer imp oss ib ility.
Is it not possible th at, even now, one of them may see this letter, an d
remember the c ircumstance?
I am sorry that th~ old taie has been dug up, and put into co ld
print, forty-and-four yea rs after its occur rence. It would have been
better left to the forgetfulness that must have soon been its portion.
H ARRY LUPTON.

To the Editor of the' St. Bartholomew's Hospital Journal.'
DE AR SI R,-A n error has crept into your Editorial Notes of May
number. Dr. Warrack has recently been ap point ed as my "deputy."
Yours faithfully,
w. M. WILLOUGHBY,
M.O .H ., Port of London .
P .S.-Th e appointment of M.O .H. was made on February 3rd.

May 22nd, Ig i 6.
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WOMEN'S GUILD.
HE Fourth An nual Meeti ng was held as usual on
View Day, in the Great Hall, in which were
spread two tables decorated with flowers . Lady
Sandhurst received the guests an d a ft erwards presided at
th e Meeting. The usual business was transacted, and a
resolution, moved by Capt. Elmslie and seconded by Mrs.
Tooth, was passed, authorising th e Guild to spend £5 a
year on helping children referred to the H ospital by the
Invalid Children's Aid Association. It is not a large sum,
and we wish our funds enabled us to do more social work
in connection with the patients; ho wever, this is a
begin ning, even though a small one.
In the abse nce of Lord Sand hur st, who was unable to
stay for the Meeting, Sir Anthony Bowlby, on leave from
the Front, proposed a vote of thanks to Lady Sandhurst.
In eloquent terms he spoke of the heroism of our soldiers,
and how well ind eed th ey are worth all the Guild can do
for them.
Our membership showed last year a great increase owing
to the war. This year we have nearly one hundred fewer
names in our Report. We much hope our next Report
will show an improvem ent. Are th ere not many ladies
interested in St. Bartholomew's who have not yet joined us,
and may we hope they will do so now?
MILLICENT MOORE,

lion. Set.

REVIEWS.
CLEFT PALATE AND H ARE LIP. By Sir W. ARBU rH NOT LANE,
Bart., M.S., F.R.C.S. Third edition. Pp. 102 . (London:
Adlard & Son.) Price 10s.
Sir A rb uthnot Lane's book on cleft palate is not to be recom·
mended to students; it is meant for those engaged in the practice of
surgery. The book is a monograph, not on ly in. the sense that. it
treats of a single subject, but also in the fact that tt deals only wtth
the views of the writer. In the main part of th e work no changes of
importance have been made, although a short statement has been
introduced dealing with the immediate mortality of th e author's
method of operation, the reader wi ll still look in vain for any cons ideration of the ultimate results. This is surprising, in view of the
excellence of recently published series of cases treated by the ol der
ope ration of Langenbeck, and considering the widely held belief that
the results of the " t urn -over flap operation" compare unfavou rably
with these.
The book now contains very interesting new chapters on "Speech
Training," by Mr. .Cortlandt MacMahon," and on "Dental Treatment, " by Mr. Warwick James.
SERUMS VACCINES AND ToxiNS.
By W. C. BosANQUET and
J.W.H.EYRE .• (Cassell&Co.) Pp.456. Th irdedition: gs.n7t.
A fairly complete little volume dealmg Wlth tre~tment, dta~nos i S,
and prop hylaxis.
The usua l chapters on tmmumty and resistance
open the book, and are not as full or concise as w'?uld seem nec.essary to us; the later portions of the work, deahng. with sp~c~fic
diseases a nd reactions a re, however, excellent. In thts new edition
considerable space has been devoted to chemotherapy and the
action of arsenical compounds and dye-stuffs upon protozoal para-
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sites.
We agree with the autho r that, although these are sca rce! y
serums, vaccines, or toxins in the usual meaning of those words,
yet their action depends upon fundamentally the same principles an d
makes their inclusion necessary.

Primary F.N .C.S.
The following were s uccessfu l at the Primary Examin at ion for
the Fellowship held in May, 1916 :
H . B. Bullen, R. J. Perk in s.

TH E AFTER-TREATMEI\T OF 0PER.\TIONS.
By P. LOCKHARTMuMMERY. (Bailliere, Tindall & Cox.)
Pp. 27S· F ou rth
Edition. Pri ce ss. net .
This litt le work is well known t o many of our readers, a nd its
imp ortance to hou se-su rgeons can not be over-rated. At th e present
moment, with so many "physicians" pitch -fork ed by the war into
su rgical wards, the appearance of a new edition is very opportune.
A new chapter on gunshot wounds has been added , a nd the chapter
on surgica l shock has been re-written. The afte r-treat ment of abdominal cases has received special attention and is excelle nt in every
way. The book can be confident ly recommen ded to a ll newly
qualified men and to such others as have charge of surgical wards or
operation cases.

CoNJOI NT BoARD ExAMINATION.

TH E PATHOLOGY OF TUMOURS. By E. H. KETTLE. ( H . 1<.
Lewis & Co.) Pp. 224. Price ros. 6d. net.
This excellent little work deals chie fl y with neoplasms an d their
differential diagnosis. The text is s hort and concise, an d the illustrations, ma ny of which a re colou red, are very clea r a nd in th e m ai n
typical, though, as might be expected where most of the illu strations
are original, a few appear to be so aty pical that one would not
recognise them without a close perusal of the text. The photographs
of naked-eye specimens are especially good, and the book shou ld be
of great service to students taking the higher examination s.
DI SEASES oF THE NosE AND THROAT.
By SIR STCLAIR
THOMSON. (Cassell & Company, Ltd.) Pp. SsS. Col oured
plates 22. Second edition. 2ss. net.
This well-known work was first published four years ago, but s ince
that date advance in rhino-l aryngology has been steady, co nsequen tl y
th is edition has been revised from beginning to end, and most of the
new methods have been included. A description of suspe nsion
la rygoscopy has been added, as also the technique of nerve blocking
to obtain laryngeal an;esthesia.
New section s on intra-nasal
dacryocystostomy, and on the nasal route to pi tuita ry tumours, have
also been added. The text is clear, and the many illu st ratio ns are
excellent. The volume is quite up to date, an d shou ld be of
g reat service to senior students, and the increasing importance
attached to the diseases of the nasal passages in everyday work
should· render the book of much value to practitioners as a work of
reference.

EXAMINATIONS.

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
Second M.B. Examination. May, 1916.
Part If: Pharmacology and General Pathology.- B. F. W.
Armitage, C. V. Braimbridge, G. E. Burton, A. ]. Copeland,
E. G. D. Murray, E. D. Spackman, H. F. Squire.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON .
Second Examination for Medical Degrees. March, 1916.
Part I: Org anic and Applied Chemistry.-C. L. Hewer, ]. N.
Leitch, W. E. Lloyd, N. S. B. Vinter.
Part II: Anatomy, Physiology and Pharmacology.-W. B.
Christopherson, H. C. Cox, R. Coyte, H. N . H ornibrook, M. Jackson,
R.]. Perkins, B. B. Sharp, G. P. Staunton, N. Synn, A. D. Wall."'
• Distinguished in Anatomy.
RoYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON.
At the meeting of the Royal College of Physicians of London held
April 27th, 1916, the following were admitted:
Fellows.-]. A. Arkwright, E. A. Cockayne.
Member.-H. H . Scott.
ROYAL COLLEGE OF SuRGEONS OF ENGLANU.
Final F.R.C.S.
The following were successful at the Final Examination for the
Fellowship held in May, 1916 :
R . S . Lawson, C. W. B. Littlejohn .
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April, 1916.
The fo ll owi ng have compl eted the examinations for th e Dipl omas
of M .R.C .S . and L.R.C.P.
P. 0 . Ellison , K. D . Att e ridg~ . E. A . Fiddian, N. N. Hayso m,
D . S . Brachma n, S . G. Dunn, R . C. D a venport, L. W . Evans, P . S .
Cla rke, J. Aydon, R. R. Powe ll, H. M. Cohen , W. F. Eb e rli .

NEW A DDRESSES.
L. B. C ANE, Stat ion Hospital , Dilkusha, Lu cknow.
G. CAWLEY, Port Shepstone, Natal, South Africa.
G. V. WoRTHINGTON, Mangalore, Llandrindod Well s. (Has relinquished hi s temp o rary Commission in th e R .A.M C .).

APPOINTMENT S.
W . E . L. D AV IE S, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P ., appointed Distri ct Medical
Offi cer of the Newtown and Ll a nidloes Union.
Lt.-Col. F. E. Swi NTON, I.M .S.,appoi nted Deputy Director-Genera l
of the Indi a n Medi ca l S e rvi ce.
]. S . W ARRACK, M.D .(A berd.), D.P.H .(Cantab.), appointed D eputy
Medical Officer of Health for th e Port of Lo ndon .

BIRTHS.
BoDY.-On May n th, the wife of Th omas l\1. Body, R.A.M.C., of
D owla is H ouse, Middlesbrough, of a daughter.
DoTTR IDGE.-On April 4th, at 12, Portland Court, W., the wife of
Cecil A. D ottridge, M.B., of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.
RvLAND-MooRE.-On May 17th, at The Hirsel Private Chapel,
Coldstream, N.B., Capt. Archer Ryl and, F.R.C.S.Ed., and
R .A.M.C., so n of Mr. and Mrs. W oodcoat Ryland, of 43. Holland
Park, London, W., to Gladys Mary, daughter of the Rev. C. A .
Moore, Domestic Chaplain to the Rt. Honbl e. the E a rl of Hom e,
K.T., and Mrs. C. A. Moo re, of Th e Hirsel, C oldstream, N .B .

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Guy's Hospital Gazette, The Nursing Times, New York State
Journal of Medicine, Long I sland Medical Journal, Middlesex
Hospital 'Journal, The Shield, St. Mary's Hospital Gasette, St.
Thomas's Hospital Gasette, British Journal of Nursing, The H ospital, London Hospital Gasette, Giornale delta R. Societa Italiana
d'lgiene, L'Attualita Medica, The Medical Review, Otago University
Review.
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Editor, ST. B ARTHOLOMEw's HosPITAL JoUR NAL, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Smithfield, E. C.
The Annual Subscription to the Journal is s s., including postage.
Subscriptions should be sent to the MANAGER, W. E . SARGANT,
M.R.C .S ., at the Hospital.
All communications, financial, or otherwise, relative to Advertisements ONLY, should be addressed to ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,
the Journal Office, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E. C. Telephone:
City sro.
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Henry Vlll Gateway in gilt) can be obtained (price Is. post free)
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ADLARD & SoN AND WEST NEWMAN have arranged to do tht
binding, with cut and sprinkled edges, at a cost of Is. 9d. or carriage
paid 2s.-cover included.
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".tEquam memento re bus in ardu is
Servare mentem."
-Horace, Book ii , Ode iii.
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CALENDAR.
lllon. July

Tues., ,

vVed., ,.

Thur ., "

Fri .,

'Sat.,

lV[on.,

,,

Tues., "
Thur., ,.
Fri. ,

'Sat.,

J.-Second Exam. fo r l\lled. degrees ( Lo nd on), Part 11,
beg1ns.

11!. 0. and M.S. Exams. ( London) begin.
Second Exam. ofSoc. of Apothecaries begins.
4.-F1nal Exam. ConJOint Board (Me9ici ne) begins.
Dr. Garrod on duty.
s.-F irst Exam. of Soc. of Apothecaries begins.
6.-F~nal Exam. Conjoint Board (Midwifery) begi ns.
7.-Fmal Exam. ConJOint Board (Surgery) begins .
Dr . Calvert and Mr. Bailey on duty.
8.- 0xford Trinity T erm ends.
10.-First Exam. for l\lled. degrees (Londo n) beg in s.
11.-Dr. Morley Fletcher on duty.
13.-Second Exam. for l\lled. degrees (London), P a rt I,
begms.
14--] unior Scholarship Exam.
Dr. Drysdale a nd Mr. D ' Arcy Power on duty.

15.-Summer Session ends.

18.-First Exam. Conjoint Board begins.
Dr. T ooth on duty.
21.-Dr. Ga rrod and Mr.. Waring on duty.
Fri.,
25 .-Dr. Calvert on duty.
Tu es., "
28. -Dr. Morley Fletcher a nd Mr. McAdam Eccles on
Fri .,
duty.
Tues., Aug. 1.-0r. Drysdale on duty.
4.-Dr. T ooth an d Mr. Bailey on duty.
Fri .,
Tues.,

"

EDITORIAL NOTES.
HROUGH the instrumentality of Dr. Horton
Smith H artley, a gift of a billiard table has been
made to the Junior Staff. Th e donor is Sir
Lumley Smith, K.C. The table is in excellent condition
and is supplied with all th e necessary equipment.
The Governors of the H ospital have very kindly divided
off a section of the basement of the new Surgery and fitted
it up as a billiard room. The manner in which this has
been done makes the room one of great comfort and a
suitable housing for the very fine table which has been
presented.
The thanks of the Junior Staff to both Sir Lumley Smith
and the Governors of the Hospital cannot be expressed in
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any other way than by th e good use which they make
of it. On May 3rd, 19 16, the Juni or Staff entertained Sir
Lumley Smith to dinner in their quarters, and on this
night the table was used for the first tim e.
Mr. H ayes, as
representing the Governors of the H osp ital, was invited,
but unfortunately he was unable to be present. The
Warden took the chair, and Mr. Green, in a speech of
well-chosen words, than ked the don or. Sir Lumley Smith,
in replying, hoped that th e Junior Staff wo uld bene fit in
their recreations by utilising the table.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The billiard room is for the use of the members of the
Junior Staff only. Others are not allowed to play in this
room unless they are invited to do so by a member of the
Junior Staff, and if they so play, one of those playi ng must
be a member of the Junior Staff. The roo m is not to be
opened until after 5 o'clock in the evening. The control of
the room is in the hands of the Warden.
\Vith very much regret we learn that the son of yet anoth er
of our Consulting Staff has died as the result of wounds.
Lieut. J . D. Champneys was officially reported "missing,
believed wounded," in France on November 22nd, 1915.
He is now known to have been captured by the Germans
and to have died of his wounds the following day. He was
educated at Rossall School and Balliol College, Oxford,
taking honours in the Final School of Laws. Our deepest
sympathy is extended to Sir Francis and Lady Champneys
in their b ereavement.
It is with the greatest regret that we have to record th e
death of Lieut. H . J. S. Kimbell, R.A.M.C., who died o f
pyre mia on May 28th after a lingering illness. At the time
he contracted his illness he was holding an appoin tment at
the Preston Hall Hospital, near Maidstone. Our deepest
sympathy is extended to his relatives an d friends .

It is with much pleasure that we are able to a!lnounce
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that Colonel H. Hendley, M.D., I.M.S., has been appointed
to hold charge of the office of the Director-General, I.l\I.S.,
in addition to his own duties of Inspector-General of Civil
Hospitals of the Punjab; also that Lieut.-Colonel F. E.
Swinton, I.l\I.S., has been appointed to be Deputy
Director-General, I.M.S .

FROM THE FRONT.
SOl\lE EXPERIENCES AND TIPS FROi\1 A
BASE HOSPITAL.
Jiiiiii'iiiiiUHE following notes may be of some interest to any
recently qualified men who happen to find themselves at a Base Hospital.
Senior men will
certainly make the remark that there is nothing new in all
this, and scientific men will quite rightly say that statements are made that cannot be backed up by any scientific
data.
The surgical work at a base hospital consists chiefly in
fighting against sepsis.
For the first four months of the war my work consisted in
treating the lightly wounded. I was then put in charge of the
surgical cases, and was persuaded to use hypertonic saline
for the acute stages of sepsis. It may be worth mentioning
here that a number of people consider this treatment to be
useless, but this, I think, is because they continue using
hypertonic saline after the acute stage is over. There is
no doubt that it is possible to overdo the salting treatment.
This is also true of continuous baths.
At th e time when the hypertonic treatment was suggested
I had several cases which had been treated by antiseptics,
and the change that took place after using salt was little
short of miraculous. About August, 1915, it was suggested
that I should open up th e septic wounds and pack them
with tablets of salt wrapped in gauze and then leave them
for several days without dressing them. I found that in
spite of th e accumulation of pus the temperature did not
rise, and that on cleaning this pus away one found the most
beautiful granulati ng surface that one could wish to see.
There are, however, one or two things that I should like to
emphasise.
The question of "non-dressing" is an important point.
The exposed surface in some of these patients with multiple
wounds amounts to a square foot or more. Imagine
then what It must mean to have that dressed three times a
da). The anticipation of the pain is always present. In
somt. cases it is true that anresthetics are given, but the effect
of the anxsthetic is extremely harmful in such toxic cases.
.\s the result of nine months' expenence in this treatment
<k1e can definitely state that if the pulse and temperature do
not fall considerabl) m the first three days the wound
should be dressed in ordu· to see 'it•!u·tlzer fio t!zer drainage
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is necessary, but in the majority of cases the dressing per
se will do no good at all. As a rule, after the first dressing
we do not use" soloids," but pack with gauze soaked in
eusol 5 per cent. and saline 10 per cent. Personally I
prefer during the acute stage to keep the dressings moist by
watering them with saline. The triangular bandages will
be found very useful, as they can be tied on the top of the
limb and untied whilst the patient is asleep without disturbing him. At the same time they do not prevent the
air from getting at the wound. Before lea\·ing this part of
the subject I would urge a prolonged trial of the "nondressing principle," and that whi lst temperature and pulse
are falling pus and smell per se will do no harm.
Talking of temperature and pulse, I should like to impress
the very obvious fact that a temperature chart without the
pulse rate is waste of time and paper.
In dealing with large numbers of wounded such as occur
after a big engagement, it is the feel of the pu lse and the
pulse rate which indicate whether a man can travel further
without danger. Again, when one has to decide whether
it is necessary ~o amputate a septic limb, it is the pulse rate
during the last week that decides the question.
The
question of amputation is one perhaps which causes me
more anxiety than any other, and there is much truth in
the remark made by Major Hull in his book: "The loss of
a limb is a surgical failure, but the loss of life is a calamity;
and the loss of life after amputation is a frank admission
that the surgeon did not know when to operate." Experience
alone can teach one when to amputate, and it is useless to try
and write down hints. The importance of flapless operation
has been emphasised by Colonel Cordon \Vatson and
others, but I do not think that enough emphasis has been
laid on the benefit of lumbar amesthesia in ampu tation of
the lower extremities. This question is so important that
I should like to pass on a few hints that bitter experience
has taught me.
(1) Do not think it is difficult to give a spinal anresthesia.
( z) Do the first two or three under general anresthesia
on patients who are not very ill.
(3) Give the patient omnopon, a third of a grain, half an
hour before.
(4) See that the buttocks and shoulders are raised enough
to give the curve with convexity downwards, the lowest
point corresponding to about the first lumbar \'ertebra.
(5) Put the patient on the side of the affected lower limb.
(6) Boil cannula in water without soda. Distilled water
is best. Soda destroys the stovain.
(7) Do not put cannula or syringe in any antiseptic such as
alcohol, etc. l\1ost people consider stovain and gluco e, as
prepared by Poulene Frere, to be the best. Anresthesia, in
the majority of cases. is complete after three to eight
minutes. As aoon as the anresthesia has reached the level
of the buttocks the patient should be turned on to his
back. Not infrequently the patient feels a little sick about
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ten rntnutes qfter the injection, but if he takes a deep
THE INTERNMENT OF SICK PRISGNE'RS
breath an~ holds it this feeling of nausea soon passes off,
OF WAR IN S_
WITZERLAND. ·
I am. c~n.vJ~ced that lumbar anresthesia is the very best way
~.I
of. dJmJnJshtn~ surgical shock. To see a patient who ten
By A. L. YISCHER, M.D.Basle, M,R.C.S.E,ng'. _-_., i
mJ.nutes. ~revwusly has had an amputation through the
,·.
th1gh, s1ttmg up eating a hearty meal, is the best advertisement for this method, and why it is not more used I cannot :g T may interest the readers of the ST. BAR'l'HOLO.
MEW'S HOSPITAL JoURNAL- to heaY some (H~tails
understand.
about the ·s cheme for the tending of sick prisoners
(8) Insert the cannula in the middle line between the
of war which is now being carried out in Switzerland.
·
spines of lumbar vertebrre three and four - not to one side
The
first
suggestion
to
intern
sick
prisoners
of
war
in
a
'
as so many books suggest.
neutral country came from Monsieur Gustave Ad or Presi·dent
(9) Make the patient "round" his back as much as
of the International Committee of the Red Cross ~t Geneva:.
possible.
Thanks to the efforts of the Pope, who acted as inttirmediary
The treatment of compound fractures is one of great
at the beginning of 1916, an agreement was signed between
importance. Everybody now is familiar with the splints
France and Germany to the effect that a certain nurn'l:)er 6f
devised by Colonel Roberl Jones, and so there is no need
sick and wounded prisoners were to be removed from the
to describe then1 here. The " bed lifts" made by Messrs.
prisoners' camps and interned in Switzerland for the rest of
Carters do not seem to be used as much as they deserve.
the duration of the war. As there are more French priThey are invaluable, and can be easily put together without
soners in Germany than Germans in France it has been
disturbing a patient at all. There is one important point,
stipulated that for three Frenchmen one German was to be
however, namely, to see that the canvas slings are loosened
sent to Switzerland. Two Commissions, each consisting of
every time after use, otherwise the patient will get bed-sores.
twenty officers of the Swiss Army Medical Corps, were apThe advice about "non-dressing" applies equally to compointed, and entrusted with an inspection of the various
pound fractures as to simple flesh wounds. The question
prisoners' camps in France and Germany in order to select
of removal of bone in some cases is a difficult one, but, in
the men to be interned. The agreement mentioned as
my experience, it is best to leave as much bone as possible
proper cases for internment chiefly tuberculosis, chronic
the first time the wound is drained. If, however, the case
diseases of the respiratory tract, heart disease, arterioruns an unfavoural.Jle course and further drainage is necessclerosis, nervous diseases, and invalidity through gunshot
sary, then it is advisable to remove all the small pieces.
wounds.
The other two lines of general treatment I mentioned are
The practical realisation of the whole scheme is the work
co ntinuous irrigations and continuous baths. Since adopting
of Colonel Hauser, the Chief of the Swiss Army Medical
the method of "saline packing" we have not used baths
Corps. For that purpose Switzerland has been divided into
and irrigations to the same extent. The cases for which a
a certain number of districts, at the head of each of which
bath seems to be of greatest benefit are those where the
is placed a Swiss army doctor. Each place where there are
circulation is poor and the whole limb is swollen. Freinterned prisoners has a commanding officer, to whom ,a
quently patients have arrived in hospital with a leg or arm
hotel manager is attached as special adviser. The home
tense and swollen, and the question of immediate amputation
countries of the prisoners are paying four francs per diem
has arisen. In such cases multiple incisions and continuous
for each soldier and six francs for each officer. This shows
baths for forty -eight ho'urs or more have ofte n. saved the
that there can be no question for the hotel-keepers of making
limb. The leg bath described in the Lam·et, May 8th,
fortunes by the arrangement. The appetite of the men Is
1915, is a very useful one, but it must be remembered that,
astonishing. In one place the average gain of weight of the
after the acute stage is over, baths are of little use .
soldiers during one week was 2 kilograms. A few details
Fomentations, like the Dodo, are extinct, but, unlike
about the food may be interesting. Breakfast consists In
that noble bird, they have their use occasionally to relieve
milk, coffee, butter, and jam. The daily ratio of bread is
pain, and give great benefit for superficial infections such as
400 grm., of milk 7 so grm. Dinner consists in soijp
cellulitis.
5oo grm., meat r 7 5 grm., 500 grm. potatoes, and roo grm.
One final tip let me give . Keep a note of all your
vegetables. For supper the men receive soup, cheese or
failures, and write down at the time what you think might
lard, rice, macaroni, etc.
·
have been done in such cases .
The places which have been selected for intern[Jient are
J\[ALCOU! D ON ALDSON .
all well-known health resorts like Thonne, GrindeJwald,
Zermatt, Weggis, etc. The men are qvarterecf in good
second-class hotels. · Those suffering from phthisis are sent
to Leysin, Montana, Arosa, and Davos,
.!" '
:,...
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As there are many soldiers who need special surgical or
orthopredic treatment, a special hospital has been organised
by the Swiss authorities at Lucerne. At the head of this
institution a distinguished surgeon, Mr. H. Brun, lecturer
on Surgery at the Zurich University, has been appointed.
Only a few weeks ago an analogous agreement has been
signed between Great Britain and Germany. At this
moment Swiss officers are proceeding to England and
Germany to select in the prisoners' camps of those countries
a certain number of patients for internment. The Swiss
authorities have already received numberless offers from
places which would like to receive English soldiers. It is
expected that most of the Englishmen will be quartered in
Chateau-d'Oex, the famous winter t'esort in the Canton de
Vaud.
These are only the outlines of this great work of internment and care for the sick. Switzerland will do her utmost
to make it a full success and a real blessing for all those
brave men who in the fight for their country have lost their
health and their freedom.

BREATHING AND PHYSICAL EXERCISES
FOR USE IN CASES OF WOUNDS IN THE
PLEURA, LUNG, AND DIAPHRAGM.i<By CORTLANDT MACMAHON, B.A.Oxon.

Instructor for Speech Defects at St. Bartholomew' Hospital.

D

HE exercises herein described have been used
since the early months of the war on a large
number of soldiers suffering from wounds of the
pleura, lung, and diaphragm, in St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
Guy's Hospital, King Edward VII's Hospital for Officers,
Princess Henry of Battenberg's Hospital for Officers, No. r
Base Hospital, the Hospitals for Officers at q, Park Lane,
and Dorchester House, Mrs. Hall Walker's and Mrs. Ilerbert
Samuelson's Hospitals for Officers. The exercises are now
set out in the hope they may be of general use in similar
cases.t
The chief objects of the exercises are :
(a) To prevent pleural adhesions forming and to break
down existing adhesions by careful and gradual movements.
(b) To enable lungs, which have collapsed owing to
pressure due to empyema, hremothorax, and pneumothorax,
to regain their normal condition.
(c) To reduce hremothorax and pneumothorax.
(d) To restore the normal shape of the chest walls which
have fallen in owing to collapse of the lungs .
• See also the Laucet , October 2nd, October 9th, December 4th,
1915, and January 29th, 1916, and the Brit. Med . Joum., January
22nd, 1916.
t For a description of ca~ e s treated sec paper by C . Ma Mahon
in vol. xxxix of the Procr<'<lwgs of th e Med ical ociety of L ondon .
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(e) To assist the discharge of pus, where there is a drained
empyema, by increasing the lung inflation.
(J) To improve the general condition by the tonic effects
of the exercises, and especially to overcome · breathlessness
on exertion.
The early exercises can be carried out without moving
the patient from his bed. At first an operator is necessary,
who should, if possible, give the exercises dai ly for about a
fortnight, after which time the patient can perform most of
them for himself, and they should then be carried out night
and morning halr'an hour before a meal. Great care must
be taken that there is no exhaustion to the patient ; only a
few exercises should be given at each treatment, and after
every six movements of each exercise a rest of at least two
minutes should be given. It is advisable that only the
first three movements of the exercises should be given for
the first three days of the treatment, and, in a case of
empyema that has recently undergone operation, the first
four movements only should, as a rule, be given unti l the
drainage-tube is removed, but when the temperature has
remained normal for some days more extensive movements
may be applied.
When the patient can be moved from bed the exercises
should be carried out on a narrow couch or table. The
free movement of the arms in all directions is essential.
Special attention is called to the fact that all the exercises
are carried out in a recumbent position, and that on the
correct performance of the first three exercises depends the
success of the others.
Care must be taken that the upper
chest is not drawn up nor the abdominal wall contracted
during inspiration. These are the two great faults o ften
found. Any protrusion of the abdominal wall during inspiration must also be guarded against. The time of commencement of the exercises, their extent and duration, are
matters entirely for the physician or surgeon who has charge
of the case. A marked improvement in the appetite, the
sleeping, and the general appearance will, as a rule, be
no~iced within a week of the commencement of the treatment.
The exercises are as follows, it being clearly understood
that only a few should be carried out at each treatment, and
the advance through the exercises should be gradual, and
special exercises selected to suit the individual condition.
Each particular exercise should be carried out eighteen
times, with a rest, as already stated, after each six movements of the exercise.
( 1) The operator places his hands on the side of the
lower ribs level with the breast-bone. The patient shou ld
breathe in through the nose, and the lower ribs should be
felt to be expanding strongly. There should be as little
movement as possible of the upper chest. When the
fullest inferior lateral costal expansion is acquired, the
patient should breathe out through the open mouth and the
ribs should be felt to regain their normal position.
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(z) The abdominal wall should be contracted inwards
( II) Grasp the right wrist of the patient with the left
and then allowed to recover its normal position, so that an
hand, carry the arm forwards, and bring it to a right angle
in-and-out movement is made. (This is a physical and not
with the body. The operator should then place his right
a breathing exercise and can be carried out twenty to fifty
hand well under the scapula of the patient and pull the ann
times.)
backwards and downwards as the patient strongly contracts
(3) Combine the above movements, £. e. the patient the abdominal wall. Changing the hands, do the same
breathes in through the nose and the lower ribs are felt to
movement on the other arm of the patient.
be strongly expanding. The mouth is opened wide and
. (I z) When there is marked collapse of one side of the
the abdominal muscles slowly and strongly contracted, so upper chest the body should be bent as in Exercise 5, and
that the air is driven from the lungs.
the wrist of the arm on the wounded side grasped, the arm
(4) The same inspiratory movement, but the breath should . being fully extended above the head; the patient should
then pull the arm downwards with the elbow into the side,
be held and the abdominal muscles contracted in three to
and
should strongly contract the abdominal muscles as the
five deliberate movements before breathing out.
arm
descends.
The operator gently pulls against tbe
(5) Bend the body laterally away from the side of the
patient.
(This
exercise
is exhausting unless carried out
injured lung to the fullest extent, so that the uninjured side
very
carefully
;
six
movements
are sufficient during the
of the thorax is partially compressed. The patient is on
his back, and the head and feet are drawn round as far as first few applications of it.)
The earliest time at which the exercises have been compossible.
The operator should press over the uninjured
menced has been fifteen days after the insertion of the
lung with both hands and the patient should breathe, as
drainage-tube in cases of empyema, and thirty-three days in
before, in through the nose and out through the mouth,
cases of h:.emothorax from the date of the wound.
contracting the abdominal muscles as he breathes out.
Very great care must be taken that the instructions given
(When there has been considerable collapse of the ribs on
the side of the injured lung, and especially when there has above are carefully followed, otherwise harmful results
might ensue.
been an abscess in the lung, great care must be taken in
When a patient suffering from the effects of a lung
doing this movement, otherwise considerable muscular discomfort will occur within a few hours. A certain amount wound is convalescent, he should be encouraged to sleep
of pain will necessarily be felt if there has been a serious on the side of the injured lung, and when resting by day to
collapse in the chest wall, but this can, of course, be adopt the body position described in Exercise 5· This
will help recovery by enabling the injured lung to inflate
relieved.)
more easily.
(6) The same movement and position, but the operator
should press with his hands on the s1de of the uninjured lung
with a pressure of thirty to sixty pounds, and the patient
A CASE OF ENTERIC FEVER IN WHICH
should contract the abdominal wall, with the breath held,
at first once, afterwards increasing by degrees to five times.
THE B. TYPHOSUS WAS RECOVERED
The following exercises are done with the breath held
FROM THE BLOOD ON THE 150TH
ln : -

( 7) Grasp the wrists of the patient as the arms lie at the
side of the body, the operator standing behind the patient.
Draw the arms outwards and upwards to above the head,
pull on the arms steadily when the arms are at their fullest
extent, then relax the pull. The patient should then breathe
out quickly.
(8) Arms .as before. Bring them together in front and
carry upwards to a right angle. Part the arms strongly
backwards and horizontally.
( 9) The same exercise as the preceding one, but the arms
are carried backwards at an angle of 45° upwards.
(to) Commence with the patient's arms above the head,
with the palms of the hands facing each other. The
operator grasps the arms between the wrists and the elbows
and presses the arms strongly downwards, and when the
elbows approach the sides the abdominal muscles should
contract. Force the elbows into the side and make the
patient breathe out strongly.
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DAY OF THE DISEASE.

Bv G. K. BowEs, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
AM indebted to Dr. Drysdale for his kindness in
allowing me to publish the following case.
Although cases of similarly or even more prolonged duration of enteric fever have been reported, they
are very uncommon.
A. S-, ;,et. I
years, a glass-blower, was admitted to
Enfield Isolation Hospital on September 23rd, I9 I 5·
Accordino- to information kindly furnished by Dr. Cook,
the Medical Superintendent, the patient's illness began
about September zoth. He was the last of seven cases
coming from· one house. Four Widal's tests had been
made with positive results on some of the others, but this
was not done in his case. Another child from the same
house was admitted to Great Ormond Street Hospital with
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enteric, and three next-door neighbours were admitted to
Enfield Hospital with the same disease. The patient had
an enlarged spleen, great meteorism, pea-soup stools, but no
Except for a slight rise of temperature on
rose spots.
November gth he was afebrile as from October 28th.
According to the patient's own statement, he suffered
from giddiness and headaches, but no diarrhrea for five
pays before admission to Enfield Hospital. He was in
hospital about eight weeks, and went to bed agaiq for a
week on returning home. On getting up he felt very weak,
and towards the middle of December his left foot began to
.swell, the swelling lasting three weeks. Beyond this and
a general feeling of malaise he noticed no definite symptoms.
On January 6th, 1916, he was sent to a convalescent home
at Bexhill, where he remained till January 12th. On the
evening of admission at Bexhill his temperature was 99° F.,
and on the following days it was intermittent, ranging
between g6° and ro2·2° F. The pulse-rate was from roo
to 132, and did not vary with the temperature. The bowels
were open regularly. once or t.vice a day.
Frorp Bexhill he was admitted to St. Bartholomew's on
January :1:2th. On admission the abdomen was somewhat
distended and tender, and the spleen was just palpable.
No -rash was visible. For the week following admission the
patient was afebrile. The pulse-rate was frequent, usually
rathe~ over go.
The patient was very constipated.
On January 19th the temperature suddenly rose to ror·8°
F. and remained up with remissions till February Ist, reaching
ro3·2° F. on January zznd. The pulse-rate was frequent,
usually between 120 and 130. The patient during this time
complained of pain in the right upper quadrant of the abdomen, and of headache; the gall-bladder was not palpable.
The abdomen generally was distended but not tender. The
spleen was palpable I in. below the costal margin, and was
somewhat hard.
Constipation and diarrhrea alternated.
On January 26th the stools were examined and about 30 per
cent. of the colonies on Rebipel agar were non-lactose fermenting, but did not give the bio-chemical reactions of
B. t;'jJltosus nor of B. paraty}ltOsus, nor of any recognised
,pathogenic organism. Dreyer's agglutination test was performed on January 26th with the patient's serum, and gave
negative results in dilutions of r in 2 s to I in 2 so against
B. typltosus and B.paral)pltOsus A. and B. On January 22nd
the leucocyte count was r 4,8oo and on February rst rr,6oo.
The heart at the end of this period showed evidence of
dilatation and weakness. The lungs were natural.
From ·February 2nd till February r 2th the patient was
.afebrile, except for occasional slight rises of temperature.
Ilis general condition improved . The spleen became softer
and smaller. The bowtls were not constipated, nor was
there diarrhwa. On February 7th the leucocytes numbered 67oo; Dreyer's test was positive in a dilution of 1 in
so for typh01d.
On Februal) 1oth the tUllJ>erature began to nse, ,tnd by
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the 12th reached 102·8° F.; it remained high, generally
between Ioz 0 and roo° F. The abdomen was tense, and
the spleen again became larger. On February I sth a blood
culture was made and typhoid bacilli were obtained. The
stools were examined, but no non-lactose fermenting organism
was obtained. A vaccine was prepared from the organis m
recovered fr0m th e blood, and on I<eiJruary rgth the patient
was given two millions of the dead bacilli. The vaccine
was repeated in gradually increasing doses at intervals of
forty-eight hours, the last dose given on March 13th consisting of 2so millions. No febrile reaction was produced
by th e vaccines. On l\1arch 8th the leucocytes numbered
7200 per c. mm. The temperature began to decline definitely
on February 2 znd and reached normal on 1\Iarch sth, where
it remained, except for slight rises on the 13th, r6th, and
I8th. After March 7th the spleen was no longer palpable·
During this period the bowels were open naturally once or
twice a day. The mental condition of the patient remain ed
good throughout the illness.
The heart still showed evidence of weakness. The apex
beat extended
in. from the middle lin e in the firth space.
The first sound was heard weakly at th e base. The pulserate was rather frequent, usually about roo. For this reason
the patient was kept in bed for a further period till
March 3oth, when he was first allowed to get up. On
March 27th Dreyer's agglutination test was perrormed
against B. ljpltOstts and gave a positive result in a dilution
of I in soo. The patient was discharged on April zoth,
216 days after the onset, apparently well, except for a rather
frequent pulse.
In this history I wish to draw attention to the following
points. The duration of the attack is remarkable. The
patient first became finally afebrile on the I 7oth day after
the onset of the disease. During this time the patient had
at least two relapses, namely, th ose when he was und er
observation at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. It is possible
that the patient may have had one or more relapses at home.
The history to some extent suggests this. Otherwise we
must assume a very prolonged interval between the original
attack and the first relapse. He became afebrile after the
original attack on October z8th, and had fever at Bexhill o n
January 6th ; that is an interval of seventy days, assuming
this fever to have been due to a relapse.
The character of the fever at Bexhill, however, is unlike
that of the two relapses which the patient had while in St.
Bartholomew's Hospital, the large daily range in the former
case being especially noticeable. We must consider the
possibility that this attack of fever was not due to a relapse,
but was an attack of cholecystitis due to B. typhosus. The
situation of the pain during the first observed relapse
suggests this. If this was the case we may then consider
the possibility that the B. !Jphosus remained quiescent in the
gall-bladder after the symptoms of the disease had subsided,
that after a time they multiplied locally, giving 1ise to a
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cholecystitis, and were thus enabled to reinfect the
alimentary tract and the system generally.
It is to be noted that the agglutination reaction was
negative on January 26th, and was first found to be positive
on February 7th, and this absence of the agglutination
reaction till the last stages of the prolonged attack m~y be
connected with the tendency to relapse.
Finally the recovery of B. typltosus from the blood as
late as the I 50th day of the disease, although on the fourth
day of a relapse, shows the value of blood cultures for
diagnosis late in the disease.

THE SO-CALLED "SIMPSON LIGHT":
WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT DOES.
By E. P. CUlllBERBATCH, M.B., M.R.C.P.

11IUCH ""

boon hmd dming th< P"' ym of th<

"Simpson light." Announcements of a remarkable discovery have been made in the papers, and
fantastic accounts of surprising cures of intractable diseases
have been disseminated among the public. Letters of
inquiry have reached the writer from different parts of the
country, from America, from the "land of ranches and
rattlesnakes" (as the inquirer called it), and it seems that
reports of the "Simpson light" may spread as far and as
wide as the influenza epidemic of 1S8g-go. In the following
pages an account will be given of the origin of the "Simpson
light," its nature, how it is produced, and its therapeutic
prpperties.
Origin of tlze "Simpson light."- In March, 1913, Simpson,
a Scottish engineer, was making a research on the affinity of
the rare metals for each other. Ores of the metals were
raised to the temperature of the electric arc, and it was
noticed that the light emitted had "curative effects on the
workmen's hands." Cases of "acne " and "eczema" were
said to have been cured. Efforts were then made to construct a lamp so that the healing properties of the light
could be further investigated. The greatest difficulty was
experienced in the preparation, from the ores, of electrodes
suitable for use in an arc lamp.
Eighteen months and
£ sooo were said to have been expended before even a
partial success was attained. The electrodes had to conduct the electric current, burn as steadily as possible, and
not break when heated to the high temperature of the arc.
With those that are at present in use the arc is not perfectly
steady. It splutters and flares and minute incandescent
particles are frequently thrown off from the heated ends of
the electrodes. Impurities in the ores melt and form a slag
which occasionally bridges the gap between the electrodes,
so that the light goes out and further adjustments have to
be made. \Vhen the lamp is burning a white smoke is
formed as a result of the combustion of the electrodes. It
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rises into the air, and, after a time, the atmosphere of the
room is rendered misty. The smoke is ultimately deposited
on objects in the room in the form of a white sublimate. It
is probably an oxide of tungsten.
The makers of the lamp do not consider it advisable to
state the composition of the electrodes, 'as efforts are continually being made to improve them. They state, howe-ver,
that the chief constituent is wolfram. \Volfram is a tungstate
of iron and manganese. .
Nat111·e of the "Simpson !tght."-The light ·is intensely
brilliant. Besides visible rays, the arc emits - !teat rays and
ultra-violet rays. There is no evidence ot the existence of
any other form of radiation. The therapeutic properties
of the light are due, mainly, if not wholly, to the ultraviolet rays. The most familiar and generally used source
of ultra-violet light is the Finsen lamp. This also is an
electric arc light, but the electrodes are composed of gas
carbon. \Ve have to consider, then, in what ways the ultraviolet light from the "Simpson lamp" differs from that
emitted by the Finsen lamp.
The question has been
investigated by Prof. Burstal, Prof. Horton, and Dr. Russ.
According to Prof. Horton's measurements the light from
the Simpson lamp is from five to ten times richer in ultraviolet rays than that from the Finsen lamp. This means
that the duration of the exposure to the light can be much
shortened-an important matter in busy hospital practice.
Further comparisons can be made by studying the spectra
of the light from the two lamps. This can be done by
allowing a beam of the light to pass through a prism of
quartz and fall on a white screen. The visible rays are
thus separated and a coloured spectrum is obtained. The
ultra-violet rays are also separated, but as they are invisible
to the eye and are not shown on the screen, the latter
must be coated with some fluorescent substance which
glows when ultra-violet light falls upon it. If this is done, it
is seen that the light from the Simpson lamp produces
fluorescence over an area that is nearly twice as long as t!>at
seen when the carbon arc lamp is used. The ultra-violet
spectra can be more accurately compared by allowing the
light to fall upon photographic paper. When the latter is
developed, the spectra are seen to consist of a number of
lines of varying degrees of darkness. Each of these corresponds to a bundle of ultra-violet light rays of definite wavelength. If the exposure is made for a few seconrls, it is
seen that the spectrum from the carbon arc lamp consists
of comparatively few liues except in the region just beyond
the visible spectrum ; there they are darker and set closer
together. In the case of the Simpson lamp the spectrum
is longer, the lines are darker and set so closely together
that the appearance is almost that of a continuous black
banc. Longer exposures cause the spectrum of the carbon
arc lamp to appear continuous, but only in the region just
beyond the visible. It may be concluded from the preceding observations that exposure to the light from the
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impson arc lamp mt:ans irradiation with ultra-violt:t rays
of several different wave-lengths and of relatively even
inten ity. Exposure to the light from the carbon arc lamp
for the same time means irradiation with ultra-violet rays
fewer in number, of less variety of wave-length, those of
~hortcr wave-length being relatively much fewer.
\\'e do not know the modus operandi of ultra-violet light in
producing physiological and therapeutic effects. It is possible that these effects are produced only by rays of definite
wave lengths. The Simpson arc light provides ultra-violet
rays of Se\'eral varit:ties of wave-length; we may therefore
say that if we try to cure disease by ultra-violet light we are
less likely to fail when using the Simpson lamp than when
using the carbon arc lamp.
It was mentioned earlier that the composition of the
electrodes used in the Sm1pson lamp was not stated by the
makers. Wolfram is an important constituent. This contains tungsten. The spectrum of an arc light with tungsten
elt:ctrodes is apparently identical with that produced by the
'impson arc lamp.
.flow flu: "li.,hf" is produced.- The
impsom lamp
con 1 ts of a metal stand, on which are mounted a pair of
electrode·holders. In these the electrodes are fixed, and
by means of a hand-screw, the points of the latter can b~
moved to and from each other. Behind the electrodes is
mounted a plane or concave mirror, and in front of them
is a metal tray to catch the flying incandescent particles.
The points of the electrodes are brought into contact, and
a currt:nt of 5-7 amperes at so to 70 volts is passed along
tht:m. The points are then slightly separated, and a brilliant
arc appear . If a large area of the body requires treatment the plane minor is used so that the light can be
diffused O\'cr a large area. For smaller areas, the light can
be oncentrated by the concave mirror.
The smokt: given off from the arc has some therapeutic
\'aluc. By placing a hood over the arc the smoke can be
inhaled us it t:mcrges from the summit of the hood.
If a paper hood is held over the arc the smoke is deposited
as a white sublimate, and tht: latter can be then collected and
aftt:rward placed in water, so as to form a fine suspension.
The moke is probably an oxide of tungsten.
Th( prop,rlits of flu "SunpsonligM."- The properties of
the " • impson light" are the properties of ultra-violet light.
Th ' r.ty · penetrate only for a very short distance into the
kin. 'I ho c with the horter wave length are almost
en tirely ab orbed b) _ mm. of kin. Those with the longer
wa\ ·-len0 th penetrate .t little further, but very few pass
h yond 1 mm.
'l'hq· produce no en ory imprcs ion on the kin. After
a f w hour an erythema ari cs it the e. po. ure has been for
mor than a hort duration. If the li ht is 1 2 inches
from the kin it will develop an erythema if the e. posure
ha b~ n for bout t\\O minute , though the time varie with
dtffcrcnt Ill . Loo •er c po urc produce a more in tl.!n~e
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and long-lasting erytht:ma, and the skin may "peel."
permanent injuries have been produced.

No

Therape"lic properties of the "Simpson lrglzt."-The

therapeutic properties are those of ultra-violet light. If
cure follows treatment by the "Simpson light" it is
necessary, before giving the credit wholly and solely to the
Simpson lamp, to be sure that the same result would not
have followed exposure to ultra-violet light from other
lamps, or other forms of treatment.
Some cases of
advanced rodent ulcer and lupus that lud resisted other
forms of treatment have been treated by the "Simpson
light" and considerably benefited.
With regarrl to the
results obtained in other cases that are worth recording, it
must be said that other forms of arc lamp were not tried.
With the Simpson lamp, however, the exposures are very
short-an obvious advantage. With -the mercury vapour
lamp the exposures are short, but this lamp does not give
rays with such a great variety of wave-length, and the same
remark is true of arc lamps with silver, copper, iron, and
carbon electrodes. \\' e do not know the modus operandi
of ultra-violet rays in healing disease. The healing properties may be possessed only by rays of a certain range of
wave-length, and if ultra-violet light has the power of curing
any disease we are most likely to get the cure if we
use the lamp which produces rays of the greatest variety of
wave-length.
The white smoke that is produced during the burning of
the Simpson lamp can be inhaled, and it may benefit some
disorders of the respiratory system. Two cases of asthma
have been improved (not cured). A case of tuberculous
laryngitis, now under treatment, has benefited considerably.
His voice has regained power, and the swelling of the
epiglottis has diminished to one half its original size. Time
will show whether further and permanent improvement will
take place.

THE ROMANCE OF TEXT-BOOKS.
By

D

PERCY DUNN,

F.R.C.S.

HERE is a romance about books-text-books
which form the close companions of students.
Woven in the student's mind is the friendship
with which he comes to regard them. Through their pages
he sees his way to gaining his ambition, namely, exammatiOnal success. Figuratively, he stands facing the banks of
a broad nver: his aim is to reach the other side. But there
is no bndge. He has to make one, and he does so mainly
by means of his books. From them be extracts the
nece sary knowledge, and the bridge being thus firmly and
solidly built he passes over the river successfully, attaining
the goal of h1 ambition from an examinational standpoint.
1 And o in after year a tudcnt is apt to regard with 50me
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affection the books which formed the constant companions
of his student days. Old memories are recalled whenever he
happens to glance again at the well-thumbed pages. There
are the pencil marks, and the underlined paragraphs calling
attention to special details which he desired to memorise ;
some pages may remind him of midnight hours of study,
prolonged by adventitious aid destined to banish sleep ;
other pages may bring to his recollection occasions when
friends joined him for mutual study; and there are the
memoria teclmica, pencilled on odds and ends of spaces,
now almost or quite forgotten, to remind him of his
laborious task. And yet the admission must be made that
apart from their old associations, thus depicted, text-books
do not belong, generally, to the happy things of life. Sad
and inexorable neglect becomes their lot in most cases.
Such is their fate, a fate decreed by fashion and time-from
which but few escape. From an enviable popularity they
may pass to disdainful recognition, and from this to absolute
oblivion. The demand for them ceases, nothing can arrest
their progress into the unknown, and from that moment
·their "strange eventful history" comes to an end.
It is not an easy matter to define or explain the causes
which precisely determine the popularity of a text-book.
To this happy fortune, perhaps, many features contribute.
T here is first the personal element-that belonging to the
author. If the author be popular, and his methods of
teaching commendable to students, his book will probably
become a reflex of his popularity. His personality is
diffused through his pages; throughout an approvable note
is sounded, appealing to those to whom his teaching has
proved a valuable and a sound acquisition. Thus, edition
after edition of his work during his lifetime may be called
for, always supposing that the advances of knowledge are
incorporated therein.
The test of the enduring popularity of a text-book comes
wi th the death of the author. Then, however, it often
happens that his book dies as well. Living authors are
always in more request than those whose work has ended
with their life, despite even the enterprise of publishers
placing the books in the hands of an active and a wellaccredited editor. Such a policy, however, is undeniably
successful in some cases; thus is explained the survival of
certain text-books at the present day, whose title pages
evince their early parentage, and which continue, nevertheless, to maintain their supremacy. But, in accord with the
advance of knowledge, careful scrutiny will show that with
every succeeding new edition, in such cases, there is less
and less evidence of the work of the original author. The
book is re-vitalised by the spirit of the editor; he raises a
new structure upon the old foundations, introducing all the
latest modern requirements, and upon the success with
which he accomplishes his task depends the continued
popularity of a work with which has become identified the
teaching of so many generations of students. Literary
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style, again, in a text-book is an important factor; the style
must be easy, attractive, and good, with the information
conveyed so well predigested as to allow of rapid absorption by the student. There is, too, the matter of illustrations.
Modern enterprise, perhaps demand, has led to a profuseness of figures in the text. Some doubt may be expressed
as to the wisdom of this policy, at leas t to the extent to
which it is now being pursued. Profuse illustrations add
greatly to the size and cost of a book. In some cases,
of course, art reproductions are indispensable, for example,
in books upon anatomy. But whether in many other
instances the added cost is compensated for by the explanatory value of the illustrations is, I believe, a matter open to
question.
Still, nowadays, such is the fa~hion, and
inasmuch as author competes against author in this regard,
the modern text-book will presumably continue to be thus
endowed.
It may now be of some interest to allude to a few instances
of the text-books in vogue in the seventies, so far, at least,
as Bart.'s students were concerned.
In the dissecting room two books only were generally
noticeable, namely, Holden's Manual of Anatomy, and the
ever green "Gray." Holden's book was popular and had
reached its fourth edition at the time under review. The
attractiveness of its style and the word pictures of its
descriptive details were a predominant feature of its success.
One day \Valsham asked me a question in the dissecting
room in the course of a demonstration . After giving him
the answer he said, "I like that." And so did I, and that
was the reason I had learnt the answer by heart from
"Holden," and was able to repeat it from memory in
Holden's words. This incident, of course, was merely a
coincidence, nevertheless it shows how the author of a textbook has the power to attract a student's mind by some
mode of expression which makes a strong appeal to the
memory.
Then as a text-book there was Holden's Osteology, of
which I feel compelled to add a few words of praise, prompted
by a conviction of its value. His descriptions were everywhere interwoven with little sun-light gleams of medical and
surgical detail, raising apparent osteological trifles to a
position of clinical importance. By this means the bones were
endowed with a vitality and an interest wholly unsuspected.
The style was eminently attractive; it was as if the dead and
dry bones themselves were speaking with the interest which
belongs to a personal narrative, and with the intention to
excite enthusiasm in the story they had to unfold. And
yet this book has passed into the region of the forgotten .
Noah, we may presume, possessed an occipital bone. But
there is no reason to believe that this differed from the one
from which Holden wrote his description. That description, therefore, may be held to remain always true of every
occipital bone, differing, however, at the present time, only
in the detail of nomenclature which has followed the
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The plates, moreover, of Holden's
osteology were distinguishable from having been drawn on
stone, and profound testimony is furnished, by their
excellence, to the artistic skill of the late Mr. Thomas
Godart, of Bart.'s.
The ever green "Gray" may be recognised as the wonderful example of a text-book surviving the onslaught of modern
competition. Even in its early days it was a bulky tome,
somewhat to its disadvantage. Issued first as long ago as
1853• it has passed through the hands of several editors
since the death of the author, and now it is basking in the
sunshine of its eighteenth edition, published in 1913, an
unprecedented period of sixty years. There seems to be
no reason why its popularity should not continue as long as
anatomy is taught. Another book, less frequently seen, was
Ellis' Demomtrations of Anatomy. The author was Professor of Anatomy in University College, London. This
book was deemed to be indispensable for the higher
examinations in anatomy, those, for example, at the London
University. So excellent did this book prove for its purpose
that surprise can only be felt that the publishers should
have made no effort, after the death of the author, to prevent
it from lapsing.
Of physiology, then an unprogressive science, with
a great future before it, there is not much to be said. Mr.
M01·ant Baker was the lecturer, and naturally Kirke's
Ifa11dbook, which he edited, was available for the purpose
The numerous editions, however, through which it has
passed ;;how that it has enjoyed a popularity beyond the
purlieus of Bart.'s. It gained a firm hold upon students
"from the beginning, inasmuch as for many years it was the
only text-book on physiology provided for their use, and
its popularity is still being maintained under the guiding
hand of Professor Halliburton, of King's College.
A small but very popular manual on Elementary Physiology was that by Professor Huxley. It enjoyed a great
vogue as an introduction to the science. To students, however, it was scarc~ly comprehensive enough for examinational purposes, and was only rarely seen in the school.
A short digression may here, perhaps, be permissible in
order to call attention to a curious report, current among the
students, irt respect to the Lectureship on Physiology. At
the time of the appointment of Mr. Morant Baker, Professor
Huxley was a candidate for the post. Here, then, we are
confronted with the fact that the most noted physiologist in
th country, one whose reputation was world-wide, one
whose pre-eminence as a teacher was universally recognised
-an alumnus who had conferred honour upon the
school-was rejected for the appointment of Lecturer on
Phys1ology at Bart.'s. Of course there was a reason for
this somewhat incomprehensible decision of the school
authorities. But while to us in these days that reason
would afford a subject for ridicule, it is necessary to
remember the peculiar circum>tances of the time at which
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his rejection was recorded. Just prior to the early seventies
the acute stage had been reached of the controversy between
science and religion.
The publir. mind had become
agitated upon the question. The tendency, it was held, of
the advance~ of science was to lead to what was called
materialism. Scientific workers were revealing problems,
startling in their comprehensive development, altogether
transcending anything which had hitherto come within the
sphere of human knowledge . Here was held to be a source
of danger, a danger the evil of which was clearly manifested
Becoming elated with their
in the scientists themselves.
discoveries, so it was believed, they began to propound a
materialistic doctrine, and Huxley and Tyndall were the
chief of those concerned in this regard.
Their views,
. openly expressed, disturbed the public conscience; the
feeling was that they were harmful to religious orthodoxy,
and even constituted a menace to the national life. Ln
short, the conviction became generally prevalent that
science, carried to its ext reme limits, would ultimately
usurp and d_e stroy the authority of the Bible. In keeping with
this impre.ssion, F,[uxley introduced the term, and labelled
himself, an "Agnostic." The position he assumed, as such,
frequently exposed him to vehement attacks, and upon
. science, as . a whole, was laid the blame for his hostile
controversial attitude, and the methods he employed for
defending himself. That was the position when Huxley
was rejected for the post of Lecturer on Physiology at Bart.'s.
His views were regarded as being probably unacceptable to
the parents of intending students, and as likely to imperil
the reputation of the school. Looking back through the
years that have passed, this controversial warfare of the
early seventies is reminiscent of a nine days' wonder.*
For subsequently it began to appear obvious that the
more science advanced the wiser the world became, and
with this added wisdom there followed the realisation of
the great value of scientific discovery. Thus the alarms of
. materialism ceased under the enlightened conviction that
between science and religion there could be no antagonism.
But a new era in physiology began in 187 5 by the appearance of a translation of a work by the Professor of Physiology at the University of Zuxicli, Professor Hermann.
The late Dr. Arthur Gamgee, of Owen's College, was
responsible for the translation, and he tells us in his preface
why he undertook the task. "I was actuated," he writes,
"by the conviction shared in by nearly all teachers, that an
urgent need existed for an English text- book which should
represent the actual state of the science. It appeared to
me, at the same time, that no text-book on physiology
. existed in any European language at once so concise,
comprehensive and philosophical as the work which I now
introduce to the . English reader." Truly the book was a

* H uxley's last statement ·upon the subject appears in a lengthy
and somewhat satirical artic le published in th e Nineteenth Century
for February, 1889.
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fascinating revelation of the science; the light it shed upon
old-time physiology revealed a new world of knowledge.
However, it was barely a student's book, its science was
too new and elaborate. Coming, as it did, like a bomb into
the still waters of physiological teaching in this country, it
almost created a sensation. My copy was bought for the
purposes of the first Fellowship, for rumours "gathered and
spread" that one of the examiners in physiology had
adopted the . plan of reading up some pages of Hermann,
and testing the candidates' knowledge by means of them.
Curiously enough, the translation never passed into a second
edition, despite its attractive value, ·and now the book must
be entirely forgotten . In general medicine a wider scope
existed for the choice of text-books. Two, however, were
mostly favoured, those by Dr. F. T. Roberts and the late
Dr . Bristowe respectively. Both were bulky; the former,
later, emerged into two voltlmes, and the latter possessed an
examinational interest, inasmuch as the author was one of the
examiners in medicine at the College of Surgeons. Some
years ago each of these popular and excellent text-books
passed into the reserve, and are not lik ely to be recalled for
active service. Another book was also in vogue, but copies
were difficult to obtain-Ti:mtter's Clinical Medicine. The
book was a small one, and proved to be especially useful,
b ut it was out of print owing to the author's death. Nevertheless, it was greatly in demand, so much so that available
copies changed hands at the price of 30s., the publishing
price being 7s. 6d.
Some students again found time
to indulge in Trousserw's Lectures on Cliuical llifedicine,
issued by th e New Sydenham Society. These lectures
at the time were universally held in high esteem, and
were often quoted. But now in the far and distant past
they have faded out of sight and knowledge, while during
the zenith of their popularity they reached a pinnacle of
greatness, forming a beacon guide by which many sought
to secure pearls of illuminative wisdom . Sic transit gloria

tmmdi.

Even in these days it may be asked, "What has become
of Quain's Dictio7lary of M edicine ?" A very fat volume on
its first appearance, with a weak back which, through use,
soon became broken. It proved a success ; in later editions
it blossomed forth into two volumes. Unhappily, however,
its success was the cause of its undoing. The idea it
suggested was soon appropriated. At various intervals since,
numerous competitors have appealed for similar support,
thus modern bookshelves are called upon to provide space
for dictionaries, medical and surgical, encyclopcedias, indices
of treatment and of practice, some of these with a regiment
of volumes, while others, confined within the limits of a
single volume, are more adapted in price for the student's
purse.
In the seventies, surgery, in the form of a text-book, was
mostly represented by Erichsen's work , in two volumes.
This work passed through several editions and was generally
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regarded as the best reflex of British surgery throu ghout
the world. Its end, however, came with the ninth edition,
thoroughly brought up-to-date, published in 1888. A
curious criticism used to be repeated, in regard to this
magnum opus of Erichsen. "'Vhat, " it was once asked by
a hospital surgeon, "can Erichsen know of surgery, when he
has only twenty beds at his _hospital?" Another book was
noticeable among the less ambituous students, namely,
Dmitt's Vade Mecum . This was a stout little volume which,
in 1870, had reached its tenth edition. But the profitable
field of surgical text-books was destined soon to be invaded,
and the first competitor was Practical Surge1y, by Mr.
Thomas Bryant, of Guy's.
The success immediately
acqui red by this work was well deserved.
Based upon the
long and proved experience o f a hospital surgeon and
teacher, new edi tions were rapidly called for ; then came
another work, The Principles and Practice of S urgery, by
Mr. Timothy Holmes, of St. George's. This tended to dim,
from the popularity it gained, the glamour of Mr. Bryant's
work. Dressers almost exclusively favoured H eath's Minor
Surgery, which still survives. St udents at this time heard
much also of Billroth's Surgery, another product of the New
Sydenham Society in two volumes. It commanded notice
because of the advanced scientific views of the author. As
such, the vol um es were recognised as useful for the higher
surgical examinations, those in which degrees were concerned. In pathology there was only one book, known as
Green's Pat}wlogy a11d Morbid Anatomy. It was small and
handy, and otherwise conveniently and pleasantly supplied
th e student's requirements. Its second edition was issued
in 1873, and it sti ll survives, _m uch enlarged and under new
control. Of the same size, and belonging to the same series,
was the sole eye book, that by Mr. Lawson, of the Middlesex
Hospital. At that time the student had no choice, and it
was not until Nettleship appeared on the scene in 18 79 that
another eye book became available. This proved a marked
success, and in time reached its sixth edition. Each of these
small books have long since lapsed into the unknown ,
despite the valu e of their teaching.
In later years the eye
student has been confronted with an embarras de richesses
of text-books competing for his kindly favour. This special
class of medical li terature has greatly expanded of late.
The results, however, judging from the demand, do not seem
in most cases to have been directly encouragin g to th e
authors, notwithstanding the reputation the latter e njoy in
the ophthalmic world . Presumably of such books there are
now too many, the field being overstocked to allow of an y
conspicuous success, with, perhaps, one exception.
And so from the above observations a reflection emerges,
arresting in the conviction of its unassailable truth : What
"classics " in medicine have passed into the dismal chamber
of oblivion? Can such classics be held even now to be
useless, centred, as they may be, around the science of the
past?
Can that suggestive work, H ilton on R est and
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Pain, Ion,., ago dead, be unworthy of peru sal in this century?

Let anyone read it and try afterwards to persuad e
him~df that this question can be answe red in the affirmative.
Ilut these classics often contain many pearls of wisdo m,
:~part from their out-of-date scientific teaching, such wisdo m
being the special product of tho ughtful minds. Science is
ever advancing with the progress of time, b ut mind s
trained by observation and experience, ~1ani fes tl y exh ibiting ·
e:-..ceptional power, have often proved to be in advance of
their generation.
The wisdom, therefore, of a classic
nevertheless valuable is apt to be lost and forgotte n, submerged amid the all-pervading attractiveness oi modern
cientific di covery. The fault lies in the rush and hus tl e
of the times, restricting our opportuni ties to wade through
the tomes of the past.
Our energies must be centred in
the present; the claims of the present a re urge nt, inexorable,
and always increasing, and so the classics of the past,
despite their pre-eminence in the days of their popularity,
and notwithstanding the greatness which still remains to
them, fall by the way, overwhelmed by the demands of
which each ,.,eneration becomes the ac tive source. Th us
reaching their inevitable doom-they fade imperceptibly,
irrevocably, into the gloomy, inglorious shade of obscuri ty.

CORRESPONDENCE.
T ll:t Editor of lht 'SI Bartholomctu's Hospital}oumal.
DE.\R 1R,- The rtferencc to Skey's lectures in recent letters
Induce' me to tell you of a lecture given by him on June 7th, 1870,
of which I have my notes before me.
It was on burns, and the two chief points impressed on my mind
(which without notes I could never forget) were:
( 1) That ho.! described carron oil as "that rascally compound "
(2) That the treatment he advised for burns was a ·trong solution
of nitrate of silver to be wa,hed over the burn; and, he added, the
more pain caused by thb application, the better for the patient and
the quicker the relid' I 1
At this lecture by key there was no rowdy behaviour nor excite·
m nt of any kind.
I mu t add .1 per ·onal incident about Savory This occurred in
1 73. when I was in for the final ollege of Surgeons examination
Savory w
the betc '"'" of candidall's, and was feared almost as
much by h1 1 o-e. amine"· I was being examined by Smith, of St
:'\lary' , '' ho w.~, a pondcrou gentleman with a long beard
He
examined r c on di ,.,, e of the testicle and then went on to the
bladder, and, after vanous q uesllons, he asked me if cancer of the
bladd r could be felt through the abdominal wall.
I did not know
more th ·m the man in thc moon, and I hazarded a reply," Yes .. , To
whi h Smith promptly objected.
\Vhercupon Savory, who was
marking, turned to him, and in the suavest manner said "\Vhy,
lr. Sm1th, it wa only b t week I was called to .ce a patient at
Houn low" ith cancer of tht bl,tdt.lcr, and I could dbtin<tly feel it
throu h th abtlorninal \\all ''
:llr Smith never s~id a word, a he
vould not dar to di a r e \\lth S.l\'orv
A, m 99 east!s out of 100
of ancer of th bl 1cldcr 'm1th would be right, Savor) 's intt!rvention
•ery wdcom
\ ours truh·,
J \~ "'' AD.Uis.
.1, CHI \\'ICK PL CE, E TBOURSE,
'jun -I t, 1916.
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ITV oF Lo:-:oo:-~.
Third M.B., B.S. Exami11alio". ;l!ay, t gt6.
Group I. A!edicine.- E. C. paar.
Group 11. S1trgery and llfid<viJery.-R. l\l . D annatt.
· L.S.A .
The Diploma of t he Society of Apothecaries has bee n g ranted to
E. G D . l\ Iurray.
U:-~n'ER

NEW ADDRESSES.
H . l\ l. GREY, Fir Va le H ospital, Sheffield.
F. LLOYO H OPI\'OOD, Janefield, Aberdour, Fife.
E. W.]. L.\DELL, Eiffe l Flats, S. Rhodesia

J.

APPOINTMENT.

\ VILMOT Ao.urs, l\1 B., B.C.Cantab., appointed Lieutenant, Singapo re Field Ambulance Company, whilst acting as Surgical
Specialist to the Troops in the S ingapore Garrison.

MARRIAGES.

CROWTIIER-WOODLE\'.-On June q.t h, at E mmanuel Church,
Plymouth, by the Rev. G. B. Be rry,assi>ted by the Rev. Dr. Flynn,
Capt. Charles Row land Crowther, R.A. :VI C., son of the late Jame
Addington Crowther, of Bryn Tirion, Mannamead, P lymo uth, to
Kathleen Olive J\.lary, daughter of the late George \ V A.
\ Voodley, of Stonehenge, Nata l, and niece of 1\l r. and :\l rs.
\ Voodley, of Evadne, 1\.lannamead, Plymouth.
FR.\SER-BAILEY.-On June tJth, at Golden H ill Parish Church, by
the Rev. J. H . Bai ley, Vicar of orton, Letchworth, brother of the
bride, and Canon H ughes, Rector of Tarporley, Capt. Forbes
Fraser, F.R.C.S., R.A.l\.I. C., of Bat h, to Agnes 1\.lary, daughter of
the Rev. G. R. Bailey, Vicar of Golden H ill and'Rural Dean of
Newcastle, and l\1rs. Bailey.
P.WE\' - S~IITH-NORTHII'OOD.-On June Jrd, at St. James's, Camberwell, by special licence, A. Bernard Pavey-Smith, Capt.,
R.A.M.C. (T.), younger son of l\lr. and Mrs. A. E. Smith, of The
Hollies, Nailswort h, to Elizabeth, youngest daughter of :V Ir. 1.nd
Mrs. :-.iorthwood, of Spondon, Derby.

DEATHS.

KIMBELL.- On :\lay 28th, at a Nursing Home in London, Lieut
H arry J ohn Sullings Kimbell, R.A.l\.l. C., of Richmond Road,
H acknq, until recently in charge of P reston H all H ospital,
Maidstone
PRESTON.-On June 2nd, through an accide nt to his car, Francis
Harrison Preston, M.RC.S., L.S.A, of The Grove, Brill, Bucks

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

The Hospital, Long Island llfrdical Jounwl, New York State
Journal of Medicine, Guy's Hospital Gazt'lte, Tire British Jour~ral
of Nursmg, The Nursing Times, Tlrt 11/edicai Revieu•, St .•l!ary's
Hospital Gazette.

NOTICE.

All Commrmicatio11s, Articles, Letters, Notices, or Books for re-view
should be for<varded, accompa11ied by the name of the se11der, to the
Editor, ST. B.\RTIIOI.011Ew's HoSP ITAL joURNAL, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Smitlrfield, E. C.
The Annual Subscriptio>£ to tire Jour>tal is ss., i>tcluding postage.
Subscriptio11s should be sent to the MAN.\GKR, W. E. SARG.\NT,
M.RC.S., at tire Hospital.
All commu11icatio11s, fi>rallcial, or otherwise, relahve to Advertisenrellls 0.\'LY, should be addressed to ADVERTISEMENT l\.1.\NAGER,
the Jounwl Office, SI Bartlrolomew's Hospital, E. C. Telephone:
City 5to.
A CO'Ver for bi,.diii!J (black cloth boards with letteri~t!J a1td Ki~tg
Henry VIII Gateway ilL gilt) ea" be obtained (price IS. poslfru)
from 1\.IESSRS. AoL.\RO ,. SoN ASD \VEST 1 E\\'~IA:>~, Bartlrolomew
Clou. (Temporary offices 76, Ne<t•gate /rut, E.C.) MESSRS.
AoLARO
so~ .\~0 \\'Esr NE\\.11.\N have arranged to do the
bi11ding, wrtlz cut a11d spri11kled edges, at a cost of!s. gd. or carriage
paid 2s.-cover i11clud€d.

~t. ~arthnlnmtw's !}nspital
"IEquam memento re bus in arduis
S ervare mentem ."
-Horace, Book ii , Ode iii .

VoL. XXIII.- No.
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AUGUST

CALENDAR.
Tues., Aug. 1 .-Dr. Drysdal e on duty.
Fri.,
4.-Dr. To oth and Mr. Bailey on duty .
Tues., ,
8.-Dr. Garrod on duty.
Fri .,
rr.-Dr. Calvert and Mr. D'Arcy P ower on duty .
Tu es., ,
rs .-Dr. Morley Fl etcher on duty .
Fri .,
r S. ~Dr . Drysdale and Mr. Waring on duty.
Tu es., ,
22.-Dr. T ooth on duty.
Fri .,
25.-Dr. Garrod a nd Mr. McAdam Eccl es on duty.
Tues. , ,
29.-Dr. Calvert on duty.
Fri. , Sept. 1 .-Dr. Morley Fl etcher and Mr. Bailey on duty.
Tues., ,
s.-Dr. Drysdale on duty.

EDITORIAL NOTES. .
OLONEL TOOTH has gone to Malta in the
capa~ity of Consulting Physician to the E xpeditionary Forces. ·Major Harnill has also .left for
Malta. We wish them both the best of luck whi le they are
away from us.

*

*

*

*

*

*

At a meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons held on
J uly 14th, Mr. D'Arcy Power was elected a member of the
Executive Committee of the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund.
At the Annual Meeting of the Medico-Legal Society,
Dr. Robert Armstrong-Jones was elected a Vice-President.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Military Cross has been awarded to Capt. R. S.
Townsend, I. M.S., and to Temp. Lieut. C. C. Okell, R. A. M.C.
Our heartest ~ongratulations are extended to both.
I t is with very much regret that we have to announce the
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death of Captain Robert Williams Michell, M. D., F.R.C.S.,
R.A.M.C., cet. 56. He was educated at Caius Colleae Cambridge, and St. Bartholom ew's Hospital. He served"'
through
th e South African War, gaining the Queen's medal with three
clasps, and he volunteered again immediately on the out.
break of th e present war. He was first appointed to the
hospital ship "Asturias, " and was on board when she was
attacked by a submarine. Since May, 1915, he had been
attached to the heavy guns, and he was fatally wounded on
July 3rd. After helping a neighbouring medical officer who
was in great difficulties, he organised and led a rescue party
to bring in wounded men who had been lying out in" No
Man's Land " for two days . Although wounded himself
he continued his work for some hours, until he was struck
a second time and paralysed. Our deepest sympathy is.
extended to his widow and only son .

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

We have also to record with much sorrow the death of
Captain George Oliver Maw, R.A.M.C., who died of
wounds on July 1oth. He was educated at Clifton and
P embroke College, Cambridge, and completed his medical
training at this Hospital. Our deepest sympathy is extended to Dr. and Mrs . Maw in their bereavement.

.*

With much sorrow we also learn of the death of Lieut.
WaltonR. Wilson, R .A.M.C., who died on Ju ly 12thofwounds
received the previou s day. H e was educated at Epsom
College and Emmanuel College; Cambridge, and completed
his medical training at this Hospital. Li eut . Wilson was.
married so recently as last April, and our heartfelt sympathy
is extended to his young widow.

*

We very much regret to hear that Private Leonard .
Lovell, of the Canadian Infantry, was killed in action on
July IIth. He was th e son of Mr. J ohn C. Lovell, one of
the governors of this Hospital, and until recently one of its.
Almoners, to whom our deepest sympathy is extended.
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As we "'0 to pre we h.arn with very much sorrow of the
death of Lieutenant tanlcy \\'alter Burrell, R .• \.iii.C, who
died in !'ranee of cerebra· pinal meningitis on July nnd.
lie wa the second on of the Rev. F. W. Isaac, 'icar of
( hiswick, ha1·in~ taken the old Yorkshire family name of
Burrell hortly after quahfyin"'. He was educated at ,'t.
Paul's :-. hool and :St. Bartholome\\ 's Hospital, \1 here he
,!ained the \\',trham prize for surgery. He threw himsdf
whole-heartedly into whatever he undertook, and although
in one of his last letters he said, "I never knew before what
it mean to work till one drops," hi cheerfulness and keen
en e of duty never faltered. Our deepest sympathy is
e ·tended to h1s parents 111 their bereavement.

•

\t the same t1111c we also hear with great regret of the
Jeath of Capt:un R. ~I. J>ennys, who held a commission
jn the Lop! ~orth Lancaslme Regiment. He died from
wounds rece1n:d in actiOn on July 12th. Our deepest
} mpathy is e tended to ~I r. and ~Ir . E. A. Dennys and
his many friend<.

FROM THE FRONT.
E. 'l'R.\ 'T 01• _\ LETTER FRO~I DR . . L THONY
FEILI~G LT \IESOPOT.\~IIA
O~l E

tim" ago, while I was still enjoying the fleshpot of Cll'ilisation in .\lexandria, I wrote to
. ::-.tansfcld, but the holiday which I was then enJO}in('T h s come to an end. We foresaw :\Iesopotamia when
rumour beuan to percolate to 1:gypt that things were not
qut e \\hat they might h .. ve been in the way of "medical
comfort
owe left Ale ·andna on ~Iarch 19th with orders
to rrport our elve
t ". • - - . " \\'e trained to Suez-a
tediou nd hot 11 ni ht journey-and embarked there on
board the "B
-, .t I' .md 0 . llospit, 1 ship. We l;hd ,t
mo t cl eh htful 'O)a c round to the Persian (;ulf, stopping
Only t \dt.n for twenty four hour tO COal. .\den IS cl singu
I rl} tomd and um\ hole ome pi ce. \\'e rc;.tched '' Z. - "
n the ( ;u]f on the fourtet.nth day out, and there had to lie
to lor n rly • eek, m order to be tran hipped to a boat
h 1101\ nou h to pa mtr the bar of the ri,·cr. 'l he prof tr n h1ppin '\\.t lll'IC h hind red by a' iolcnt gale, but
fin 11
t r ff nd c. m up to"
11 n ht, arrivin..:
n .\pnl qth 'J I' 1 1\tr r cht of t'Jt: hat-e! \rab
r r th
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pi.J.ce up tnto little islands. One move· about entirely by
water in beluni , a ort of enlare;ed C.tnadian canoe, but
infenor and ·n1.11ler than a c;ondola.
.\
oon , · we
reached" X--" the inevitable happened, viz. our unit w.ts
at once broken up, and officers sent flying in all directions,
some stra1ght back to Bombay on ho pital ships-the,e
were the lucky one·
I was detailed for temporary duty at
one of the e"istins hosprtals, where I had charge of .tll the
medrcal cases in the officers' hospital. The building had
been the Turkish Governor's hou ·e, and ran to electric
light, o we did pretty well. I had JU t ettled ciown and
got to know the men in the mess, when fresh order came
for me to "proceed" up the Tigns to a place on the
line of communication, qo miles above " X - -.. , The
voyaue up, which took exactly three whole days, was most
amusing, and certainly gave me a vivid idea of the dtfficulties of transport in this country. \Ve were on an uld
stern paddle-wheel river-boat, converted into a hosprtal sh1p
(so-called). She drew only 2 j feet of water, and was l'ery
top-heavy, consequently the combined effect of the wind
and the current, which is anything from -+! to 5 knots an
hour, was too much for her, and she was blown about in the
most absurd wa}'· \Ye spent a good deal of time driftin~
rapidly downstream broadside on. .\nd one day we ran
unusually hard 1nto the bank, and had to lie there till the
ne\t morning!
However, all good things come to :tn
end, even voyages on the Ti..;ris, and we eventually arri,·ed
one 'abbath mornmg.
I was immed1ately attached to
the hospttal for duty, and haye remained here, luckrly
for me, as it is certainly the best ho pital here, ar•d
this place has the reputat1on of being the best pl .. <=e
in Lower ..\[esopotamia-though that is saying but little :
The hospital rs pl:tced right on the bank of the river, which
rolls down a rapid, muddy stream, the colour of ea}/ au l•ul.
This, I may add, i · the sole supply of w.tter for all purpo e'.
.\t first, to my horror and consternatiOn, I was put on t 1
surgrcal ward,;, full of fractured femurs .md skulls, second. ry
h cmorrhages, etc. ..\Iercifully I was soon transferred to the
charge of the medrcal wards, r 20 beds in all, in hut
There is just enou,.:h to do to keep me .tnllls d. Thi 1
, 'o tree , no road ,
really a most Cod forsaken country
nothing but the desert .md the Ti"ris. It h,ts become 'nfenull>' hot, too; 1o~" 111 my tt>nt t mtdday ye terdt},. llll
that i an Indian tent with a thic 1• double roof with ti•
pa~e
I .res and mo quito • re a prrfert pe t, to
}
noth ng nf corpion .md hornet
t '<m rdcrin~ the country
'' e J > VU)' well m the w .... > • f m~c n , thou h drink
rt•
t pe 1 1\t, ,me! .1 1Jt to run out ent1n ly . t time .
• 'o 1<" ,
unfortuP.ltely, thou h 1\t: .tr prnm1 c.d .m ice factor) o 1
I h v J... pt qu1te fi• 111 p1te of bout of the u u 1 I ..,r
d1 ..urh l.l, \\Inch ever} o 1 h
0011l r or ter. There 1 ,,
ot of 1cknc , of cour e, ch1etly t) p 1 id, p rat) phord, nd
m IJ.11a, .md di, rrhcca of ort , IIH ludm , ltolrra, of'' h IJ I
h ve h td l'l ut ten a e . luckily not of \'ery cute t} pe.
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Last week I had to give four lectures to the whole of the
troops of the station on the subject, delivered in the Y.M.C.A.
in the "popular" style ; they were quite well patronised.
The fall of Kut was naturally rather a blow to us out here but
it was not unexpected. Now things seem rather at a deadlock, except for rumours of Arab raids. We have had a
few sick from Kut, bags of skin and bone merely. I see
great talk in the papers. about the breakdown of medical
arrangements here. With the material provided I think
personally the R.A .M.C. have done very well, but there was
a most appalling lack of decent supplies. Transport has
been the difficulty, and the same ships which take up live
sheep, mules, ammunition, etc., to the front, have had to
bring down the sick and wounded.

DREAMS AND THEIR

INTERPRETATION.

(An Address to t!te Abernetltian Society.)
By RoJJERT ARMSTRONG-}ONES, M.D., F.R .C.P.Lond.,
F.R.C.S.Eng.,
Lecturer on Mental Diseases, St. Bartholornew's Hospital,
and Consulting Physician in Mental Diseases to the
Military Forces in London; Resident Physician
and Superintendent of the London County
Asylum, Claybury.

HIS is the third time that I have been honoured
by the Executive Committee of the venerable
Abernethian Society, founded 1795, to address
its members and visitors. Upon the first occasion we dis
cussed the question of Temperaments, on the second the
relationship of Genius and Insanity, and on this I have
been requested to bring before you the subject of Dreams.
John Abernethy (1764-183r), whom this Society commemorates, was no dreamer-althou gh Sir J ames Paget
described him as naturally indolent-and he never disdained
facts which were within the range of physiological and
anatomical experience. He possessed in no small degree a
vivid and attractive power of exposition, as was testifiP-d by
a great and appreciative audience of St. Bartholomew's men
who crowded to hear his lectures at his house in Bartholo·
mew Close.
It may seem out of place, whilst we are face to face
with so grim a reality as war, which has affected us here
at St. Bartholomew's (there are 1400 Bartholomcw's men
serving) as much if not more than any other institution or
industry, that we should be discussing the realms of the
unconscious, but we can claim that such a discussion is a
relief to the strain and stress of reality, and that the "Bowmen " in the early days of the war laid particular emphasis
upon dreams of the "Angels of l\Ions. " Moreover, dreams
have been regarded as one of the strongest forces wherewith
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to unravel the mysteries of the unconscious mind and it is
claimed that their interpretation may bring out ;f the un·
conscious mind what is perplexing and hidden, and may
restore the balance in an unstable and wandering mind.
The laboratory of the mind is open to all, and I see before
me. some who are apt students in the fi eld of mental explo·
ratwn, those who have recently had special opportunities
for pro~ing into this dark territory. I also see others (among
whom 1s the able nursing staff of St. Bartholomew's) who
take an academic interest in the subject, but who nevertheless are justified in seeking for explanations in rega rd to
facts which are within th e experience of all.
The subject of dreams has interested mankind since the
earliest days of primitive culture, and long before the dawn
of history. Many and varied have been the speculations in
regard to them, and the philosophers of antiquity entertained
great diversities of opinion as to their cause and meaning.
Dreams may be said to have a world of their own, and to
have no links of connection with any other facts in human
experience. The savage regarded the dream-world as similar
to, only more remote than, the one he dwelt in . When he
fell asleep his second self left his body for unfamiliar haunts,
where he met the second self of his dead ancestors. Socrates
believed in the divine origin of Jreams. Lucretius ac counted for them on the principle that ideas or thoughts
were material things which could be detached from each
other and be made to strike upon the mind. Porphyry
ascribed dreams to the influence of a good demon who
warned the dreamer of the evil the bad demon was preparing for him. Baxter, in his work upon the soul, attri·
buted dreams to the agency of good spirits which descended
from their proper sphere and condescended to .weave midnight vision for poor mortals ! As sleep has something aweinspiring and inexplicable, so dreams viewed from the
waking state have no less strange or perplexing a reality.
Dreams have. been defined as "conscious processes during
sleep " a definition which implies a self-contradiction, for
conscious processes deny sleep, and normal sleep is attended
with unconsciousness; but this unconsciousness may indeed
be slight, yet it is not infrequently profound and even complete. During deep sleep the senses are unaffected by
external and even by internal impressions, yet it has been
asserted that the mind is never at rest during sleep, and that
there is always some dreaming. Dream s ha ve also been
defined as thoughts, or a series of thoughts, experienced in
sleep-i.e. a train of ideas presenting themselves to the
miud during sleep. To-day the defi nition of a dream is
"the symbol of an unfulfilled wish," the meaning of the
symbol having to be interpreted by an assumed psychoanalytic "code"; and because of its symbolic function a
dream is looked upon to-day as having its root firmly fixed
in the experience of tl1e waking life, whil st its superstructure
lies in the unreality of phantasms It may help us to unde rstand the terms symbol and symbolism if we state that th ey
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are only applicable when the dream is interpreted, i.e. the
dream then becomes the symbol of the meaning elicited.
The terms themselves apply to the dream as recorded, or
the manifest dream, which is always centralised round
certain subjects connected with the waking experience, and
not, as erroneously believed by some, always and invariably
connected with sexual matters.
The history of dreams is a long and ancient record, and
authorities in the past have offered many explanations as to
the process and import of dreaming. The Old Testament
describes many dreams, also their interpretation. We have
the beautiful dream of J acob's ladder, and that of J oseph,
which he related to his brothers, also the dream of Pharaoh
and of Pharaoh's servants, of Solomon's choice of wisdom,
through which he obtained in addition riches and honour.
The dream of Nebuchadnezzar, which, as frequently happens,
he himself had forgotten, was, with Daniel's help, revealed
and subsequently interpreted, often the quickest way then
to royal favour, and in acknowledgment of which the ",king
made Daniel a great man. " The influence of dreaming
upon the conscience is shown by the dream of Job, when
be affirmed that "God speaketh once, twice; yet man per_
cei,•eth it not." "In a dream, in a vision of the night when
deep sleep fell upon man and sealed his instruction, He
withdraws man from his purpose." In the New Testament
there is J oseph's dream, both before and after the birth of
the Saviour; the dream of the three wise men, and the
dream of Pilate's wife, which were all quoted as messages
from the spiritual world. Shakespeare puts into the mouth
of Mercutio the cause of dreams : " Which are the idle
children of a brain, begot of nothing but a fantasy.''
Byron, Milton, Robert Louis Stevenson, who stated that the
motives for his best romances were inspired by dreams,
Coleridge, Moore, and John Bunyan have all dwelt upon
this attractive subject, and Bunyan stated that the whole of
the Pilgrim's Progress was revealed to him in dreams.
Certain races, like the North American Indians, are stated
to look upon a dream as a sacred event, being the most
ordinary way in which the gods make known their will to
man. In the journal of a Voyage to North America, Charle_
voix relates how an Indian dreamed be had his hand cut
off, which occurred the next day. The poor still have their
dream-books, and they often pay for the "meaning" of
their dreams.
It may help to clear our conception of the working of a
dream if we briefly state how the mind works normally in
the waking state. All of us are brought up to observe
certain conventionalities, and to regard with solicitude
certain social laws and amenities ; in consequence of which
feelings of undue assuredness, aggression, and self-assertiveness are kept under or repressed, and out of regard for
social customs certain tt:ndcncies or passions are also kept
under control, a feeling of self restraint and inhib1tion ueina
thus exercised. \11 of us, who are properly urought u;,
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look upon ourselves with a certain compulsion in regard to
observing the courtesies, ceremonies, and conventions of
life, and our conduct is formulated accordingly. These
compulsions eventually become automatic restraints, and
they tend to keep up the structure and wholesomeness of
human society.
They constitute the feelings of social
obligation and of personal regard for others, and are based_
upon certain instincts which have emotional representations, such as fear, anger, joy, sorrow, love, hate, and
disgust. \\'hen, let us say, an object is presented to one of
the senses-for instance, to the sense of sight-all the
unconscious feelings of restraint which have been instilled
into us in youth and which in grown-up people act automatically, are applied to the object we have in view, and
our conduct or reaction towards it varies accordingly;
for our unconscious life is always acting in numberless
and unsuspected ways upon our conscious mental life.
Supposing, for example, that we were watching a lady at
some social function who was wearing a green carnationcertain rays of light from this object impinge upon the
retina, these are conveyed to the brain and there stimulate
a mental picture, i.e. the outward form, figure, surrounding
circumstances, time and place of the person are appreciated
as an external object, which, when absent, may be restored
as an image, a picture, or idea upon the cerebral cortex, so
that, in the absence of the object, an impression of the lady
can be revived in memory upon the mind, the person being
"rem em be red" with all her attendant associations. The
mind recalls the occasion either with pleasure, or perhaps
with pain, and in idea the whole previous scene can be
re-enacted, even to the recognition of personal charms,
gestures, verbal movements, conversation, habits and ways;
these are accompa'n ied by their emotional reactions; all
can be revived as representative images, so that the mind is
not only able to cognise an object, and associate it with a
definite feeling, and with all the voluntary movements, but
the image itself, or the memory picture, may also be revived
with all the accompaniments belonging to the original presentation. These three factors, viz. cognition, feeling, and will,
are the invariable accompaniments of every mental process,
whether an object is presented from without or its picture is
experienced from within. The same analogy applies to presentations and representations referring to the organic sensations. In dreams these three factors tend to become dissociated, the will alone remains in abeyance, whilst the
cognitive elements may be represented, either by themselves,
or they may be grouped with others which are similar or
dissimilar ; the feelings may also be represented to the
mind, and may either be painful or pleasurable.
It is
the will which refuses to act, and it is questionable whether
a dream, once initiated, can ever be modified by the will,
although some persons state that they are able to modify
a dream, and that they have frequently done so whilst
dreaming. The recollection of these dissociated t:lements
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of a dream when recalled by the memory is often so weird,
so striking, and so suggestive, that an attempt to interpret
their meaning is inevitable, and the phenomena of dreams
have thus become objects of conjecture, of curiosity, as well
as of vivid interest. In consequence many persons have
endeavoured to read into them some hidden meaning,
whilst others regard them with heedless indifference, considering them to be only a confused and jumbled record of
sleep-memories unworthy of serious reflection. Possibly the
truth in regard to dreams lies between these two extremes
of undue scepticism and a too facile credence.
It is
difficult not to suspect a meaning in some dreams, as in
the dream of Mrs. H-, whose husband went to New York
on business. She dreamed one night that he was sleeping
on the tenth floor of a hotel which took tire, and that he
escaped with difficulty. The next morning, feeling very
uneasy, she cabled asking how he was, when he replied:
" Quite well and safe, but had a narrow escape last night,
when the hotel was burnt down." The following, sent to
me by Dr. Leonard Guthrie, relates the experience of a
credible witness, E. W. M-, a distinguished scientist and
F. R.S. In his own words he writes:
''When I lived in Canada the following incident occurred:"An Englishman and an American clubbed together to
try to reach the Klondike gold field by the overland trail,
z·. e. by going due north from the prairies instead of following
the usual course of crossing by the Canadian Pacific Railway
tu Vancouver, then taking steamer up the coast to Seattle,
and crossing back over the mountains·via White Horse Pass.
After the pair had on their journey passed what t'h e
American judged to be the outposts of civilisation, he shot
the Englishman while he lay asleep, tried to destroy his
body by burning it, rifled his baggage, taking everything
of value, and returned. When he was questioned as to
what had become of his companion, he replied that he (the
American) had become discouraged and had given up the
expedition, but that the Englishman had pushed on . But
there was an encampment of Indians close to the spot where
the crime had been committed. The old chief saw two men
come north and encamp; in the night he heard a shot, and
next morning saw one man go south. He went to the camp,
saw the body, and informed the nearest post of North-west
MountedPol ice. They trailed the murderer and arrested
him before he could escape across the United States border.
He was brought to Regina. Meanwhile the brother of the
murdered man in England had a dream in which he saw
his absent brother lying dead and bloody on the ground.
He came down next morning very depressed, told his dream,
and announced his intention of going straight out to Canada
to see if anything had happened to his brother. He did so
and arrived out as the trial of the murderer was progressing.
He identified several articles in the possession of the murderer as the property of his late brother. The murderer was
banged at Regina,"
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Anothe r dream of a prophetic nature, and relating to the
assassination of Perceval, is recorded in the Book of Days, i,
p. 6 I7. I am further ind ebted to Dr. Guthrie for calling
my attention to it. It was the dream of Mr. John Williams,
of Sarrier House, near Redruth, in Cornwall. He died in
r84r, and was described in the Gentleman's Magazim as
a man of the highest integrity. On the night after the
assassination, when the facts could not have been known to
him by any ordinary means, he dreamt that he was in the
Lobby of the House of Commons, although he had never
been there in his life. He saw a short, small man enter,
dressed in a blue coat and a white waistcoat. Immediately
after him entered another man in a brown coat with yellow
buttons. The latter drew out a pistol and shot the former,
who instantly fell, blood pouring from a wound a little
below the left breast. In his dream Mr. Williams heard
the report of the pistol, saw the blood flow out and stain
the waistcoat, and he noticed the colour of the victim's face
change. He further saw the murderer sei zed, and observed
his countenance. When asking, in the dream, who had
been shot, he was told "the Chancellor "-Perceval was
Chancellor of the Exchequer at the time. Mr. Williams
then awoke and mentioned the matter to his wife, who made
light of it. At her suggestion he went to sleep again, but
dreamt the $ame dream a second time, and then a third.
After this, between r and 2 a.m., he got up and dressed.
In the forenoon of the next day he went to Falmouth and
related his dream again to Mr. Tucker, of Tremanton Castle,
and to his wife. Mr. Tucker replied that the description
was like the Chancellor of the Exchequer Perceval, although
Mr. Williams had never seen Perceval nor had anything
to do with him. Just then the news of the assassination
reached Truro, which was seven miles away. Six weeks
after the event Mr. Williams went to London and to the
House of Commons. He recognised the Lobby, the exact
spot where Perceval fell ; and the dress of both men in the
dream corresponded precisely with those actually worn at
the time. The extraordinary thing about this dream was
that a minute account of it was published in the Times,
another was given to Dr. Abercrombie, whilst Mr. Williams'
grandson communicated an account drawn up from his
grandfather's words. All these agreed in every detail with
the first narrative of the dream recorded by Mr. Williams.
Whether we regard dreams as in any way prophetic or
not, Andrew Lang has stated it is remarkable, when we
consider the enormous number of dreams, that there are
not more than occasional coincidences. The successes
only are noted whilst the failures as to prophecy have been
forgotten. It was, probably, through the effort to elicit
some meaning from dream phenomena that the idea of a
soul first arose, and that this soul could exist apart from
the body and survive its dissolution. The phenomena of
dreams, or" visions " as they were called, suggested, as stated,
excursions of the soul intQ soq1e distant regions which it
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e plored, and reported what it had experienced to the
waking soul, so that if the dream were of the dead the soul
was believed to have travelled to the regions of the dead,
and, if of the living, then the soul had wandered into the
society of other living souls, and had some message of
importance to convey to the dreamer, if only it could be
properly and adequately interpreted or explained. Thus
they were "symbols" of some message to be imparted by a
supernatural being, i.e. if the dream could be properly
solved. This "symbolical" view has been revived to-day,
although the symbols arc erroneously interpreted to be
those of sexual disturbances. The interpreter of dream
messages, or the ''seer" as he was called in ancient tim es,
was, naturally, a sacred person, who came to be regarded
with considerable importance, if not with prophetic awe and
as of divine origin. Thus arose the magicia n, o r th e "wise
man," whose survival was formerly represe nted by uncultured
and irresponsible fortune-tellers, but who are to-day represented, speaking generally, by competent a nd able psychologists, who, by methodically arranging and sorting th e
spontaneously uttered thoughts of a person who submits
to examination, or by comparing th e verbal association
of a series of responses, ascertain the workings of the
unconscious mind which lies beneath the manife t dream.
According to the teachings of certain psychologists all
thoughts and actions are assumed to be coloured by, if indeed they do not directly ari~e out of, the unconscious mind .
(To l•e continued.)

A CASE OF CEREBELLAR ABSCESS.
By J. 1\tPsoN Wmm, I.B ., B.Ch.
Al\[ indebted to the courtesy of Mr. C. Ernest
\\'est for permission to publish th e followi ng
case.

Patient J. ~f -, admitted to hospital on Monday a fte rnoon, \[ay 29th, with the following history: For five years
has h:td dtscharge on and off from the left ear. For the
pa t three weeks has suffered from pains in the head,
giddiness, drowsiness, and frequent yawning. Three days
ago these additional symptoms appeared : shivering fits
(? rigors) and free perspiration.
o vomiting; exceedingly
deaf, had to be spoken to loudly.
Condition on admi.uion .- Temperature 97° F., pulse 88.
Covered with cold, clammy perspiration, furred tongue,
c~rowsy, slow cerebration, took some time to auswer questiOns , then spoke slow!} as if he found it difficult to get the
words he wanted . Headache wa present, also pain over
the occipital region .
lie vomited once.
There was
penuulum ny. tagmus to the left, sli~ht exaggeration of the
left kn c jerk, left ankle' clonus, but normal plantar reflex ;
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dysdiadokokinesis (left), a mitral systolic murmur at the
apex conducted outwards. The spine was kyphotic, owing
to o ld tubercular trouble.
A le ft radical mastoid operation was performed by Mr.
Scott that same evening. The antrum was exposed and
opened into ; the bone was found to be very dense.
The
lateral sinus was then exposed and blood for pathological
examination drawn off. (Result of examination: films
showed no organisms. Culture sterile after two days.)
The dura mater was not found exposed. A large cholesteatoma was discovered, which had made an opening into
the labyrinth, destroying the ossicl es . It had a_ very foul
odour. The facial nerve had been laid bare for a considerable portion of its course. It was quite evident that left
facial paralysis would inevitably follow such marked expo
sure of the. nerve, and such was the case, the left side of the
face being compl e tely paralysed.
After this operation there was some slight elevation of
temperature- 99° F.-but it soon dropped again to subnormal, i.e. 97° F . There was also occasional slowing of
the pulse-rate, 62 being the slowest rate.
He indulged in
sullen fits, sometimes refusing to be washed, also trying to
get out of bed. His speech was sti ll rather slow and
laboured, but he did not complain of headache, nor did he
vomit. Lumbar puncture was tried, but no cerebro-spinal
fluid could be obtained.
This state of affairs went on until Thursday night,
June 8th, when he vomited once or twice and complained
of pains in the head .
The temperature was still subnormal. On Friday morning his headache had got worse,
also he could not raise his head from the pillow without th e
assistance of his hand . H e Yomited a few times during the
morning. Examination showed a positive K ernig and
nystagm us of a n oscillating character to both sides; slight
optic neuritis was also present. That afternoon Mr. \V est
decided to operate.
Lumb~r puncture was first tried, this time success fully.
A test-tube full of clear fluid was drawn off. Then the
wound of the previous operation was opened up. Landmarks were not easily discovered, th e facial nerve not being
visible at a ll now. The dura mater was incised and an
expandi ng brain trocar was thru st into the late ral lobe of
the cerebellum. Its blades were opened, with the result
that pus immediately gus hed forth. Fully 2 drachms were
thus evac uat ed. The pus had a very foul odour. A
drainage-tube, without any lateral openings, was inserted
into the abscess cavity and secured firmly in position by
means of a catgut suture. The edges of the skin wound
were not su tured together. The dramage-tube protruded
about the middle of the wound. The cavity around it was
packed with gauze soaked in hypertonic saline solution. A
small strip of gauze was also inserted into the tube. The
wound was then dressed and bandaged in the usual
manner.
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After this second operation the temperature kept steadily
down, never rising beyond normal. The pulse-rate again
showed slowing at intervals, 6o being the lowest rate this
time. He tried once or twice to tear off the bandage, and,
for a short period, became somewhat unruly.
Nystagmus
was still present to both sides, and some occipital pain,
which disappeared in a few days.
The wound was packed with gauze soaked in hypertonic
saline' solution every day, and the tube leading into the
abscess cavity irrigated out, first with hydrogen peroxide,
then hypertonic saline solution. This irrigation was accomplished by passing a tube of smaller diameter than the
drainage-tube through the latter, and then letting the fluid
run into the abscess cavity at a slow rate.
At first there
was a slight serous discharge from the abscess cavity, but
this gradually ceased. Fourteen days after the operation
the suture securing the tube in position was removed and
the tube gently taken out for about t of an inch of its
length . This i inch was then snipped off. The result of
this was a small gush of pus.
A few days afterwards th e
tube was again taken out another i inch, and there was
another slight gush of pus. Exactly three weeks after the
operation, when dressing the wound, the tube came out
altogether, having crept up unnoticed. It was not again
replaced, but the small cavity still remaining was pack ed
with hypertonic saline gauze.
Such is the condition of affairs at present, four weeks
after the opening and draining of the abscess cavity. For
the p::tst few days he has been up and out in the hospital
square. He is able to walk quite steadily, and the nystagmus
has disappeared.
He is quite bright and cheerful, and
fully conscious of all he says and does. His only anxiety
was to he allowed to smoke. The left facial paralysis is
not noticeable to a casual observer. There is still some
slight wt'akness in rotatory movements of the le ft forearm
(left dysdiadokokinesis).

SIMPLE RHYMES FOR FRIGHTFUL TIMES.
No. 4.-CRUMPS.
When perhaps you've got the hump,
And a rather nasty crump
Makes a very horrid din
And spoils th e dug-out you are in ;
Then its price you calculate . . .
' ris such things depreciate
The Hunnish mark; and much depress
The Hunnish people
vide Press.

J. R. R. T.
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A CASE OF MALIGNANT ENDOCARDITIS
GRAFTED ON A CONGENITAL
SEPTAL DEFECT.

'RI

BY

G. K.

BOWES,

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

AM indebted to Dr. Drysdalc for hi s kindness in
allowing me to publish the following case.
Considered as a whole the case is straightforward, and does not present any features of great rarity, but
I regard its main interest as lying in th e problem of differential
diagnosis, to which it at one time gave rise. It also illustrates
the value of pathological methods in deciding such a problem,
for had it not been for the application of one of such
methods, itself of quite recent origin, the diagnosis would
have remained in doubt, and could not have been mad e by
clinical methods alone till quite a late stage in the course of
the case, and even then would have been uncertain.
W. P-, ;et. 34, a clerk, was admitted to St. BarthGlomew's Hospital on February rgth, rgr6, complaining of
abdominal pain and general weakness. The history of the
case was as follows : Since he was an infant the patient was
known to have had some affection of the heart, which, as
there was no history of causative disease, was presumed to
be congenital. This had caused him no trouble or inconvenience till the beginning of his present illn ess. He was
last quite well in January, I9I5; and from this time till
July, I9IS, he suffered from loss of appetite, langour, and
occasional p::tins behind the eyes. He first consulted a
doctor in August, I915. At this time his temperature was
raised and he used to sweat profusely. He remained in
bed f~r a few days. In September he became weaker, and
was troubled by abdominal pain, which was localised around
the urn bilicus, aod was worst about half an hour after food.
He remained in bed for about three weeks and returned to
work in the middle of November, still suffering from loss of
appetite and abdominal pain. From the end of December
till his admission to hospital he remained in bed most of
the time. During the last three weeks before admission he
vomited three or four times. During the period of this
history he was suffering from fever when he was seen by his
medical attendant.
On admission on February 19th the patient was pale and
thin his weight being 7 st. r I lb. His temperature during
the first three days ranged from 97·6° F. to I02° F., and his
pulse-rate from 96 to I 24. The eyes were natural and no
retinal hremorrhages were seen. On the chest and abdomen
were large areas of pigmentation with scaly skin due to a skin
infection. The lungs were natural. The heart showed a
diffuse pulsation, most marked in the fifth interspace, about
4 in. from the middle line. On percussion it was found to
be somewhat enlarged, the deep dulness extending It in.
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from the middle line in the fourth space to the right, and
in. in the fifth space to the left of the middle line. A
loud, harsh, systolic murmur was present, which was heard
best over th e fourth left costal cartilage, and propagated
widely all O\'er the front of the chest, but not outwards to
the axilla. The second sound at the pulmonary base was
slightly accentuated. The abdomen was somewhat distended, and there was some shifting dulness in the flanks.
The live r was enlarged, extending 6 ~ in. when measured
vertically in the nipple line, its edge being palpable well
below the costal margin. The spleen was also enlarged and
tender, its edge being palpable 3 in. below the costal margin.
There was no redema of the legs. The urine contained
· r per cent. of albumin and some blood. There were no
superficial enlarged glands anywhere. A blood-count showed
that the p:ttient was anremic, the number being :
Red cells
z,s7o,ooo per c.mm.
Hremoglobin
so per cent.
Colour index
'97.
White cells
Io,4oo per c.mm .
The differential count showed:
7 6oo per c . mm.
Poly morphs, 7 3 per cent.
Lymphocytes, 25 per cent.
z6oo
Mononuclears, z per cent.
200
,
Eosinophiles, none seen.
Basophiles, none seen.
Slight poikilocytosis, anisocytosis, and polychromatophia
were present ; no abnormal white cells or nucleated red cells
were seen .
At this stage the facts known about the patient may be
summed up as follows : A congenital hear.t lesion, continued
fever for six months, a slightly enlarged heart with a widely
propagated systolic murmur, an enlarged liver and spleen, a
high degree of anremia with colour index ·97, and with
10,400 leucocytes per c.mm. It was thought probable that
the heart murmur, taking into account its localisation and
the absence of any other signs such as cyanosis or venous
regurgitation in connection with it, might be due to an imperfect interventricular septum. At this stage of the possible diagnoses the two which seemed most probable were
(a) Hodgkin's disease, and (b) malignant endocarditis grafted
on a congenital heart lesion. It was impossible without
further knowledge to decide between these two alternatives.
Although the absence of superficial enlarged glands pointed
against Hodgkin's disease, cases are known where only the
internal glands have been enlarged, with an enlarged spleen
and liver, and a blood-count and temperature chart not
unlike those of the case under consideration. With the
second alternative would agree the continued fever, the
signs in the heart, and the enlarged liver and spleen, the
enlargement being in this case due to back pressure and to
septicremia, and, in the case of the spleen, perhaps to infarction as well. Other possibilities were the following : Splenic
anremia, with which the high colour index of the blood and
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the high leucocyte count did not agree at all, nor did the
fever well, which, although it may be present, is in this
degree unusual ; familial acholuric jaundice with enlarged
liver and spleen, which would not explain the fever; and
the possibility that the condition might be connected with
syphilis. The length of the history, as well as the absence
of characteristic symptoms, rendered typhoid fever very
improbable.
To decide between these possibilities the following
investigations were undertaken. A skiagram was taken to
determine the presence or absence of enlarged glands in
the chest. So·11e en larged glands were seen to be present
in the posterior mediastinum. The fragility of the corpuscles was investigated and found to be normal, thus
excluding congenital acholuric jaundice. A culture made
from the freces showed that no abnormal members of the coli
group were present, thus excluding typhoid. The Wassermann reaction was strongly positive. On February 23rd a
blood-culture was made, and the blood was shown to
contain large numbers of a streptococcus, giving the fermentative reactions of Streptococcus salivarius. The resu lt
of the blood-culture enabled the diagnosis to be made that
the patient was suffering from malignant endocarditis.
A vaccine was prepared from the organism present in the
blood. The first dose, consisting of five million organisms,
was given on February 29th, and the vaccine repeated in
increasing doses up to fifty million, the last being given on
March 12th. From February 19th till 29th the temperature varied between 97·6° F. and 103° F., being several
times over 102 ° F . The pulse-rate was frequent, up to 136.
After March znd, when the second dose of vaccine was
given, the temperature began to fa ll , and from that time
onwards remained on a considerably lower plane, being
only occasionally over Ioo° F., but the pulse-rate became
rather more frequent, and the general condition of the
patient became worse. A second blood-culture was made
on March 2 rst, and showed a much smaller n umber of
organisms. A vaccine was prepared from this possibly
more resistant strain, and a single injection of twenty-five
millions given on March 24th.
At the beginning of March a change was noticed in the
condition of the heart murmur, this becoming softer in
character. The patient complained at times of te nderness
over the spleen. 0)1 March 29th he began to suffer from
diarrhoea, and on March 31st began to pass a large amount
of altered blood with the stools. It was thought at the
time that he might have an intestinal infarct. On Apri l 3rd
the patient complained of pain in the· left axi lla. The
percussion note was impaired in this situation, the breath
sounds were feeble, and friction was heard. The sputum
was blood-stained. These signs were thought to be due to
a pulmonary infarct, and before death signs pointing to the
presence of fluid were evident.
The patient died on
April 8th.
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To complete the history I .will mention the fact that the
patient was on February 24th given potassium iodide in
s·gr. doses three times a day, and in all had 35 grs.
This led to the appearance of an eruption, first bullous,
then pustular, on the face and neck. This special susceptibility to iodides may have been connected witl! the sceptic<emic condition.
The post-mortem examinati on showed that the diagnosis
made during life was correct in most particulars. The
heart weighed rr ozs. The right auricle was considerably
dilated. Large verrucose vegetations were found projecting
into the right auricle from the tricuspid valve, to which
some ante-mortem, but recent, clot was adherent.
On
opening the right ventricle the tricuspid valve was found
covered with a mass of verrucose vegetations, which
extended to the ventricular walls, both septal and parietal ;
also both chord<e tendine<e and musculi papillares. On
opening the left ventricle the mitral valve was found to be
natural. Two of the aortic valves contained small vegetations attached to the corpora aurantii, and in one case
the vegetations extended to the anterior aspect of the cusp.
Beneath the septal aortic cusp there was an opening which
communicated with the right ventricle. This was funnelshaped, being larger at the left ventricular side and smaller
at its opening into the right ventricle behind the septal
cusp of the tricuspid. It was lined by what appeared to be
a thickish white-coloured continuation of the endocardium.
There were no vegetations on this, but a mass obscuring
its opening into the right ventricle. With regard to the
lungs and pleur<e, the right lung showed the remains of
a small infarct at the hilum in the base of the upper lobe.
The left plural cavity contained about a pint of bloodstained, turbid effusion, and there was some fibrinous
pleurisy at the base posteriorly. The posterior part of the
lung was found to be solid and greyish, with h<emorrhagic
mottling and purulent ex udation from th e bronchioles. The
intestines showed congestion, but no infarction. The liver
showed evidence of chronic congestion and fatty degeneration, and was enlarged . The spleen was en larged, soft,
and congested, with perisplenitis, but no infarction. The
kidneys showed red and yellow mottling, with many minute
petechi<e on the cortex. Of these conditions one which
requires further consideration is that of the white infarct
of the lung. It is usually stated that, owing to the double
blood supply, white infarcts do not occur in the lungs, but
I think that in this case its occurrence may be explained
by the fact that, whfn the infarct occurred a short time
before death, the circulation was so feeble that the infarct
passed from the condition of red to that of white infarction,
as is the usual occurrence in organs with a single blood
supply.
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CHLOROFORM-ETHER ANJESTHESIA.
By H. F.

PARKER,

M.D.(Cant.).

T may be of sufficient gene ral interest to call attention to a method of chloroform-ether an<esthesia
which, though not new, is one that appears to be
not as generally adopted as it deserves to be.
It consists simply in giving a mixture of chloroform and
ether in suitable proportions from an ordinary Clover's
inhaler, discarding the bag altoget her.
The method of administration is as follows: A mixture of
r vol. of chloroform to z vols. of ether is prepared. Some
3iifs of this mixture having been poured into the chamber of
the Clover, the patient is allowed a few breaths with the
indicator standing at o. The chamber is then slowly rotated
until the indicator points to 3 ~ or 4, and th e latter is maintained at this point or thereabouts until the patient is ready
for operation-usually a matter of some five to eight minutes.
The indicator is then gradually moved back to approximately
rt, which will suffice to keep the patient fully an<esthetised.
In robust patients it may occasionally be necessary to put
on the bag for a few breaths at the commencement. A
fresh supply of the mixture will have to be added at the end
of a quarter of an hour and subsequently about every halfhour.
The undoubted advantages of this method may be tabulated as follows :
( r) It is an ope_n method. As no bag is used there is no
re-breathing.
( z) The percentage of an<esthetic-vapour in the inspired
air remains absolutely constant except in so far as the
administrator desires to vary it; and this he can do with
any degree of precision th at he lik es, his aim being to
maintain the requisite degree of an<esthesia by the employment of a minimum quantity of an<esthetic.
(3) It is easy and simple in its mode of application. One
hand is sufficient for holding the mask in place and for
keeping up the jaw, thus leaving the other hand free for
fe eling the pulse, testing the lid-reflex, or for other purposes.
The mask need not be removed from the face during the
whole of the operation except momentarily for replenishing
the chamber; in fact, under a light an<esthesia it is better
not to remove it for more than a few seconds at a tim e, so
as not to alter the proportion of vapour present in the
alveoli of the lungs. In a prolonged operation it is a great
relief to be able to dispense with the usual drop-bottle and
lint face-piece . Moreover, the inhaler can be easily retained
on the face, whate\'er position of the head may be required
by the exigenc ies of the operation.
(+) The face is not completely covered, consequently the
patient's colour-one of the most important points to observe
in the giving of an ames thetic-is always obvious.
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(5) The mixture is not unpleasant to inhale-a point of
some importance in the case of nervous patients.
The respiration is remarkably quiet and free from stertor,
and there is little tendency to salivation.
(6) It is a safe method, for th e reasons that will be oLvious
from a consideration of the abo\·e headings.
(7) It is economical as regards the consumption of
anresthetic , as there 1s no waste caused by needless
e\ a poration.
(8) There IS no danger of spilling anresthetic upon the
patient's face.
(9) In the event of a doctor being single-handed he can,
after inducing anresthesia by this method, set t he indicator
at a perfectly safe position- say 1 ~-give the mask to a
nurse to hold in place, instructing her to hold up the jaw
and watch the patient's respiration.
In cases where scopolamine-morphia has been injected
this same method seems perfectly satisfactory, though in
such cases I usually use a proportion of r vol. chloroform
to 3 of ether.
Ethyl chloride is an anresthetic that is not now so much
in vogue as previously, largtly, I believe, because accidents
happened in consequence of the use of inhalers of a closed
type.
A cotwenient way of giving it consists in spraying some
5 c.c. into the chamber of a Clover's inhaler, and then
rotating this-probably not much beyond the figure I until the requisite degree of amesthesia is obtained.

In

RAHERE LODGE.

HE Installation Meeting of the Rahere Lodge, No.
2546, was held in the Great Hall of St. Bartholo~ mew's H ospital on June zoth. The \V.M.,
\V. Bro. Anderson, initiated E . D. Whitehead Reid, and then
installed \V . Bro. \\'. ]. Gow as \V.l\L for the ensuing year.
The following officer~ were appointed

i§l:~l

\V Bro. C. H . PEHRAM, P.P G .W.
W Bro . A. HEI'JJUHN, L R.

Bed~.

W.S.
J.W.
Chaplain.

Bro. The Rev . H . S . CLO ~ E
\V Hro . ERN EST CLARKE, P .M., PG D
Trca~urer .
\V Bro E. L\Mil'<G EVANS, ['M ., L.R .
Secreta ry .
D.C.
W .Hro. T G . A . BURNS, P .l\1., P.G .D.
I.lro. A. W . STOTT
S.D.
13ro H . PHITCH \RU .
].D .
W Hro . M L. TRECIIM .\ 1\ N, l' l\1 , L.H.
1st A,,t. D .C.
\V Bru H . llloRL EY FtnCHEH , P l\1
2nd As>t . D.C.
\\- 13ro P . S A~KAIUM , PM ., P G .D .
Almoner.
Bro. 1\oHM .\N F. SMITH, As>t G. 0. Oxfurd >hi•e
Organi>t.
13ru . A L MOH~ rON
Asst. Secretary.
Bro. H T . L\NG
.
LG.
Sen . Steward .
Bro . A S \Vooow ,\RK
llru \V. R. RE .\ U
Steward .
13ru ]. 11 GRIHIIII S
Steward.
W .Uro. E P FLRIJER, P . l'.G J W ., Surrey
Steward.
llru. W G . B .\LL
Steward .
Steward.
Uru E . Bl:KSI.\L
\\'.Ilro. A. 11 . Co UGIIll< lc \'
. Tyler
Bro. E . W . H .\LLEn
Asst. Tyler.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
THE MERCANTILE MEDICAL SERVICE.
To the Editor of the' St. Bartholomew's Hospital 'fountal.'
DEAR S1R, - At the present time, when every trade and profession
is looking anxiously ahead, it is essentia l for the welfare of the
medical profession that it in its turn does not fail to guard in so far
as it can the interest of its members. It is seldom realised by the
majority of medical men that a most necessary, useful and pleasant
branch of the profession has its "dwelling upon the waters." I refer
to the Mercantile Medical Service, which for many years ha~
offered health-giving, instructing and entertaining work to medical
m< n. Nevertheless at the present mom<"nt it is the most unsatisfactory and neglected branch of the medical profession. The
reasons for this a re (i) that medical men, reganlless of the welfare
of their sea-going brethren, take for their own pleasure or conven ience
nominal remunerations in permanent sea-going posts, and (ii) that 1t
is a branch of the profession in which the drunkard, the morphiomaniac and the waster-in-general can usually find employmentthe "dumping-ground," in fact, for the "professional degenerate.:•
Thus in the past the shipping companies hal'e found it poss1ble
to provide medical men for their vessels without difficulty, and at a
rate of pay inferior as a rule to that of their second mates! It is then
incumbent upon us to secure an adequate remuneration for the ships'
:,urgeons (i ) by refusing to accept a permanent appointment at sea for
a remuneration less than that necessary to support one of the regu lar
sea-going medical men, and (ii) by insisting that those shippin~
companies which continue to employ the "medical degenerates'
and "black-legs" for the sake of economy, are prel'ented from
securing the services of other medical men. It is to the younge r men
ot the profession that we must look for the necessary assistance in
bringing about a long-needed change in the conditions of the Mercantile Medical Service, for it is in great part due to the past inconsideration and selfishness of the younger members that improvement
has not already taken place.
In conclusion, may I sugg~tSt that the so-called "medical agents"
be carefully avoided, and that eighteen guineas: per month be regarded
for the present as a minimum wage for the medical man at sea.
I am,
Yours faithfully,
L. T. RuTHERFORD, M.B.Cantab.
St. Thoma,'s Hospital,
London, S.E .,
June, 1916.
ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND.
To the Editor of the 'St. Bartholomew 's Hospital "fournal.'
DEAR SJK,-The Royal Medical Benevolent Fund, the grcut
Benevolent Society of the Medical Profession, is sorely in want of
money now.
Though in ordinary times the medical profession supports its
own poor, in these war times this is no longer possible. At the May
meeting the Committee had a balance of only £17 in hand, and at
the June meeting was faced with a deficit of £16. The demands
were heavy and had to be met, and this could only be done by with·
drawing i,soo from the bank.
As the direct outcome of the war, not only are the ordinary case'
of poverty greatly increased in number, but an entirely n.::w class of
case has arisen urgently requiring relief, in which without actual
poverty there is great temporary distress-distress, however, which
it is hoped will relieve itself soon after the war is over and the
doctors serving return to their civil duties .
At the outbreak of war, the medical profession responded freely
to the nation 's call. The Territoral Medical Officers were at once
called out, and other medical men volunteered. Both alike had to
leave their practice at very short notice, and often without being able
to make adequate provision for it s continuance and maintenance
during their absence. Their pay went but little way to supply the
Ios> which their absence entailed, for the working expenses of the
practice could not be materially reduced. The result was that many
families found themselves in very straitened circumstances. Rent,
rates and insurance brook no delay, but, wor~t of all, school bills could
nut be paid, and if hdp had not been quickly forthcoming the
C"hildren would have suffered for the patriotism of their father.
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The following are typical of the cases with which our Fund has
had to dea l :
A young doctor who ha d on ly been in practice a few years,
volunteered for service, a nd was killed in action a few days later. H e
left a widow, <et. 35, with two young boys, <et. Jl and 1 year,
entirely without means. Th e F und voted £25 for her immediate
necess ities, and put h er into commu ni cation with the Officers '
Families Association, wh ic h gave further help.
A pract itioner, <et. 38, earn ing £700 to £8oo, volunteered for
service, leav ing his practice in the hand s of a neighbour who was
not a success. Th e re were two young children, and another baby
was born s hortly after the hu sband left.
The wife contracted
pne um o nia an d nearly died. A res ident patient had to leave the
hou se. R ent a nd other expenses led to a debt of about £8o. This
the doctor co uld not m eet, and he hurri ed back from the trenches to
>ave hi s home from being so ld up. Th e Fund voted £zs, the Guild
gave £15, the Officers' Families Association £zs, an d the Professional
Classes War Relief C ou nci l further help, with the resul t that he
returned to the Front with hi s immediate anxieties relieved.
A capta in in the Territoria ls was ca ll ed ou t a nd had to leave
his pract ice in the hands o f a locum, who proved a fa ilure. Th ere
were se ven children, <et. 2 to q.
Financial difficu lti es arose and
payment of the school fees became imp oss ible. Between the Fund
a nd Guild and the Officers' F am il ies A ssociat ion the necessary fee s
were raised, and c:lothing, which was greatly required, prov ided .
These cases s how well the way in which the Fund works, not only
by giv ing relief itsel f in money a nd kind, but also by obtaining,
through co -operation with other benevolent societies, more su bstantial
assistance than it co uld afford a lone .
But th ere is another class in which the distress is perhaps even
greater, and adequate reli ef more difficult . It is th at of men who left
home and a good practice in vigorou s hea lth a nd who have come
back, cr ippled by wounds or with health impa ired , to a practice
severely damaged by their absence, a nd without th e st re ngth or
e nergy to regain the practice and position which they sacrifi ced .
Our Fund has set a pa rt a special sum to meet emergency claims
of this kind, yet the demands are so great that it will soo n be
ex hausted. We cannot now rely on the profession alone to sup plement it largely, for the medical profess ion, like all other professions,
is hit very hard by the war and has no lo nger its old resources to
draw upon.
vVhat is requ ired is a n Emergency Fund la rge eno ug h to deal
adequately with these emerge ncy cases arising directly out of the
war, and for this we are driv en to appeal to the public as well as to
our own profession.
We trust that our ap peal will meet with a liberal respo nse both
from the publi c an d from the medical profess ion, for unless fresh
funds are quickly fo rth coming it will be imp ossib le to cont inue the
rel ief which is so urgently req uired .
\Ve a re, faithfully yours,
JoH:-~ TwEEDY, President .
SAMUEL WEST, Hon. Treasurer.
G. NEWT0:-1 PITT, H on. Secretary.
11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square,
Londo n, W.
July Jrd, 1916.

terminology a nd never likely to be in its present form. Th e student
who a ttempts to use this work will be mudd led by finding that the
muscu lo- sp ira l nerve h as become the radial nerve ; he will then be
taught by one of hi s demonstrators that the radial nerve suppl ies no
muscles, an d-we need not, howeve r, beat a dead horse. Apa rt
from the terminology, the new edit ion is all that may be desired; many
new illu st ratio ns have rep laced old ones, and the text is as it always
has been, clear and concise. But when we try to read it, and then
refer to a recent examination paper where the seco nd question commenced," D escribe the musculo-spiral ne rve," we feel that it would
scarcely be ou r duly to recommend it to student•, at any rate so long
as there are other anatomy text-books on the market which adhere
to the officia l nomenclature.
MANU.\L oF OPERATivE S uRGERY. By ]. F. B1:-~NIE. ( H . K.
Lew is & Co., Ltd .) Pp. 1363. Seventh edition. Price 32s.
net.
The regu lar appea rance of new editions of this work speaks more
than anyt hing of its usefulness. It is a work which devotes itself
principally to th e less com m on and unusua l operations in su rgery.
To quote from the Pre face: " The constant e nd eavour has been to
give a id to the su rgeo n when h e is in trouble, hence much greater
space has been devoted to some rather rare operations than to
many . . . which ought t o be famil iar to everyone."
Thus th ere is an exce llent chapte r o n ca rdiac surgery, an d anothe r
on retro-peritoneal neoplasms, an d a short chapte r on wa r surgery
has been added.
The work is in valuable to , and should be read by, all who are
taking the hi gh er examinations in surgery.
R AD IUM X RAYS AND THE LI VING CELL. By H. A. CoLW ELL and
S . R uss. (G. Bell & S ons, Ltd. ) Pp. 324. Pri ce rzs. 6d. net.
An exce llent little work dealin g mainly with t he chief expe rim enta l
facts which have been established in regard to this subject. Th e early
part of the work is devoted to a description of the properties of the
radiation, while the latter portions deal in considerab le detail with
the actual microscop ic alteratio ns which take place in t he various
tissues, both hea lth y a nd di seased, under the influence of these rays.
The illu st ratio ns and colou red plates are excellent, and the authors
a re t o be compli mented on a very complete little work.
EssENTIALS OF HI STOLOGY. By Sir E. A. ScH :\FER. (Longmans,
Green & Co.) Pp. 563. T enth edition . Price 10s. 6d. net.
Th is alm ost historic text-book fo r students needs but little commendation at t he hands of a reviewer. It is the vade mecum of many
thousa nd s and will probably remain so of years to come. In the
present edition, which is somewhat larger than the last-alas poor
student !-there has been a complete revision of the text and many
additional ill ustrations appear, most of them being ph otograph s of
microscopic prepa rations. We can only continue to recommend a
book which has a lready recommended it self to the majority.

EXAMINATIONS.

REVIEWS.

CONJOI"T BO.\RD.
UR INE EXAMJN,\TI0:-1 1\l ADii E.\SY.
By THOi\IAS CARRUTHERS.
(]. & A . Church ill. ) Third Edition . Price rs. net.
.
A most excellent little book for nurses, and be 1t also sa1cl for
students. The ordinary tests are set out clearly, and their exact
technique is minutely explained, the reasons for the apparent
fai lures of the various tests being given.
The table at the end of
the book O'iving the meaning of various ph enomena is very useful,
espec ially" in so far as the colouring of urine clu e to drugs is ooncerne cl .
GRAY's AN .\TOMY. Edited by R. HowDEN. (Longmans, Green &
Co .) Pp. I JO..f. Nineteenth Edition. Price 32s. net.
W e are sorry to see t hi s famous old work still clinging to the
Basle terminology, in spite of tire fact that this 1s not our offic1al
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July, 1916.
First Examination.

Chemistry.-L. E. R. Carroll, J. A. :\lorton.
Physics.-L. E. R. Carroll, J. A. :\lorton.
Elementary Biology.-"M. N. Eldin, E D. :\lacmillan.
Practical Pharmacy.-L. E. R. Carroll, D. H. Cockell, B. Goldfoot,
T. A. Morton, T. rvi. Payne, C. G. ]. Rayner, E. J. G . Sargent,
·P. A. Smuts, T B. Thomas.
Second E:xammation.

J.

Anatomy and Physiolo.s;y -F. C. Cozens, E. Gallop,
G . Williams.

J.

:-1. Leitch
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Final Examination.

The follo\\·ing candidat~:> have completed the examination for the
Diplomas of 1\1 R C.S. and L.R.C.P T. B. Bailey, G. A. Beyers,
\V. H. Blackburn, E G. P. Bousfi~ld, C. V. Braimbridge, L. J. F.
Bull, G. E. Burton, J B. Fl;~mtr Caldera, P. N. Cook, W. R .
Di l'kinson, D. D. Evans, J. J. Gasp.-rine, J. B. Hu1ne, T. J oekes,
H . !11. C !llacaulay, \\'. E \\'ibon. H. 1\1. Wh a rry.
VX1\'ERSI1Y

OF

C.\MBRIDGE.

Fir.<t .1!.8. Examination.
Part !If

June, 191 6.

Elemmtary Biulogy.-A. Jephcott.

Second .l!.B. Examination. Jl!arrh and Afay, 1916.
Part If
Pltannacology a>td General Patlwlogy.-B. F. \V.
Arm1tage, C.\'. Braimbridge, G. E. Burton, A. J. Copeland, G. A.
F"her,'E. G. D. i\lurray, E. D. Spackman, H. F. Squire.
Part I.
J. L. Putt>.

Second .1f.B. Examination. June, 1916.
Human Anatomy and Physiology. -C. A.

Horder,

Third Jf.B. Examiua/ion. June, 1916.
Part I. Surgery and Mid,v1jery.-K. B. Bellwood, W. H. Blackburn, C. V. Braimbridge, A. Orr-Ew1ng, H . G. E. William s.
Part !1. Medicine, etc.-K. B. Bellwood.
UNIVERSITY

OF

Lo;-;oo:o<.

M.S. Examination.
Branch !.

July, 1916.

Surgery.-A. L. Moreton

Second Examination for Medical Degrees.
Part I I. Pass List.-L. Handy , C. L. Hewert, L. D. Porteous,
E . S. R ose, V. A. T. Spong, N. B. Thomas .

.t Dist. in Physiology.

APPOINTMENT.
MASTERMAN, E . W. G., M.D., F.R.C.S., D .P .H, Medical Superintendent (for the duration of the war) of St. Giles' Infirmary,
Camberwell, ,;ice W. C. Ke ats, resigned.

NEW ADDRESSES.
G. 0. JA cOBSEN, Wellington, New Zealand.
F. E . WHITEHEAD, Medical Officer, Berbera, B . Somaliland (via
Aden) .
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MARRIAGES.
BR.\SH-B.\RNETT.-On July 7th, at St. 1\largaret's, Lee, Capt.
E . J. Y . Brash, l~.A . l\I.C., I\!. B. Camb., 1\l.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. (~a rt.'s
and Camb.), son of E. A. Brash, 1\l.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. (Bart. s), of
Exeter, to Gwendolene Barnett, third daughter of F. Sepbmus
Barnett, M.R.C.S. (Bart.'s). Among thoseyresent '':ere Burgess
Barnett, M.R .C. S., L.R.C. P. 'House Phys•c•an (Bart. s), and Mrs.
Buro-ess Barnett brother-in-law and sister of the bnde.
CANE.::_PERKINS.-'-On July 24th, at St. John's, Meads, Eastbour~e,
by the Rev. John Salwey, C apt. Maurice H . Cane, R.A .l\1.C., th1rd
son of the late Leonard Cane, 1\I.D., of Peterborough) and Mrs.
Cane, of Eastbourne, to l\1arjorie Amy, second daughte~ . of
H. I. Perkins, I.S.O., F.R.G.S., F.G.S., Surveyor-General, Bnt1 h
Honduras , and !llrs. Perkins, of Wimbledon Park, and granddaughter of Major-Genera l E. 1\' orman Perkins, Bengal Staff
Carp:>.

DEATH S.
BuRRELL -On July22nd of cerebro-spinal meningitis, Lieut. Stanley
Waiter. Burrell,R.A.M.C., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, second and dearly loved son of the Rev. F. W. lsaac ,
Vicar of Chiswick, and Mrs. lsaacs, aged 25. He took the old
family name of Burrell on qualifying.
.
.
.
-DENI'YS.-On July 24th, in hospital, from wounds recetved tn act10n
on 12th inst., Capt. Richard Molesworth Dennys, !11.R.C.S.,
L.R.C.P., Loyal North Lancashire Regt., dearly loved only son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dennys, 125, Coleherne Court, S.W.
1\L\\I'.-On July 10th, from wounds received in action on the gth,
George Oliver Maw, Capt., R.A.I\LC., son of Dr. and Mrs. Maw,
Shortlands, Kent.
MI CHELL.-On July 20th, of wounds received on J uly 3rd, Robert
Williams Michell, 1\I.D., F.R.C.S., Capt., R.A.M.C., of Brook
House and 3, Trinity Street, Cambridge, dearly loved husband of
Emily S. Michell, aged 56 .
TREVAN.-On Ju ly 16th, at Pendrean, Salcombe Regis, Sidmouth,
Frederick A. Trevan, late Staff Surgeon, R.N ., and The F 1rs,
Bideford, N. Devon.
.
.
\iVILSON.-On July 12th , died from wounds rece1ved the previOus day,
Walton Ronald Wilson, B.A.Cantab ., :Yi.R.C.S., L. R.C.P., Lieut.
R.A.M .C., M.O. Seaforth High landers, only son of Dr. and M~s
Wilson, Forest Hill, S.E., and dearly-loved husband of Emtly
Constance Wilson (mie Mottershall), aged 25.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
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The Nursing Times, L' Attualita Medica, The . British our11al of
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BIRTHS.
BANGAY .-On June 26th, at Westlands, W a rblington, Hants, the
wife of Surgeon J . D . Bangay, R.N., H .l\I.S . "Antrim, " of a son.
BLAKE\\'AY.-On July 1st, at I, Weymouth Street, W., to Mr. and
1\lrs. Harry Blakeway, a daughter.
BRE\\'ERTON.-On June 25th, at 36, Portland Court, W ., the wife of
Elmore Brewerton, of 8..;, Wimpole Street, of a daughter.
F1 oN.-On JunP t8th, at Lawnswoo d, Wigmore, Chatham, the wife
of Ja mes Fison, Surgeon, R.N., of twin sons.
H Av.- On June 17th, at t.+, Vicarage Gardens, Kensington, W ., the
wife of Dr. K. R . Hay, of a daughter.
LEA-WILSON . -On June 20th, at the residence of her mother, 57,
Beauchamp Avenue, Leami ngton Spa, the wife of Capt . B. LeaWilson, R .A.M.C., of a son.
O 'CONNOR.-On May 29th, at 21, Alexandra Mansions, Chelsea,
to Capt. F. W . O'Connor, R.A.M.C. (temporary), and Zella
O 'Connor, a daughter.
SIDG\\ ICK.-On June 12th , at" Fircot," Ashby Parva, Lutterworth,
the wife of Major Sidgwick, R .A.M.C ., a daughter.
WAKEFORD.-On 1\lay 31st, at 728, Fulham Road, the wife of
V D. C. Wakefo rd , 1\I.B., B S ., of a son
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CALENDAR.
!Fri., S e pt.
Tues., ,
Fri.,
Mon.
Tues., ,
Fri.,
Tu es., n
,Fri.,
Mon.,
Tu es., 11
W ed.,
Thurs ., 11
Fri.,
Mon., Oct.

Tues. ,

,

Wed.,

"

Thurs., ,

Fri.,

1.- Dr. M orl ey Fletcher and i\lr. Bailey on duty.
s.-Dr. Drysda le on duty.
8.-Dr. Tooth and Mr. D 'Arcy P ower on duty.
I I. -Exam . for Matriculation (London) begins.
12.- Dr. Garrod on duty.
15.-Dr. Calvert and i\lr. W a ring on duty .
1 g.- Dr. Morley F letche r on duty.
22.-Dr. Drysd a le and Mr . McAdam Eccles o n duty.
25.-Exam . for Entrance S c hol an, hips begins.
26.- Dr. T ooth on duty.
27.- First Exam . Conj oint Boa rd begi ns.
28.-Seco nd Exam . Conjoint Board begins.
zg .-Dr. G arrod and Mr. Bailey on duty ..

2.-Winter Session begins.

C amb ridge 1\l ichaelmas T erm begins.
Exam. for Part I! of Second M.B.(Camb.) begins.
Exam. for D .P .H .(Camb.) begins.
First Exa m. S ociety of Apothecaries begins.
3.- Dr. Calvert on duty.
Fin a l Exam. Conjoint Board (Medici ne) begins.
4.-S eco nd E xam. S ociety of Apot heca ries begins.
s.-Final Ex a m. Conj oin t Board (tvlidwifery) begins.
6.-Dr. Morley Fl etc her and Mr. D 'Arcy Power on duty.
Final Exam. C onjo int Board (Su rge ry ) beg ins.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
have again to record th e passing of another year
of war. And this period has not passed us by
without leaving its mark heavily impressed upon
us. Twice the number of Old Bart.'s men have given their
lives for their co untry thi s year th an in the first year of th e
war. The hospital staff has been furth er depleted, so much
so that on the surgical side it is now necessary to extend
the "duty periods" to the duration of a week-a time of
extremely heavy work for both the visiting and resident
staff on duty.
~E

11
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[PRICE

SIXPENCE.

But, in sp ite of all, we have succeed ed in rub bing alo ng
in an amazingly cheerful and uorm al mann er considering
the co nditions and tim es . The cl ubs have kept th emselves
toge th er, a nd wh en unable to get " f1xtur es" they have
arran ged practice games among th emselves. The A be rnethian Soc iety has held several very successful meetings.
Th e St ud e nts' Union still pursues its avoca ti on, albeit with
somewhat diminished funds. Th e J ouRNAL still manages
to hand a small profit over to the Students' Union.
Now we are en tering upon a third year of strife and
turm oi l- may we still be abl e to carry on.

*

*

*

*

*

*

It had been the int enti on of the J ouRNAL to publish
a furth e r supplementary li st of th ose whose names are
e ngraved up on the Roll of H onour, or who are serving
in the forces in one capacity or another. Considerations
of economy have, howeve r, indu ced u s to postpone th e
Supplement upon this occasion, but we hope to produce
one in th e Spring of next year, when we may also be able to
publish further photographs of our compan ions wh o have
fallen in th e fight.
We n ote with great reg ret that Dr. Robert ArmstrongJ ones, acting o n medical advice, has tendered his resignation as l\[edical Superintendent of Clay bury Asyl um, a post
which he has held for nearly twenty-four years.
Dr. A rm st rong- Jones's record as a worker in the field of
psychological medicine is a dis tin guished one.
As the
first l\ledical S uperintendent of C laybury he laid the foundations up on which have been built a great part of our
present syste m of trea tment in asylums.
As a cli nical
worker Dr. Armstrong-Jones was very successful , and his
activities ran parallel to thos e o f Dr. Mott, at Claybury, in
the branch of pathology. Further, C layb ury was the first
asylum to es tablish the control of private patients under
municipal direction.
The Asylums Committee of tbe L.CC. have presented
Dr. Armstrong-J ones with their resolution of regret as an
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illuminated address, and the Home Secrdary has just sanctioned a special pen ion to him recommended lJy th1s
committee of the Council.
Dr. .\rmstrong-Jones is now one of the Consulting
l'hysic1ans in :\Iental Diseases to the tlfilitary Forces in
London, and also Lecturer on Mental Diseases to St.
Bartholomew's Hospital.

.

The Kmg ha granted to Dr. Ll. C. P. Phillips, Professor
at the Government School of l\fedicine, Cairo, and Physician
to the ultan of Egypt, his authority to wear the In signia of
the Third Class of the Order of the ile.
It is with mingled pride and sorrow that we notice the
name of Captain J. L. Green, R.A.M.C., V.C., among
the fallen.
Pride because one of our Old Bart.'s men
should have gained the coveted Victoria Cross, sorrow
because by the deed which gained it he has lost his life.
Captain ,reen was educated at Felstead School, Downing
College, Cambridge, and t. Bartholomew's Hospital. He
took his :\l.R.C.S., L.R . . P., in 1913, but had not quite
completed his course for the Cambridge t~I.B. when on the
outbreak of war he obtained a commission in the R .. \.M.C.
He was at fir~t attached to the 5th outh Staffordshire
Regiment, then to a field ambulance in France, and lastly
to the 'herwood Foresters, with whom he was serving when
he met his death. During a recent action he was wounded,
but though wounded be went to the assistance of an officer
in similar plight who was hung up on the enemy's wireentanglements. He succeeded in dragging this officer to a
shell crater, where he dressed his wounds, not withstanding
that bombs and rifle grenades were thrown at hi m the whole
time Captain Green then endeavoured to bring the officer
into safe con;r, and had nearly succeeded m doing so when
he was himstlf k11led.
Our most heartfelt sympathy is
e;..tended tu :\It. .tnd :\lrs. J. G. Green in their sad bereavement.

•

With great sorrow we have to record the death of Captain
A. J. W•.lllgh, l' .\ :\I ·., who was killed in a recent action
m France. He was attached to the 1st rorth Staffordshire
Regiment .1t the time of his death, and his commanding
officer pe.tks ve1 y l11,;hly of his attamments and companionship. The following extr.tct from a letter written by this
officer to hi· father tells how he met his death on the battletleld : " \\' e were being relieved, and our relief was very
late.
1 sent the adjutant with a message to the
lJri 0 ..1de, and your son and I stood waiting together as it was
po ible the adjutant mrght m is· us in the darkness and
confu. ron ; I told your on to keep a look-out at one point
\1hile I did the :une at another.
He moved
perh p ten )arrl from me. Hardly had he done this when
a 4·1 hell fell almo tat lu feet, killing hrm instantly. \\'e
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had several more shells close to u , and presently thL
adjutant and I went to look for your son and found him
lying where he had been standing. He did not appear to
ha1 e been struck, and must have been instantly killed by
the explosion and shock.
We placed his body in
a safe spot, and early next morning sent a limber up for it
and removed it to Carnoy, some little distance from the
front, and he was buried by the chaplain in the cemeterr
there.
Our sincerest sympathy is extended to
l\Ir. and 1rs. \Vaugh in their sad bereavement.

It is with th e deepest regret that we learn of the death
of Captain Douglas Henry David \Vooderson, R.A.M.C.,
who was killed in action on August 6th.
He was well
known and well liked by his many friends at the Hospital,
and at the time of his death was M.O. to the King's
(Liverpool) Regiment. Our deepest sympathy is extended
to Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Wooderson in their bereavement.
Another of our past students has died of wounds received
during the recen t advance. Captain Richard Molesworth.
Dennys, to whom we refer, was educated at \Vinchester
School and took his !vl.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., at this Hospital.
Early in the war he offered his services to the Red Cross
Society and to the Royal Army Medical Corps. but was at
that time informed that no more medical men were wanted,
and in October, r9 q, he accepted a combatant commission
as temporary Lieutenant in the Loyal North Lancashires.
In the following December he was promoted to be Captain.
He was a very hard worker and thoroughly understood his
men, and of him a brother officer writes that "the men
worshipped him." Our deepest sympathy is extended to his
parents, 1\[r. and Mrs. Edward A. Dennys, in their sad loss.
\\'ith much sorrow we learn of the death of a well-known
Old Bart.'s student, Sir William Henry Power, K.C.B.,
F.R.S., F.R.C.S., who died on July 28th in his seventyfifth year. He was educated at University College and at
this hospital and Look his M.R.C.S. in r864. Dunng his
very active life he filled many public po ts and carried out
many investigations of exceptional utility. In 1908 he wa.
created K. C. B. A fuller obituary notice appears on anothet
page of this issue.

OUR RETROSPECT.
E again, in revtewing the la t year, our attention
must be drawn to our Roll of Honour rather
than to the usual work and progre s of our
I\ I edical chool. A year ago over fourteen hundred of
our physiCJUns, surgeons, students, past student , nur cs,
T
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.and lay staff were serving with the Forces either at home
or abroad. Since then this number has been augmented by
a further four hundred, bringing our total up to over eighteen
hundred. Unfortunately, during the twelve months many
·of these have been killed in action, or have died of wounds,
or from causes directly attributable to active service;
indeed, the number is twice as many as during last year,
twenty-six old Bart.'s men having been killed since last
August as against thirteen in the previous year. The
number of wounded we do not know accurately, but it is
considerable. The decorations which have been bestowed
upon our more fortunate brothers on service will be mentioned in a later paragraph.
Several members of our staff have left England on active
service.
Colonel A. E. Garrod left for the Mediterranean as Consu lting Physician to the Expeditionary Forces.
Colonel Tooth went to Malta in the capacity of Consulting
Physician to the Expeditionary Forces. Major Hamill has
also left for Malta.
l\Iajor Gask joined the Expeditionary Force in France.
Major L. B. Rawling, Captain Stanley, and Lieutenant
Mackenzie Wallis left England for India.
l\Ir. Harmer went to Russia to join the Anglo-Russian
Hospital.
Turning our attention to the Medical School, we
may congratul ate ourselves on the work which it has
been able to carry on. Of necessity the number of new
students has fallen somewhat, and early in the year a large
number of Junior Students joined the Forces, thus reducing
our numbers. Nevertheless, full courses of lectures and
laboratory classes have been held, and these have been
well attended. As for the examinations themselves, the
war seems to have acted as a stimulant, for the percentage
number of successful candidates has been even higher than
our previously good records.
The permanent staff of the Hospital has fortunately
suffered no loss by death during the past year, but several
of our past students, since famous in their different spheres,
have to our grief passed to the Great Beyond.
Sir George Newman has retired from the Lectureship on
Public Health, and the Governors have appointed him
Emeritus Lecturer in recognition of his valuable services to
the School. He has been succeeded by Dr. R. A. Lyster.
l\Ir. R. Gill has resigned the post of Chief Chloroformist
to the Hospital.
We have to record with sorrow the death of Dr. W. G.
Grace, the finest cricketer the world has ever known.
Probably he was more widely known than any other Bart.'s
man, although, of course, his fame was as a sportsman, and
not as a physician. That he was one of the kindliest and
best of men is well known, and many are those who can
speak of the "good turns" which he has done for them.
We have also to record with sorrow the death of Dr. Herbert
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Williams, whose work as Medical Officer of Health for the
Port of London was of vast importance to the country,
although seen and understood by comparatively few. So
many reforms did he institute or administer that his name
became known throughout the world in all matters of port
sanitary administration. In order to be able to deal personally with foreigners, he learnt to speak French, German,
Spanish, and Yiddish. Stern and inflexible of purpose, yet
was he kind, considerate and sympathetic; he could be
written of as one 1vho loved his fellow men. No student
has ever been prouder or more mindful of the best interests
of his Hospital than was Herbert Williams, and by his death
London has lost a great and useful man.
\V e have also to note with sorrow the death of Sir \Villiam
Turner, K.C.B., F. R.S. He joined the Hospital School in
1849 and took his M.B. in 1857· He was an excellent
anatomist and secured the post of Demonstrator of
Anatomy to John Goodsir, the Edinburgh professor. In
1873 he represented the University of Edinburgh on the
General Medical Council, which maintained his services
until he became its President in 1898. On Goodsir's death
he became Professor of Anatomy, and later, on the death of
Sir IVilliam Muir, he became his successor as Principal of
the University. Lister was one of his firmest friends and
they did a great deal of work together. In 1901 Turner
was awarded the K.C.B., and Edinburgh conferred the
freedom of the City upon him. St. Bartholomew's will
always be proud to reckon him olim alumnus.
It is with much regret that we have also to record the
death of Sir Francis Henry Lovell, Dean of the London
School of Tropical Medicine, at the age of 7 r. He began
his life work as Colonial Surgeon of Sierra Leone, r873r878. From Sierra Leone he \\ent to become Chief
Medical Officer of Mauritius and member of the Legislative
Council, r878-1893; later he was appointed Surgeon General of Trinidad and Tobago and member of the Executive and Legislative Councils, 1893-r901. He retired from
the Colonial Office in this latter year, and in 1903 was
appointed Dean of the London School of Tropical Medicine. Sir Francis was created C.M.G. in 1893 and knighted
in r 900.
He was a Fellow of the Royal College of
Surgeons.
Among the appointments which reflect credit upon our
School we may mention the following : Colonel H. Hendley,
I.i\I.S., has been appointed Honorary Surgeon to the King.
Lieut.-Colonel F. E. Swinton, I.l\I.S., has been appointed
Deputy Director-General of the Indian Medical Service.
Dr. \V. l\L \Vi I lough by has been appointed l\ledical Officer
of Health for the Port of London, while Dr. ]. S. Warrack
has been appointed his Deputy.
Among other distinctions awarded to St. Bartholomew's
men we may mention the following:
Dr. Calvert has been elected a member of the Council of
the Royal College of Physicians of London.
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Sir Francis Champneys has been elected representative
of the same College on the Central Midwives Board.
Sir Dyce Duckworth has been elected a "Membre
Correspondent etranger" of the Academy of Medicine in
Paris.
Mr. D'Arcy Power has been elected a member of the
Executive Committee of the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund : he has also been elected President of the Medical
Society of London.
Dr. Robtrt Armstrong-J ones has been elected a VicePresident of the l\Iedico-Legal Society.
Dr. Arthur J. Hall has been appointed to the Professor·
ship of Medicine at the University of Sheffield.
Sir C. P. Lukis, Director-General of the Indian Medical
Service, has been appointed Commissioner for the St. John
Ambulance Brigade Overseas, within the Empire of India.
Professor F. W. Andrewes has been appointed to the
Senate of the University of London as representative of
the Faculty of l\Iedicine.
Among the Birthday, New Year, and Military Honours
there are several well-known names.
Dr. Christopher Addison has been made a Privy
Councillor.
Surgeon-General Sir Anthony Bowlby has been created
K.C.Y.O.
Mr. l\Iilsom Rees has received the honour of knighthood.
The following have been appointed C.B.: SurgeonGeneral H. D. Rolleston, Surgeon-General W. G. A.
Bedford, Colonel 0. R. A. J ulian, Lieut.-Colonel W. \V.
Giblin.
The following have been appointed C.M.G.: Colonel
A. E. Garrod, Colonel C. E. Harrison, Lieut.-Colonel C.
Gordon \Vatson, Lieut.-Colonel L. Humphry, Lieut.-Colonel
R. Pickard, Major H. M. Cruddas, Major W. \V. J ewdwine.
l\Iajor F. N. White has been appointed C.I.E.
Dr. J. B. Christopherson and Prof. L. C. P. Phillips have
had the Order of the Nile (third class) conferred upon them
by the Sultan of Egypt.
The coveted honour of the Victoria Cross has been
awarded to Capt. J. L. Green, R.A.M.C., who, alas, was
killed in performing the deed which gained it.
The following have been awarded the Military Cross:
Capt. R. S. Townsend, Capt. D'Arcy Power, Capt. L. R.
Shore, Capt. G. E. Dyas, Capt. T. J. C. Evans, Temp.
Capt. A. J. Kendrew, Surg.-Capt. \V. T. Rowe, Capt. C. J.
Stocker, Lieut. C. C. Okell, Capt. D. C. G. Ballingall, Capt.
T. M. Miller, Capt. E. B. Allnutt, Capt. R. C. Clifford.
The following have received the D.S.O. : Lieut.-Colonel
E. P . ewell, R.A.11.C., Major R. W. Knox, Major A. A.
Maden, Major C. H. Turner, Major W. R. Battye, Surgeon
B. A. Playne, R.N.
Major W. R. Battye has also had the Decoration of the
Legion of Honour Croix de Chevalier bestowed on him by
the President of the French Republic.
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The Order of St. Sava, sth class, has been conferred by
the King of Serbia on Capt. L. A. Walker, Capt. G.
Whittington, and Capt. J. S. \Villiamson.
During the year we have maintained a high reputation at
the various examinations.
At the University of Cambridge four have obtained the
l\1.D. One has obtained the M.C., six have taken the
M.B., B.C. . while several others have taken the examination for either the first or second part of the M. B. or B.C.
At the University of Oxford one has taken the M.B.,
B.Ch.
At the University of London one has taken the M.S.
and three the M.B., B.S. (G. C. Linder obtaining honours
and the University Medal).
At the University of Dublin one has obtained the M.B.,
B.Ch., B.A.O.
At the Royal College of Surgeons of England six have
obtained the F.R.C.S.
At the Royal College of Physicians of London two have
been elected Fell ows and one has obtained the M.R.C.P.
Of the Conjoint-Board examinations two have obtained
the D.P.H., and fifty-six have obtained the diplomas of
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
Three have taken the diploma of L.M.S.S.A.
The Scholarships and Prizes have been well contested,
and the following is a list of the winners during the year
1915-!6.
Luther Holden Scholarship.-F. W. Watkyn -Thomas.
Brackenbury Medical Scholarship.- H. G. E. Williams.
Brackenbury Surgical Scholarship.-A. R. Dingley, J. B. H ume
(req.).
Willett Medal.-K. A. I. Mackenzie.
Walsham Prise.-A. Morford.
Bentley Prize.-]. B. Hume.
Wix Prise.-A. Morford.
Sir George Burrows Prise.-A . Morford.
Skynner Prize.-H. M. Wharry.
Shuter Sclzolarship.-E. B. Verney.
Junior Scholarships: Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, '9' s.-( I)
Not awarded; (2) ]. T. Long.
Jzmior Scholarships: Atwtomy and Physiology.-( 1) C. L. Hewer ,
(2) W. E. Lloyd, I. G. Williams (req.).
Harvey Prise.-A. D. Wall.
Kirkes Scholarship and Gold Medal.-]. B. Hume , S. G. Dunn
(prox. ace.).
Senior Scholarship in Anatomy, Physiology, and Chemistry.-A. D
Wall.
Junior Practical Anatomy (Treasurer's Prise) .- ( 1) I. G. \Villiams .
(2) W. E. Lloyd; (3) J. N. Leitch.
Senior Practical Anatomy (Foster Prise).-(1) A. D. Wall; (2)
B. B. Sharp; (3) H . C. Cox; (4) M. Jackson; (5) H. N. Hornibrook.
Senior 1Entra11ce Scholarships in Science.-( 1) L. P. L. FirmanEdwards, I. G. Williams.
Junior Entrance Scholarship in Science.-C. Shaw.
Entrance Scholarship in Arts.-]. V. Landau.
Jeaffreson Exhibition.-A. C. D. Telfer.
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NOTES FROM A MILITARY HOSPITAL.
BY

c.

HA M I LTON WHI TEFORD,

M. R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Aneurysm o.f R igltt Superficial Temporal Artery.
OUR months previously a bullet en tered the skin
over the base of th e ri ght mastoid process, passed
through the ear and emerged on the face, one
inch in front of the external meatus.
Present Condition.-The right superficial temporal artery
is dilated for two inches to a diameter of a quarte r of an
inch , being three times as large as its fellow. The dilation
co mmences at the u pper border of the zygoma and ex tends
upwards .
There is no paralysis of the up per branches of the facial
nerve. Since th e injury the hearing power of the right ear
has greatly diminished, a watch being heard only at half an
inch from th e ea r. The symptoms produced are slight.
The p::ttient complains of vague pains in many areas of
th e scalp, and is conscious of the pulsation whenever he
takes active exercise .
If severe symptoms develop, or if the aneurysm increases,
it is proposed to excise th e dilated portion of the artery.

Gzmslzot TVozmd o.f Neck-Paralysis o.f Deltoid .Afuscle.
- Treated by Relaxation o.f t!te Paralysed .Afuscle,
aided by Jlfassage and Electricity.-Recovery without
Operation.
On October 13th, 1915, a rifl e bullet entered the back o f
the ri ght shou ld er and e merged in the right side of the neck.
The right arm at once became paralysed and amesthetic
throughout. Sensation began to return four hours after
th e injury, and was gradually followed by return of
movem en t.
For th e next six weeks he was in a hospita l a nd was
treated with massage and elec tri city, but th e a rm was
_allowed to hang by th e side.
On admission to th e military hospita l, Devonport, he
was found to ha ve a small scar of entry o ne in ch above the
upper angle of the right scapula, and a wide scar o f exit
two i;1 ches in lengt h situated in neck, two inch es above the
centre of the rig ht clavicle.
The right d eltoid mu scle was paralysed and atrophied.
The ar m could not be volunta ril y raised from the side.
The only area of anresthesia was si tuated below the
centre of the ri ght clavicle, probably due to injury of
cervical cutaneous nerv es .
A skiagram failed to show any forei g n body or bon e lesion.
The ri ght arm was supported on a platform splint made
of poroplastic with wooden supports.
This splint held
the arm and forearm on a level with the shoulder and kept
the deltoid muscle relaxed. Electricity and massage were
continued.
After two months of the above treatment the condition
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was as follows : The ri ght arm could be fully extended
above the head to the same extent as the left arm ; the
deltoid muscle was increasi ng in volume and could be seen
to contract voluntarily.
The above is o ne of a number of cases of paralysis
fol lowi ng gunshot wounds in wh ich th e writer has seen
recovery follow similar treatment.
If recently paral ysed muscles are treated systemat ically
by prolonged relaxation, assisted by massage and electricity,
the necessity for operation frequently disappears.
Inexperienced operators are apt to jump to th e co nclusion
th at the presence of a scar in the neighbourhood cf a nerve,
if associated wit h either anresthesia or paralysis, is an indication for immediate operation, and if improvement follows
operation, ignore the fact that the operation has often been
quite unnecessary, and that im provement has occurred, not
because of, but in spite rif, the operation. In th e above
case, if an ope ration had been performed, what an excellent
result might have been claimed for the operation .

Gunshot Wound o.f Skull.-Deatlz Six Months later
.from Multiple Cerebral Abscesses.
On September 26th, 1915, the patient was hit in the
centre of the forehead by a cross-fire rifle build, which
produced a horizontal gutter fracture, commencing half
an inch to the right of the mid-line, two and a half inches
above the root of the nose, and extend ing to th e right for
two and a half inches.
The result was un consciousness for two days, d uring
which an operati on was performed.
He passed through several hospitals, and th e wound di d
not heal till J a nuary, 1916.
When seen on March 25th, 1916 , hi s condition was as
follows : The headache, which had been present since his
injury, had during th e last seve n weeks (i.e. since the
healing of th e wound) become intense. Pain commenced
in the scar a nd spread round the ri ght side of the head.
There was no marked tenderness. The scar pulsated slightly.
The gap in the ri ght frontal bon e could be pla inly felt
and measured r in . by 2t in. Th ere was no vomiting.
There was slight weakn ess of th e muscles a t the left angle of
th e mouth . Cerebration was slow and speech was drawling.
Incon tin ence of urin e and freces occasionally occ urred.
Temperature g8" F. Pulse 58. Respiration 20.
The skiagram shows four spicules o f bone appa rently
embedded in th e ri ght upper frontal lobe, also a long
fissured fracture, which ex tends from the gap in th e front a l
bone horizonta lly on th e ri ght side to the back of th e
skull. The leucocyte count was 9400.
The Ophthalmi c Surgeon reported: "There is commencing optic neuritis, the amount of the swelling is small."
Operation.-On March 3oth, 1916, a large semi-circular
scalp flap, with the scar in the centre, was turned downwards, exposing the gap in the right frontal bone.
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On incising the scar-tissue, which filled the gap in the
bone, the underlying tissues were found to be redematous.
A finger, inserted into the softened brain, palpated, one
inch beneath the cortex, fragments of bone which were
firmly embedded and partly encapsuled.
Two drachms of pus escaped and five pieces of bone
were removed with forceps.
The fragments of bone were flat, the largest p1ece
measuring three-quarters by half an inch.
The abscess cavity was drained by a perforated metal
tube i in. in diameter and I~ in. in length.
The tube was brought out through the sr.ar in the scalp
flap, and was filled with glycerine.
A small drainage-tube was placed at each angle of the scalp
flap.
Irrigation, with saline solution, was freely employed.
During operation the pulse-rate rose from 54 to roo.
Post-operatz"ve condition.-Ft.r st and second days.- The
metal tube was rotated and washed out daily, and was
refilled with glycerine. The general condition at first
improved, and then relapsed to the state prior to operation.
Fourtlz daJ'.-Temperature, 98; pulse 56. Cerebration
much slower. Under a general anresthetic two lumbar
punctures, made by a bacteriologist of large experience,
failed to find fluid. The metal drainage-tube was taken
out, cleaned, and replaced, a small amount of softened
brain matter being removed with forceps.
Fifth day.-More drowsy.
Sixth day.-Coma and death.
Autopsy.-There was no meningitis and comparatively
little softening in the right frontal lobes, in which there
were a few minute spicules of bone.
The anterior portion of the right temporo-sphenoidallobes
was occupied by two thick-walled abscesses. The smaller
abscess was 1 in. in diameter. The larger abscess contained z oz. of thick green pus and a pi ece of flat bone
in. square. The rest of the brain was normal.
Comments.-Neither the abscess nor the contained bone
appeared in the skiagrams.
The only localising symptom was the very slight facial
paralysis round the left angle of the mouth.
Drainage of the frontal abscess by means of the perforated metal tube and glycerine appeared to be efficient.

t

Chronic Internal Dera11gement of Kuee-joz-,zt.- -R esults of
Operations.
The writer has had many opportunities of notin g the
end-results of operati on, usually removal of the internal
.semilunar cartilage.
The primary lesion has often occurred at football.
It is the exception to find a knee which after operati on
does not, on comm encing hard work, de;elop eith er pain:
swelling, or lam eness.
Reports from medi cal officers in charge of troops state
that, a ft er operati on, th ese knees give out as soon as th e
patients route-ma rch or jump into tren ches.
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Contrary to the opinion generally held, it is the writer's
firm conviction that, in these chronically deranged knees,
operation can only very rarely be expected to make the
man fit for active service, and that the taking of such knees
into a military hospital for operation means the useless
blocking of badly-needed beds.

Disintegratz"on of Testis following Tapping of Hydrocele,
the Tunica Vagina/is being Posterior to the Testis.
Previous history.- During the past four weeks three
attemp ts to tap the hydrocele had been made. Little, if
any, fluid had been withdrawn, and the punctures had
caused most acute pain.
On admission.- The left testis was three times as large
as the right. The front of the scrotum was ecchymosed.
Operation.- The testis was exposed from the front. The
subcutaneous tissues were greatly thickened. On deepening the incision the tunica albuginea was opened, and the
testis was found converted into a diffluent stringy mass,
which was wiped out with gauze. The epididymis was not
seen, being probably buried in the thickened tissues. The
tunica vaginalis was found behind the testis, much thickened
and containing half an ounce of clear fluid. The tunica
albuginea was closed by sutu res, and the tunica vaginalis,
brought forward from behind, was sutured over the front
of the tunica alb uginea. The scrotum was drained. Sligh t
suppuration occ urred.
Comment.- The above is a recognised abnormality. In
a virgin case (i.e. where no attempts at aspiration have
been made) transillumination is the best method of ascertaining that the testis li es in front of th e tunica vaginalis.
At the three attempted tappings the trocar probably entered
the testis, which had undergone a necrosis which was
a lmost, if not quite, aseptic.
No attempt had been made to inject the hydrocele with
iodine or other liquid.

DREAMS AND THEIR

INTERPRETATION.

(An Address to the Abernetlu"an Society.)
By ROBERT ARMSTRONG-JONES, M.D., F.R.C.P.Lond.,
F.R.C.S.Eng.,
Lecture r on Mental Di sea ses, St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
and Con s ulting Phy sic ia n in Menta l Diseases to the
Milita ry Forces in London; Re s id e nt Phys ician
a nd Sup erinte nde nt of the London County
Asy lum, Cl aybury.

( Co11cluded from page r 26.)
The careful study of th e mental life, normal and morbid,
has been the work of modern science, which has elucidated
and solved many of the dream combinations-together
with oth er products of the imagination-by the acceptance
of that intimate union which exists between mind and body.
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Upon the close relationship between mind and body, it has
been found that the chaotic play of images in dreams is
able to throw much light upon normal mental processes and
upon the laws which are observable in the working of the
mind during the waking state; hence the appropriateness
of studying dreams in this new light and the justification of
a claim for those who study dreams to-day, truly to be
called "interpreters," for they investigate, upon the solid
and substantial ground of science, the intimate and fundamental activities of the human mind in health and disease,
without the need of resorting to supernatural agencies which
were evoked in former days.
The interpretation of dreams by the psycho-analytic method
is based upon the theory that in the hidden mentalities or" unconsciousnesses" of our minds are found the explanationperhaps the secret-at any rate the quite sufficient interpretation of many abnormal mental occurrences and divergent
mental states, such as dreams, lapses of memory, absentmindedness, obsessions, delusions, and all kinds of intrusions
and dominations of semi-repressed thoughts, but it is
extravagant to seek for these in any one instinct, as is
claimed for sex.
It is hardly necessary to state that dreaming is not
confined or limited to human beings. \Ve are familiar
with the appearance of dogs which jump and bark in
their sleep, more especially after active excursions, or
following upon hunting expeditions; those who keep
canaries have doubtless heard their unexpected pipings
whilst asleep.
In order to understand the nature of dreams it may be
desirable to consider the physiology of sleep, and, although
the exact cause of sleep is not definitely known, the concomitants of sleep are familiar. We know, for instance,
that in sleep all the normal activities of the organism are
appreciably lowered, and it is not certain that sleep itself is
not a state of debility, for there is a lowering of the pulse-rate
and of the blood-pressure; there is also a slowing down of
respiration.
There is probably, in addition, a state of
venous engorgement, permitting the products of fatigue to
pass by osmosis into the blood-stream or into the lymph
channels during this engorgement, which is favoured by the
supine position of the body when at rest, thus giving a
fuller supply of blood to the head, and so predisposing the
brain to dreaming; yet we do not know the inner state of
th e organ of mind, z'. e. th e intimate structure of the cells
in the brain cortex during sleep, nor their relation and
dependence upon the ductless glands, in particular the
pituitary, as has been pointed out during hibernation. In
regard to the nerve-cells, th erefore, conjecture must take
the place of certainty. The brain cort ex, normally, is composed of innumerable cells and fibres, the latter forming
the connecting links and threads between the cells, their
function being to convey sense-impressions from without
the body, and then to convey these transformed impressions
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outwards for the control and proper working of the various
organs in the body.
In an average brain the cells or neurons are computed
to number 9000 millions, so a thought, or an idea, or a
purpose initiated in one cell, or a group of cells, is immediately linked up with thoughts from scores or hundreds of
others by means of fine connecting fibres. It is believed
(Lepine) that the fine fibres of the neuron-which are
called dendrites from their tr<'!e-like appearance-undergo a
retraction during sleep leading to a partial separation of
their terminations, thus leaving a space, so to speak,
which cuts off nerve currents and thus induces sleep. This
being a theory only, it has naturally evoked another and an
opposite explanation of sleep, viz. that sleep accompanies a
greater and more extensive prolongation outwards of the
fine nerve processes of the cells (Lugaro), which then
touch each other more closely and intimately, thus diffusing
rather than concentrating nerve energy, the effect of such a
diffusi on being to low er nerve-potential, and so to bring
about a general loss of nerve energy, and thus to favour
sleep. The whole nervous system thus presumably participates in the lowering activity of the circulatory and other
systems dming sleep, yet it is not ascertained whether this
lowering is sufficient to interrupt the continuity of the
unconscious as well as of the conscious life.
Dreaming, as is well known, can be induced by such
agents as opium, alcohol, and tobacco, and this would
favour the view that dreaming was a morbid process. It is
certain ly a process which more often occurs just before or
just after the actual state of sleep, and for that reason these
dreams are called "hypnagogic." It is general experience
that there are more c-lear as well as more fantastic images
just before going to sleep or just before being thoroughly
awakened than occur during complete unconsciousness.
It is doubtless also within the experience of everyone that
the vivid scenes of the day are more clearly impressed upon
the mind during the intermediate state between sleeping
and waking than during sleep. Children often dream before
going to sleep of events which occurred th e previous day.
The Dairy C/win, by Charlotte Yonge, caused dreams of
carriage accidents, and P eter Pan caused dreams of flying
to the " Never, Never Land" in the case of a clever,
impressionable child.
The materials of which drea ms are made are chiefly the
memories of past experiences, although they are often
modified by the influ ence o f temperament and environment.
l\Iost dreams are buried in the unconcious mind, which is
partly the reason th a t they can be so rarely remembered
fully after waking; thi s is certainly the case with ch ildre n.
lt is believed that the age of greatest dreaming, as well as
that of the most vivid dreams, is between twenty and twentyfive years. ·women sleep more lightly, and dream more
than men do; it is certain,' at any rate, that more women
than men relate th ei r dreams, and women who are accus-
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tomed to dream sleep longer. The majority of dreams
occur after 6 a. m., although many occur before four o'clock.
The tim e during which a dream is enacted is wonderfully
short; a few seconds o f time in a dream would be equivalent
to days in the waking state, and many dreams may be
recorded in support of this statement. The precipitation
o f images in a dream is so great and the attention so lacking
in precision that there is nothin g to regulate them in tim e.
An analysis of dreams points out that the great majority,
6o per cent. of them, relate to sight; thus the ancients were
correct in describing them as "visions," whilst only 5 per
cent. relate to the sense of hearin g. Three per cent. have
reference to taste, and only I· 5 per cent. to smell. In
dreams th e two senses, taste and smell, which are th e
oldest, most primitive, fixed, and o rgani sed of th e sense~,
frequ ently attach th emselves to sight a nd heari ng, which
nevertheless are easier disturbed because more highly
evolutionised, the objects to which taste and smell relate
being thus visualised or heard. The faculties of the mind,
to borrow an abstraction, "go to sleep," as it were, in
certain orders. " ' e know that we feel fatigue so far as our
"judgment " is concerned sooner than we do in regard to
our sensory life ; we hear so unds during a light sleep, and
are sensitive to rays of light or to the sense of tou ch ; but
because the power of forming a judgment is affected early
in sleep, there are imperfect assoc iati ons and images,
phanta sies and pictures arise - which are th e com mon
experience of all. Some power of associa tion and some
power of jud gment a re left in ligh t sleep, but the lessened
power of th ese two "faculties" in dreams revea ls th e
unrestrained, in congruous, and disorderly pictures left on
th e mind.
It has often been pointed out that insanity and dreams
are so closely allied that insanity has been described as a
"waking dream, " and a dream as a "sleeping insanity."
The insane, lik e dreamers, are under th e domination a n I
control of illusions and hallucinations, but they adhere to
thei r dreams or delusions, and no appeal to the senses, to
reason, or to the judgme nt can reconstruct their mind ;
whilst dreamers, so long as they remain in the drea m state,
continue to experience th eir insanity, a reference to a fix ed
objective standard being impossible during sleep, so that
th e mind, for the time being, remains unsound. H ere,
however, th e similitude en ds, for upon an appeal to the
senses and to reason th e dreamer awakes, whereas the
insane person contin ues in his unreason . It has been
stated th at dreams may be followed by insan ity, and my
experien ce confirms this, although it is doubtful if a dream
can ever be the actual cause of insanity, both being probably
the product of an already existing mental weakness. A lady
under my care, C. W-, drea!'llt she had during the night
c::ut her husband's throat and thrown his body out of the
window. She grieved, worried, and became so distressed
at her imagined murderous conduct towards her innocent
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partner that her mind became deranged, and she lapsed
temporarily into acute insanity. A man, C. V-, used to
dream that he had destroyed St. Bartholomew's Church,
and was so alarmed at the notion he could be guilty of such
sacrilege that he feared going to sleep, and he also became
insan e. Another man, H. E-, after the last air raid,
dreamt th at his room was being "bombed"; in his dream
he saw the explosion, smelt the asphyxiating gas, heard the
crackling of the fire, and from that moment his mind
seemed to give way; but it is quite open to argument
whether in each case the dream was not the first symptom
of the mental breakdown caused by fear. It may not
always be ea~y to separate hallucinations from dreams, but
it is a fact that insan e persons dream more often than do
th e sane, and th e continued presence of hallucinations in
them, togeth er with the natural wish to explain hallucinati ons by some plausible, but erroneous factor, causes the
in sane mind to be one which is readily responsive to slight
stimuli. It certainly explains why the insane are light
sleepers and are more frequently disturbed by imagined
causes th a n th e sane. The rays of the moon penetrating
bttween th e folds of a curtain or along the margins of a
window blind not only disturb sleep by th e light they shed,
but the rays may also suggest the fi gures of perso ns sent to
watch th em, or to en dan ge r their lives-hence th e wakefulness and dreams of the insane ; a nd the general belief is
true that th ese frequently experience exacerbations of th e ir
illn ess during a full moon. It is a fact, known to physicia ns,
that many of our wound ed soldiers h ome from the trenches
suffer from dreams of a fearful and horrifying kind, due to
th e memory of con stant ex plosions and of the awful e ffects
of exploding shells upon human life. These dreams are
accompanied with all th e physical symptoms of fea r ; there
is present a lowe ring of the surface tempera ture, there is
also the bla nched face, th e anxious expression, and the
perspiring skin.
Dreams are closely related to the condition described as
somnam bulism, which is one of inten se abstraction and
nearer to wake fulness than is the dream ~tate. The sleel'walker is guided hy the motive which actuated his waking
mom ent s, and he so metimes executes performances with a
d egree of perfection which is not even possible to one in
perfect possession of his senses. I have known a nurse get
up in the middle of the night, collect all the patients' day
attire, and arrange the clothing for about forty pat ients at
the foot of each bed, after which she proceeded to collect all
plants and flowers from an ad joining bath-room and place
them in th e ward, as in the day -time. She then retired to
rest, but upon awakening she had forgotten all the details
of the sleep-walking incident.
The state described as "Abstraction," or "Reverie," is
also related to the dream state. In this the attention is so
fixed and concentrated upon a train of ideas that, although
the eyes are open and sounds are heard, yet no impression
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is made upon them by external objects. In the condition
described as "Ecstasy," figures and landscapes may be seen
as re al; the former are most often seen by religious devotees
and sojourners in the cloister. Blake, th·e artist, was able to
concentrate his attention upon his dreams so as to remove
all distraction. He could paint pictures without sitters, who
were so real to his imasination that he could carry on conversations with ·them whilst painting their portraits. Among
persons whom he thus painted were King Edward I and
Queen Catherine of Arragon.
Another state of mental abstraction is the pleasant and
extravagant kind called "Castle-building in Spain ' '; a condition in which imaginary scenes of an agreeable form are
constructed and indulged in for the enjoyment or satisfaction anticipated. "Day.dreaming" is another state whi ch
is an entertainment that has probably been practised on
occasion by each of my audience. "Trance," "lethargy,"
and "catalepsy "-when the mind is concentrated upon an
absorbing but narrow range of ideas-are also related to
dreams, and so are the "hypnotic" and other states of partial
consciousness, but they cannot be entered in to here.
\Ve have referred to the " unconscious mind " ; the
phrase is so frequently met with that it is used in various
senses. Carpenter used it in reference to certain psychical
states which he described as "unconscious cerebration,"
during which acts were performed without the knowledge of
the cogn iti ve self; one forgets, for instance, a line of poetry,
but remembers it late r when one has ceased, consciously,
to think of it
In the course of conversation one may forget
a word, and having "waited and seen" the word recurs
later without effort, perhaps, when the attention is engaged
elsewhere. This tends to show that there are unconscious
mental excitations going on of whose nature we are ignorant,
but the thoughts are there in the unconscious mind all the
same, and they seem to be interposed between conscious
id eas, and to he dug up, as it were, with them. Possibly
eve ry conscious idea arises out of, and dies away into, an
un conscious mental state, and according to some there a re
three degrees or kinds of thoughts. Firstly, thoughts of
which we are conscious, and which, when given attention
to, are raised into what is called the "focus" of consciousness; secondly, thoughts which are in the rest of the field
of consciousness, which are present, but only in a state of
inattention-for instance, in the theatre 11e are intent upon
the evolution of dramatic situations, but are inattentive to
the audience or oblivious to the staging; the third depth
whence thou g hts emerge is the un conscious area which
could not att ract attention until their position had been
rais ed into the full and clear focus of attention by some
association or suggestion.
It is preferable, I think, to limit the term "subconsciousness" to the second of these states, in which there is still
pres ent a certain limited sensitiveness left to ordi n ary senseimpression, whilst the "unconscious" state represents the
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third, i.e. the primitive mind, so to speak, out of which
conscious thoughts and intellectual proces es rise and grow.
The motive force of our acts is believed by some to t1ke its
origin in the unconscious mind, whilst the directive and
controlling force is in the upper conscious levels which thus.
regulate the lower.
The technical ~nalysis of dreams assumes that there is a
dynamic trend of "desire" in the unconscious mind which
is ever seeking for the gratification of personal feelings,
pas~ions, and sentiments, as against the controlled thoughts
of the conscious mind. Psychologists who urge this trend
or tendency in the unconscious mind assert that it is kept
back and restrain ed by some imagined power called the
"en do-psychic censor," a purely fictitious and artificial <lgo
which is continually struggling to repress the natural impulses and thoughts not acceptable to consciousness, this
"censor" exerc ising a guardianship over sleep, even the
deepest sleep. These psychologists describe the unconscious
mind as an under-world of painful memories and wishes,
always seeking to obtrude themselves, and always in health
being more or less successfully kept under, "like steam in
When the passions
a kettle, " by the artificial censor.
emerge in the conflict they become the "latent" cause of
dreams, obsessions, and longings; if dreams be the result,
then the dream as remembered or recorded is the "manifest" dream, and the interpreter immediate ly attempts to
elicit the latent wish of which the manifest dream is the
symbol. By this analysis a clue is furnished to the real aim
and personality of the dreamer.
Dreams are thus the resultant of a conflict between the
censor and the repressed idea, the dream being the "compromise," and only to be solved by a code, for which an
array of symbolism has been invented to serve as a key for
its interpretation. If the dream be of the sea, for instance,
then, according to the followers of Freud who have initiated
this sex-mean ing, it stands as aS) mbol for "life," as in their
own words, "life needs the mightiest symbol, because existence depends upon the mighty and profound procreative
force." If the dream be of an old house, then it is interpreted
to be "the abode of life," and, to use the Freudian expression of the dream analyst, "we find it necessary to predicate
a creative, myth-making tendency in the structure of the
mind by means of which the currents of life beneath all
thought become articulatP.. "
This sexual theory is over-emphasised, and the Freudians
who urge sex as the basic origin of all dreams, of all obsessions, and of all longings, impulses, and neuroses, are "sexintoxicated," for in life's reality there are other primary and
original instincts as well as sex, of which fear, anger, and
hunger are the most common examples . All these run deep
in the unconscious mind, and each has suffered far more
repression than sex. It is against human experience that
all dreams are desires, and it is repulsive that all dreams
should be interpreted as relating to sex, and such an ex-
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planation has brought th ese conclusions of what have been
called "chimney-sweeping investigations" into deserved
disrepute. In the analysis of dreams the method adopted
for explori ng the unconscious mind depends upon inferences
drawn (i) from what has been described as free or spontaneous association, (ii ) "word association," and (iii) reaction
time. The latter has been much used in America as an
a uxiliary for the detection of crime by means of an instrument of extremely delicate mechanism, the examination
revealing a shortened reac tion period to word association
if the accused be innocen t, whilst the reaction period is
longer if the accused be guilty, for he is endeavouring to
keep back thoughts sugges ted to the mind in connection
with the words presented to it.
What is the association of dreams with crime? I have
questioned insane crimina ls about their dreams in connection with specific crimes, a nd although th ere is a lways
some reserve about admitting revelations in connection
with criminal acts, I find that they dream much as do other
people. In this class there is a considerable difficulty in
proving their hidde n personal secrets, and in overcoming
the resistance of the so-call ed " censor. " In these cases the
conscious and the un conscio us cannot easi ly be brought
together, and a clue as to their desires, impulses or wishes, is
ex tremely difficult to asce rtain.
Moreover, this class is not
an easy one to investigate; many o f the criminal classes
a re mental ly defective, although some are o nly morally so,
especially as regards prudential considerations, for th ey
cannot postpone present pleasure for future good. They
a re easily tempted a nd easily yield, and they have a
diminished emotional as well as intellectual endowment. The
"criminal type" is impulsive, and though these persons may
not be insane they have often a psychopathic inh eritance
a nd tend encies. Their psycho-anthropological characters
may be summarised as egotistic and anti-social, and they are
not easy material for the psychological analyst.
The
discovery of crim e through a dream, when the dream er has
by his own dream given him self away, is unknown to me in
real life, and this is supported by the extensive experience
of Dr. W. C. Sullivan. Dr. Leonard Guthrie reminds me
of the story of the murder of Maria Martin by Corder in
I 82 7, when dreams led to the discovery of the victim's
body. As he also points out, there are numerous instances
of murders having been discovered and avenged by the
appearance of the murdered person's ghost. Shakespeare
presents two instances in Haml et and Macbeth. "The
Bells," in which lrving represented the Jew Polonais,
exe mplifi es a drama in which the murderer is being continually haunted by the dream-sound of the sleigh-bells, and
in "Tom" Hood's Dream of Eugene A ram "the unknown
facts of guilty acts are seen in dreams from God." The
usher Eugene Aram dreamed of the murde r he had committed, and which he related long afterwards to the boy" the horrid thing pursu es my soul, ~ it stands before me now";
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"that very night two stern -faced men set out f;om Lynn
and Eugene Aram walked between with gyves upon his
wrists." The suggestion here made connects the dream
with the murderer's arrest. Hack Tuke relates a remarkable instanc~ of a man dreaming that he had performed an
act which rendered him liable to legal consequences, and
for which he had been arrested. On awaking he was
greatly relieved to find it was only a dream, but in the
course of two or three days he' committed the act in an
insane condition of mind. He was arrested and brought
before the court for trial, but was released to the care of his
There is no record of psycho-analysis asisting in
friends.
or leading to the detection of crime, not even crimes
relating to sex, for which the Freudians claim a peculiar
affinity.
It will be admitted that a most puzzling terminology has
arisen from the efforts made by medical psychologists to
analyse dreams. If the dreamer fails to recognise the new
and strange scenes in which the manifest dream is located,
this is owing to its "dramatisation," but if the characters
themselves are unrecogni sable there is "distortion."
Should the chief characters be given a subordinate
position there is a "displacement, " but not infrequently
there occurs a fu sion of the characters, which is "condensation." ·when the ideas or "complexes" in a dream
become detached from their usual association and are
"converted" into some other psychic sphere, th en they
are being "sublimated" into some obsession or delusion.
Hysteria, for instance, is the" conversion " of a "repressed"
idea into some motor and sensory discharge, and if only
the idea can be disclosed to the sufferer and by him
disregarded, the result is claimed as a cure obtained by
a "cathartic," a word which is meant to signify suggestion,
auto-hypnosis, or, as more recently hinted, "auto-gnosis."
I have quoted the above to show the complicated
vocabulary invented by some psychologists to explain
dreams which, as Bergson points out, are only states of
''relaxed consciousness."
In the waking state we a re
always adapting ourselves to our needs, but in sleep we have
ceased to select and choose. The mind in its relaxed state
brings together memory associations which were formerly
packed away in the "storehouse of th e unconscio us mind,'•
the reason fills up the gaps, and a confused impression
results which is the material of dreams.
As is well known, the brain cortex is restored and refreshed
only during sleep, and it is a comfort to know that we dream
most about events to which no attention has been paid;
were it not so, our sleep would be distracted and preoccupied by events that are of importance and which
have been our concern during the day, so that our waking
life would be prolonged as a permanent dream into the
sleeping life and the necessary rest and nutrition of the
brain would be Imposs ible.
It is most welcome that the revival of interest in dreams
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should have awakened the psychologist, physiologist and the
philosopher, but progress must be at the expense of offending many susceptibilities and cherished propneties. The
decencies of sex have, I venture to think, suffered from
this investigation, and I think there has ileen a pandering
to the lower instincts in human nature through this revival,
but I trust the matter has not been beyond the interests
of the Abernethian Society.

OBITUARY.

0

SIR \VILLIAi\1 HENRY POWER, K.C.B., F.R.S.,
F.R.C.S.

T is with feelings of deep regret that we announce
the death of one of the most distinguished
students of our Hospital, Sir \VJ!Iiam Henry
Power, who died at East Molesey on July 28th, 1916.
His life's work was devoted to public health medicine,
and as an epidemiologist he had no peer.
Born in London in 1842, he was educated at University
College, and apprenticed at an early age to his father, a
man well known as a successful medical coach. On
entering St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Power was apprenticed to Fred Wood, the Hospital dispenser, who was a
person of great importance in the medical wards, for there
were no house physicians in those days. Power qualified
in 1864 as M.R.C.S., L.S.A. He served as house surgeon
for .Mr. Holmes Coote, and then as resident medical
officer first at the Royal Albert Hospital, Devonport, and
then at the Victoria Hospital for Diseases of the Chest.
Afterwards he did temporary work for the Medical Department of the Privy Council; and when, in 1871, the Local
Government Board was constituted as the central office to
deal with public health questions in England, Power was
appointed a medical inspector of the new department. From
1887 to 1900 he was assistant medical officer, working
successively with Sir G. Buchanan and Sir R. Thorne, and
from 1900-1908 was principal medical officer of the Board.
Some of Power's best-known work was done in the earlier
period, in the local investi"gation of outbreaks of infectious
diseases and their causation. He then showed, in a way
hardly before realised, how much can be learnt about diseases
and their prevention by painstaking inquiries into all the facts
connected with epidemics, and by balancing all direct and
circumstantial evidence with regard to them. He first
demonstrated in this way in 1878 the spread of diphtheria
l.Jy means of milk, and also the manner in which this
disease is ordinarily carried, especially in schools, by unrecognised cases of slight sore throat-observations since
fully confirmed by the advance of bacteriological knowledge. The relation between certain milk-borne outbreaks
of scarlet fever and a diseased or "carrier" condition
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of the cow was brought out in reports made in r8 8s.
An important series of investigations into smallpox between
r 88 1 and 1886 proved conclusively that smallpox hospitals
in London and elsewhere spread the disease characteristically among persons living in their neighl.JOurhood,
notwithstanding the administrative precautions taken. These
reports led to the routine removal of smallpox cases to
hospitals away from populous areas-a measure to which
the diminution of smallpox in this country in recent years
may be largely attributed.
When promoted to headquarters at \V hi tehall, Power
continued his scientific and investigatory work under new
conditions, acting as the trusted adviser and consultant of
all the medical staff of the department, and of many other
workers in the public health service. He closely guided
and followed the work of the Board's medical experts, and
gave it the stamp of his unrivalled knowledge, memory,
and power of constructive criticism. The results are illustrated by the well-known series of annual medical reports
issued by the Local Government Board during this period,
and in the various special supplements, some of which, like
those on shellfish and disease, lead-poisoning by water
supplies, and the use and influence of tuberculosis sanatoria, have become classic. As a reference to these annual
reports will show, Power's tenure of office covered a period
when very considerable, if irregular, advances were being
made in the application of medical science to central and
local government, and in public health legislation, during
which the lines of work of his own dep:utment became
greatly ex tended.
Power's talents for administrative work were of a high
order, and his sound judgment and knowledge of affairs.
were put unsparingly at the disposal of the Government
D epartments. He left himself no lei sure for, and had little
inclination to, public work outside his department. He was
a Crown nominee to the General Medical Council, and succeeded Sir M. Foster as Chairman of the Royal Commissio[\
on Human and Ani.mal Tuberculosis, the experimental work
of which he largely directed . He gave similar services to
the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal, of which he
was a member. He was created K.C.B. in 1908, and was
the recipient of the Buchanan medal of the Royal Society
and other honours.

STUDENTS' UNION.
MEETING of the Council was held on August
2 2nd, Mr. Girling Ball being in the chair.
Among other business done was the following :
The House Committee's report on the furniture in the
Abernethian Room was read, and Mr. Perin's tender for
repair of chairs was accepted.
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Jt was. agreed to allow the pt:cial Constabulary to use
the Ho pital grounds at Winchmore H1ll, and also to allow
the ust:: of the ground for the entertainment of soldiers.
An engra,·ed portrait of Dr. Grace was suumitted, but 1t
''a not thought to ue sufficiently good for use a a memorial, and further search for a suitaule portrait was dt::cided
upon.
~lr. Green's resignation from the Council was accepted
with much rt:gret, and a YOte of thanks for his good st:rvices
l'as unanimously adopted .

EXAMINATIONS.
L'

"J\"F sin OF Lo:-;oo:s.
Fir t Examw<lll<mfor .lfe,f, ·al Dt•gues, 'July, 1916.
T .•\dam, C H. AndrcwL>, K. H Doouss, \V C. \'. Higginson,
J. \'. l.~ndau , C.\\' . ' a rbeth, H. L. S1ckett, \V. G. D H. Urwick.

St!co11d Examillalio11jor .llcdical Drl{rees, Part 1, July, 1916.
R \\' . l' l!u,ford, A. E . Lurcnzen, H L. Sackett, Campbell Shaw,

\

\\'. T.1ylor.

APPOI TME T.
1-i:

!>. l'wi~vu, :\1 B .. 1:1 CCtnt.1b., l\1 R.C ., LR C.P., appointed
:'llt·dic·al Otlic~r tu the Emp1rc of 1nd1<1 and Ccylon Tea Company,
H rjuli, A' .tm .

HOSPITAL

S\1uth~t·a .

C H. Fo\\LEI<, Athcol Cott.<ge, Shottermdl, Haslemere
f{ . , ·. G~ \Cll, 19, Hobart Plo1n,, Grosvenor Gardens, S.\V.

P.

J . l.t sH, ~ , ,\\euue Road, South Hampstead, N \V.
K . ]). I'KI."<il~ , Thakurb.m. Darran~;, A >Sa m.
]) I Snslr, eo,.'"" Cavtndish Street, \V.
H. E \\'1 'IFH, Lieut. Col., R.A l\1 C, Club of \Vestern India,
J'&OIIcl

BIRTHS.

FIDDIA .-On August 12th 1t Ctmbridgtc, to Capt. J. \'. Fiddian,
f{ ,\ :'11 C., and :11". Fiddi ,ln
a daughter.
GR' DAC..f. -On August lOth, at 74 , Glout·c,tcr Road, S. \\'., the
wile of l.t. Col.\\' . B. t;r,md<ige, R. F.A. (T. F. ), of a >on.
GR \
On Jul) JISt, ,1t Yew Tree Cottage, \\'c~t :'ll.dling, the wife
of ll llr) Gray, :'IIR.C S, ol a daughter.
GHIHI1H-0n July 31 t. t 2, Cavcndish Ro.1d, St John 's Wood,
. '. \\' ., to lid n.l and llaro!J Kindu Grillith, F.R CS (C.tpt,
R 1>, :'11 C, '!. , ;z.! Cit\' of London l•tcld Ambubn.-c), 1 on.
JoRI
On Aug~.o t 17th , at o, :\la t~d Park, H.~rruw tu Dr. and
~lr . Alfred C. Jordan I of 1J,
ppcr \\'imp( le Strt<:t, \\'.), a
da ughttr
On Ju y p t, at 07, \\'unpolt• Street, C lVcud"h Sqnart', \\'.
th • \\lfe of A. llarold Levy, F R.C S , of a d;111ghtcr.
1 t 2rd, at Runfold, 1 car Farnham, • urrcy, the
• '!COLL -On
w1f of Ch r!t \'er • , wol, Capt, R.A .:\l.C, Special Re.crve,
late ul the I• dcr,Jtcd :\lal1\' States ud Ct \Ion, a on.
l{o E.- On u u t -1 , ,,t () , \\'1mpo~e 'tr~ct, \\',,to :\lr and~'" ·
!•rank . Ro , a daught r.
Kt!Y.- On ugut.Jrd, t35,St ,,lc,O.Iord,thewifeofR.H.
s nkcy, C pt , R.A :'II.C 'I ), of a on
!'if\\ ICLL.
On J ly _ th, t Coonoor, South lntl.a, of Dorothy, wile
of C pt R 11. S ymour Se\\ ell, I \I.S.," dau htcr. (By cable.)
T
F LD - On \\'cdnc do1y, Augu t 16th,, t ~ , Br)dn ton Stre ·t,
Ponm n Squar , \\',to Dr. and Mr A . L t n fcld, a on .
\'ALK R-On June 2.nd, tu Dr. nd l\lrs .• 'orman H. \Valkcr, of
IJ \ nport Road, Durl.. n , • ,.ral ,
on.
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MARRIAGES.

DEATHS .
GRAY.-On August 15th, at 19, Beaumont Street, Oxford, Edward
Benjamin Grny, I\!. D., in his Ssth year.
GREeN -Killed in action in France on July 1>t, Capt. J. L Green,
V.C., :ll.R . . S., L.R.C.P., R.A ~I.C., attached sth Sherwood
Foresters, eldest and only surviv1ng son of J. G. Green, J P., of
"Birchdene," Houghton, Huntingdon, aged 27
Loou.-On August 16th, 1916, at Kano, igeria, Hubert Peche L?bb
(of "Endsleigh," 'ew :\lilton, Hampshire), Prov1nc1al ~ledJCal
Officer, 1'\orthern l'\1geria, aged 40.
POII'EK.-On Julv 28th, at H olly Lodge, East Molese), Str \Villiam
Henry Powc·r, K.CB., F.R.S., aged i3·
\V.\UC..H.-Killed in action on August 18th, Captain ,\rthur John
\Vaugh, R.A.l\.1 C., attached to t\orth Staffs Regt ., third son of
:\lr and 1\lrs. Waiter \Vaugh, Chigwell Hall, Essex, nged 2 years.
\VooOERSON.-Killed in action, on August 6th, Capt. Dung la' Henry
])avid Wooderson, 1\.l.B., R.A.M.C., :\led1cal Officer in Charge of
the King's (Liverpool' Regiment, dearly·l01·cd elder son of Mr_. and
lllrs. H. D. \Vooder!>on, 39, Dartmonth Road, Brondesbury, :\ W.,
aged 24.
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ALLNUTT-G.\INSFORu.-On July 27th, at St. Saviour' Church
Hitchin, by the Rev. G. B. Gainslord, Vicar, Edward Bruce
Allnutt, Capt., R A ~I C., to Joan Cicely, daughter oi the Rev .
G. B. and 1\lrs. Gain,ford, of \Vood!>1de, Hitchin.
AIKI:\"SO:S FAIHBA:\K-SAL~IO:s.-On Augu t Ist, at St l\1a_ry's
Priory, Bodmin, by the Reverend Father 1\lcEiroy, John Gerald
Atkin on Fnirbank, 1\.LB., elder ·on of the late John Harrison
Atkinson and l\lrs. Atkinson, oi 50, St. Charles Square, \V., to
Gladys lsatt, only daughter of Dr. and lrs . 0. G. Salmon,
Bodmin, Cornwall.
CANE-PERKii'S.-On Jul~· 2~th, 1916, at t. John':s, Meads, Eastbourne, by the Rev. John Salwey, Vicar, Maurice H erewa rd Cane,
temp. Captain, R.A.:\I.C., youngest son of the late Leonard Cane,
1\I.D., and Mrs. Cane, of Eastbourne, formerly of P'eterborough, to
1\larjorie Amy, second daughter of H. J. Perkins, I.S 0., F.R G.S,
F.G S., Surveyor-General, British Honduras, and :llrs. Perkins, ot
\\'imbledon Park.
PHATT-\'1-'INC"KLEY.-On August 8th, at the Parish Church,
H oughton-on-the-Hill, Leicestershire, by the father of the bnde,
Capt. Oliver Beakley Pratt, R.A.l\I.C. (attached 8th Battalion
Su!Tolk Regiment), son of Lieut.-Col R. Pratt, R.A.I\I.C., T.F.,
nnd Mrs. Pratt, of Leicester, to Catharine Rose Thorold, eldest
daughttr of the Rev. S. Thonold \Vinckley , Rector of Houghton
and Rur.•l Dean, and Mrs. \V1n ckley.
SAI'ORY-SUTHEHL.I:SO-On August 16th, at t. 1\lary-the-\'irgin,
Ringmer, by the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Barking, a"isted by the
Rev. Preb. Poole, of Lewes, the Rev. Lawrence Gee, Rector of
Hemel Hempstead, unC"Ie of the bride, and 1he Rev. G. R. Leefe,
Vicar of Ringmer, Charles H Sa•·ory, Surgeon, R.N., eldest son
of Arthur L. Savory, of 31, Bramham Gardens, •. \V ., to Aileen
1\lary, elder daughter of the latt: \Villi am Tudor Sutherland and
Mrs. Sutherland, of Whitehall, Maidenhead

EW ADDRESSES.
L. A. AKsOlJI.D, Bhn,aval, Bombay Presidency, India.
F. BKI< "" I·.LL, s. Hatfi ... ld Road, !p,•nch.
T
H . r. C1 Jo,~os, Lieut.-Cul, R.A :11 C., 2~, Festing Road
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All Commtmicativns, Arttclt•s, I ettas, Nut1ces, ur Books fur rt-vie?V
should be for'u.'arded, accompa11ied by the name of the se~~<la, to the
Editor, r. B,\RTIIOLO\IF.W' · HosPIIAL JoUHN.\L, St. Bartltolomew s Hospital, Smilhjitld, E. C.
The Annual ubscriptro11 to the Jour11al is ss., i11cludi"g p · tage.
Subscrittio11s should he st•~tt to the :1-l.\N,\G~R, \V . E. SARG.\:ST,
M.R.C. ., at the Hospital.
All commtmtcations, ji~tallcial, or other-wiu, relative to Adt•erlise·
1011!111:> 0.\'LY, should be addressed to ADVERTISE~IE:\ f 1\1.\~AGER,
the Journal Office, St. Barthulornnv s Hospital, E. C. Tdepltolte:
Crty 510.
A CO't!U for bi11ding (black <loth boards with lettering a11d King
Henry VIII Gal=ay"' g•lt) ea" be obtai11ed (price IS. postfru)
from :\IR ·sRs. AULARD
ON A:"ll \\'EsT 1'\E\OIAN, Bartho/omi'11J
os _,,·u \V P. r :\'~Cw>I.Is have
Close. MEssR. AoLARD &
arra ntrt'd to do the bi~tdi~tg, wtth cut n 11d sprinkled edges, at a
cost cif Is. 9d. ur carriage paid 2s.-covt'r included.
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